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Real Estate Deal

Absentee Ballot

Invoking Garage

Bill

Announced Today
A

Pentwater Group

Defeated After

Is

Senate Hearing

To Holland Site

real caUta transactioninGovernmental units using voting machines in the April 6 election will have no need to consider
drastic changes in the tabulation

volving the S. A. Dagen, Inc., gar-

age at 12 West 'SeventhfSt., wai
announced this morning by Henry
-8. Maentx, president of First National Bank, and S. A. Dagen,
•wner of the garage.
Accordingto terms, Dagen will
move his business to a new location to be situated on the northeast corner of Waverly Rd. and
Chicago Dr. (M-21).
First National Bank has purchased the property on West Sev
enth St, • and liaentz said the
property would.be used for parking space for bank customers.
They will either use the building
or tear it down and use the land
as a parking lot Maentx said.
, The area has 821 feet of frontage on Seventh St and is
feet deep.

Dagen, meanwhile,is
ahead with plans to erect a

going
$30,-

000 buildingand will move the entire operation, including used car
lot to Waverly Rd. site.
Although the contract hasn't
been let a 50 by 110-foot budding is planned that will include a
modern showroom, officesand be
of brick and cement block construction.

"The buildingwill be started as
soon as we can,” Dagen said. "We
plan to be out there about the
first of July or sooner."
"We’ll have our complete operation there, including ample parking space for even the large
trucks," he added. "The total area
will have 200 feet frontageand
almost 300 feet deep, back te the

The Rolkrena, popular skating
rink which ha* baen in operation
rince Nov. 21, 1950, will soon bun
with industrialactivity.
The property has been leased to
the Pent Electric Co., Inc., of
Pentwater, manufacturersof electrical wiring harnesses, and the
new company expects to employ
about 200 persons, most of them
women, within a matter of

of votes, fallowing a special hearing in the state senate chambers
in Lansdng Wednesday morning on

House

U.t. Rep. Gerald R. Ford and Mrs. Ford chat with
Bernhard, Prince of the Netherlande, after Prince
Bernhard gave an official thank-you at the Dutch

Embaaey In Waehlngton this week to Americana
who contributedtoward Dutch flood relief. Esther

Bride-to-BeDies

Stirs

Van Wagoner Tufty, the Sentinel’scorrespondent
In Waehlngton,shown In background, was appointed by Gov. G. Mennen Williamsto represent Michigan In the ceremonies..Left to right
ere Mrs. Ford, Mrs. Tufty, Prince Bernhard and
Rep. Ford.

Memories

of

Many Old-Timers

Bill 105.

City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed
of Holland, one of several city
clerks in Michigan attending the
hearing, advanced some alternatives to the bill which calls for a
separate counting of all absentee
ballots in the separate wards after the polls have closed.
The bill was discussed in detail
at last week’s meeting of City
Ooundl, and city fathers felt the
separate tabulation after hours
would defeat the purpose of voting
machines which among other reasons provides early jet urns. The
present law provides that absentee
ballots may be recorded on the
voting machines at off hours during the day in the presence of the
full election board.
Grevengoed referred to a resolution passed by Council callingfor
notations on absent ballots in case
the vote is not recordedbecause
of irregularities,nother alternative calls for a separatetabulation of absentee ballots in a central location. The latter plan was
well received among many city
clerks who deal with voting machines.

Expanding

months.
George Yonkmah, president of
the firm, explainedthat taking
over the Roll arena Is an expanaion program, not a. matter of
moving the business from Pentwater. A'native of Zeeland, Yonkman started the business in a
small way seven years ago In
Pentwater and it has grown to a
point where a substantial force is
operating at present Yonkman is
a brother of former U. S. Rep.
Bartel J. Jonkman of Grand Rapids, but prefers to spell his

Alrmah Second Class Maurlca Var Halat, Jr* laft, rtcalva* notifrom Capt Arthur Lynn that ha has been commissioneda
second lieutenant In tha Air Fores Reserve. LL Var Heist was
awarded the commlaalonfollowing work on a 12-atata Inventory of
Air Reservists throughouttha South. His commission was announced by MaJ. Gen. Charles E. Thomas, Jr* commanding general
of 14th Air Force at Robins. Lt Var Halat’a wife and Infant son live
fication

In Holland.

*

nam*

with a "Y" instead of a "J."
The electricalharnesses which
the company assemblesinvolve a
system of wires fabricated into a
harness which operates appliances
of various electricalmechanisms.
Many of these harnesses are used
in the automotiveindustry. The
plant has a few war contracts,
but these form only a part of
the production.
Richard D. Crowe, plant manag-

and
Others participatingin the hearHarry Feltner will be production
ing were J. Nyhof Pool of Grand
Of
superintendent for the time beHaven, Stan Kilpatrick of Grand
ing. The men were well pleased
Rapids, Louise Urban of Highland
with the local layout and said it is
ALLEGAN (Special)
Winni- announcement that the state highPark
and
Mrs.
Lenore
Armore
of
most adaptable to their operations
fred (Peachy) Walsh, 24, died way department is planning a
river."
Hazel Park. The hearing preceded
new bridge to carry M-118 over
which is largely one of simple asA jump in rank from airman and Mr*. Garrett Vander Borgh of sembly.
a meeting of all clerks later in
Dagen is a Dodge, Plymouth and Thursday afternoon of a rare the Kalamazoo river here, stirred All in
second
class
to
second
Meutenant
the
morning.
Holland, Lt Ver Heist U back at
Dodge truck dealer, and has been asthmatic and heart condition. Her memories for many an old-timer.
Negotiations for leasing the
After the hearing, State Sena- was made literally overnightby Robins Air Force Base awaiting property were done through tha
at the present locationon Seventh death oc cured just two weeks beThe "North Side Bridge” as it is
tor Clyde Geerlngs of Holland Maurice Ver Heist, Jr., who re- reassignmentki his new grade as Chamber of Commerce and C. C.
St. for eight years.
known was— in an earlier form— For Big
fore she was to be married, on
moved that the bill be referred cently was given a direct com- a human resources staff assistant. Wood, local realtor, working with
The firm employs from 15 to 20 April 6, to Coral Tremaine of the site of many a donneybrook
back to committee. Such adtion mission at Robins Air Force Baae
persons and Dagan said, "We Allegan.
Since July, Lt. Ver Heist travel Harold W. Draper and Myron Da
between lumbermenof opposing
Ottawa County 4-H Achieve- is tantamountto defeat, especially in Georgia. Li. Ver Heist, who was
might have to add new employes
camps.
ed throughout the 12*state 14th Jonge, proprietorsof the rink.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
ment
Day*
will be held March 27- for the present. Geerlingsfeels here on leave last week with hi*
as our service facilities will be a
David Walsh of route 1, Pullman, In the mkJ 19th century, when 31 at Holland High School. Win- that changes in election laws wife, the former Janice Vander Air Force area as (t member of The Fillmore township board ar^
lot better and we are looking fora survey team taking inventory of ranged for rezoning the area into
she had suffered a relapse of the Allegan was a lumbering town,
riiouldawait reports of a special Borgh of Holland,and his new
ward to expandingour sales proAir Force reservists In the area. industrialarea.
disease and was being rushed to the north side bridge was a meet- ter projects will be exhibited by joint senate and house committee
gram."
son, Jeffrey,is the son of Mr. and Hls work was that of a classificaing
place
for
mill
workers
and
Plans call for adding a ware1,050
club
members.
a Kalamazoo hospital by ambunow studying election laws, and Mrs. Maurice Ver Heist, Sr., of tion specialist and took him to In
Henry Costing, realtor,handled
house on the northeast corner
lance when she died. She had been timbermen from the woods camps.
First erf the completed pro- reports of the governor’s study Grand Haven. Jeffrey, the Ver
the transaction.
ventorie* at Little Rock, Ark., which also will house offices for
released from the hospital only a The span in those days was built
jects will be placed on exhibit committee on elections. Chairman Heists’ first child, was born Jackson, Mis*., and Nashville, management. The assembly proon
piles,
nearer
water
level.
month ago. She was employed by
of the joint committee is Creigh- March 10, the very day his father
*
cesses will be done on the large
The traditionalrivalry between beginning at 6 p.m. Friday, ’oth- ton Coleman of Battle Creek.
a Fennville supermarketuntil her
was awarded the commission.
A
graduate of Grand Haven floor which measures 200 by 80
mill workers and the timbermen ers will be placed Saturday mornillness.
Geerlings
said
he
believes
electSchool
Lt. Ver Heist was given the di- High School In 1946 and Hope Col- feet. Work ha* already begun on
An autopsy was to be performed resulted in pitched battleson Sat- ing. More than 400 each of handi- ion law changes should come as a
rect commission on the basis of his lege in 1950, Lt Ver Hel*t spent installing equipment.
Friday to determine exact cause urdays and tradition also requir- craft and clothing projects are package deal after all problems
Draper, who with Mrs. Draper
ed that they "meet on the expected in addition to a variety are thoroughly studied.House Bill background, which includes junior two yean teaching at Maple
of the fatal illness.
high school teaching and a social Grove School in Muskegon before operated the rink since its openof others.
Subject of
Surviving besides the parents are bridge."
105, introduced by Herbert Clemsciences degtye from Hope Col- hi* enlistment in the Air Force in ing, has announced no particular
One old-timer say* he recalls
four sisters, Mrs. Harry Radke of
Officialjudging will take place ents of Deckerville,was proposed
lege, plus his work for the Air February, 1952.
plans for the future, but for the
the
sight
vividly.
After
one
of
the
Allegan,
Mrs.
Catherine
Repp
of
Saturday
and
Monday
and
open
primarily
to
be
effective
for
the
ZEELAND (Spedal)—Problems
Force during the past months. He
time being will assist the new
He
was
assigned
to
basic
trainbattles
was
over,
he
aaid,
the
rivApril
6
election.
house for visitors will be held
concerned with haadHi* school Fennville, Edna and Elizabeth at
was sworn in at 14th Air Force ing at Lackland Air Force Base, company in building the storechildren were discussed at a panel home; two brothers, David, serv- er ice was strewn with the bodies Monday evening beginningat 5
Headquarters,receiving his com- San Antonio,Texas, then went house addition. The Drapers today
meeting Tuesday evening at Zee- ing in the Air Force at Martin of unconscious or exhausted fight- p.m. Judging will be by extension Beth Marcus Explains
mission after a year as an enlisted through the Career Guidance expressed appreciation to the peoland High School.
Field, Calif., and James, at home, ers. Who won, he doesn’t recall. officials and local 4-H club leadman.
School at Lowiy Air Force Base, ple of Holland and vicinity for
The state highway department ers.
Discussion centered around five and her grandmother,Mrs. Jennie
Red Cross Work at PTA
After spending a week with Denver, Colo., before his trans- their fine cooperationduring the
questions: How can studentsbe Bishop of Hancock, Wis.
has announced that Don E. AlMiss Marie Wolfe assistant
encouragedto stay in school after
len, local consultingengineer, has state 4-R club leader and Muss
Miss Beth Marcus, executive his wife and son, who are making fer to 14th Air Force Headquar- 2i years the rink was in operation.
The Rollarena is located on US-31
they beome 16-years-of-age?How
entered into a contract to prepare Mildred Oml er, home demonstra- secretaryof Ottawa county Red their home wth her parents, Prof. ters at Robins.
Pupils Present Operetta
about a mile south of the dty
can teen-age drinking be curtailplans for the new bridge.The de- tion agent of Fremont will judge Cross, was guest speaker at the.
limits.
ed? Should students be paid for For Parents, Friends
partment hopes to get the work girl’s work assistedby local club Washington School Parent TeachAlvin Dyk Reappointed
Edward
S. Zych, 39,
good grades? Should boys asaume
underway by next fall.
ers
Afsoeiation
meeting
Tuesday
leaders,Mrs. Fred Abel and Mrs.
the responsibility for getting gtirfe
Sixth grade pupils at WashingThe present bridge, built in' H. Lenters of Hudsonville; Mrs. evening. Discussing “Our Atti- License Bureau Head
Succumbt at Homa
home on time and how many ton School under the directionof 1881, is a narrow, high truss Ruth Van Noord and Mrs. H. Van tudes Toward* Others," Miss Martimes a week should they be al- Miss Wilhelmine Haberland,pre- structure,considered dangerous
Secretary of State Owen J.
Edward S. Zych, 39, died early
Klompenberg of Jamestown; Miss cus said the right attitudes tolowed to go out?
sented Humperdink’soperetta, and inadequatefor present day Lois Vollink and Mrs. Ward Kep- ward fellow men are started right Cleary today announced reap- this morning at his home, 209
Participating were representa- "Hansel and Gretel,"for their traffic. 'Hie roadway is only 19
in the grade school. She said the pointment of Alvin H. Dyk as
pel of Zeeland and Mrs. William
tives of the school faculty, stu- parents and friends Wednesday at feet wide. The new bridge will
Red
Cross is an organization to manager of the department of Howard Ave. He had been ill sevFockler ol
of Holland. In the boy’s
dents, and parenta. Represent ir« 7 p.m. in the auditorium.
help themselves. She gqve inter- state office in Holland. The office eral months.
have three spans, totaling180 feet division ji
judging will be by P.G.
the faculty were Raymond J. Participatingin the program in length with a 48-foot roadway
Mr. Zych was born in Petoskey
esting information on work of the is located at 87 West Eighth St.
Lundin, tu
Four itudent* from Ottawa
assistant state club leadLokera who acted as chairman, were Donna Zeerip,Life of HumpCleary said that since assuming and came to Holland as a child
and two sidewalks,five feet wide. a\ Ralph Kirch, Kent county 4-H Holland Chapter and explained
county are among the 301 westRaymond Brummel and William erdink; Jane Van Tatenhove,acwith his family. He was employed
Home
Service
work,
Junior
Red
office
Jan.
1,
he
has
been
conThe state highway department club agent and local club leaders
B. Tower. Students were Judy Ver
Cross, the swimming program ducting an exhaustive survey of at Holland-RacineShoes, Inc., un- ern Michigan youth who have
companist; Deanna Phillips, Gret- also announcedplans last week for
taken specializedshort courses at
Neil Zuidema and John Bronk- ami the blood program.
Plank, Judy Whtontt and Del el; Arthur Oosting, Hansel; Luthe efficiencyand economy of the til last September.He was *
two improvement projects for Al- ema of Holland. Marvin Heft and
Michigan State College and are
Komejan, while Lee Faber and anne Klomparens,mother; Robert
member
of
St.
Francis
De
Sales
The
blood
program
here,
she
department of state, including
legan county roads. Bids will be Clare Hansen, farm service men
returning home from the winter
Lloyd Plewes presentedthe par- Parkes, father; Sue Warner,
said,
is
the
most
unusual
of
its operations of the department’s Church and also of local 560 of
opened April 1 on.
IVOm Consumers Power Co. will kind in the United States. Blood branch offices.
ent's ride of the proWema.
Boot and Shoe Workers Union. term in time for spring work.
witch; Barbara Walvoord, sand5.6 miles of 20-foot bituminous judge electrical projects.
They include Dale Van Haitsma,
Followingthe discussion lunch
is
given
to
patients
at
Holland
Surviving are the father, Peter
Cleary emphasizedthat Dyk has
man; Marilyn Nichols, Linda Van- aggregate surface from Allegan
Several advanced club members Hospital. They only pay for the
Junior Heyboer and Daryl Bulat,
was served by a committee coma “record of excellent service with Zych; two brothers, Stanley F.
denberg, Barbara Walvoord,Sara city north on the Monterey Rd.
will exhibit achievement booths equipment used. Miss Marcus also
all of Zeeland, and Patricia Hubposed of Mrs. Marcellua De Jonge,
the department and the public, and Joseph, and three sisters,
Dixon, Vernon Borgman, Royal This section was regraded last
Mrs. C. J. Yntema, ^Irs. Alvie Milbel of Coopersville.Van Haitsma,
depicting their overall club pro- explained other work of Holland
and that because of this record he Margaret, Sally and Sylvia, all of
Prince and Stephan Slag, cookie year and this will complete the
lard and Mrs. George Nyenbrink.
ject achievements. Top booth groups, including Gray Ladies at is pleased to secure a continuance East Orange, N. J.
Miss Hubbel and Heyboer received
children.
work. July 31 i* the completion exhibitors wil compete in district
Percy Jones Hospital. Recently, of his services."
Funeral services will be held Banker’s Scholarshipsfrom the
Barbara Walvoord, Jon Shash- date.
and state contests while second a busload of patients was taken
Saturday at 9 a.m. at St. Francis Ottawa County Bankers AssociaAbsentee Ballots Readf
aguay, programs; Ralph Houston,
3.5 miles of grading and drainand
third
place winners will re- to see Rocky Marciano.
Church with the Rev. J. M. West- tion.
Jon Shashaguay, Terry Kolean, age structures and 20-foot aggreWayne Van Kampen Has dorp officiating. Burial will be at While at Michigan State ColFor April 6 Primary
Stephen Slag and Vernon Borg- gate surface from Knobloch’s ceive trips to the Chicago Inter- President Melvin Van TatenPilgrim Home Cemetery Friends lege, these students became acman, stage helpers; Carol Bond, corners, a mile south of Mont- national Livestock show next win- hove presided and Miss Elsie Stry- Party on Birthday
Absentee ballots for the April 6
ker led devotionson the topic,
ter.
may call at the funeral chapel quainted with Robert E. Dennis,
properties; Royal Prince, Vernon erey Center, east to Hopkins.
spring election are now available
“What
Is Being Accomplished
Friday
from 3 to 5 p.m. The ros- Short Course instructor,now asBorgman and Stephen Slag, oven; Sept. 30 is the completion date for
Wayne Allan Van Kampen, son
at the City Hall, City Clerk ClarWith the Cross of Christ?"
ary will be recited at 8 p.m. Fri- signed to work with Western
of Mr. and Mrs. Dick Van Kampen
Eileen
John,
Marilyn
Nichols,
this
project.
Fined
ior
Violating
ence Grevengoed said today.
Prof. Edward Brand of Hope
day.
Michigan studentsand extension
of 634 West 23rd St., celebrated
Sara Dixon and Terry Kolean,
Grevengoed said that anyone
College introduced one of his stupersonnel.
Cattle
Sale
Law
his eighth birthday anniversary
cookie house; Barbara Walvoord,
planning to be out of the city tm
dents, Don Pangbum, who is runShort course students were
with a party given by his mother Leper Meeting Sunday
Sue Warner and Jon Shashaguay, Jury Disagrees on Civil
electionday or unable to vote beducting
a
survey
on
the
teaching
Ben
Visser, 45, Grandville paid
housed
ki Well* Hall and were
Saturday
afternoon.
cage; Richard Brand, lights, and Case in Grand Haven
cause of illness may obtain an abfine and costs of $28.90 after plead- of foreign languages on the gramoffered various recreation proTable decorations were in keep- For Area Children
Eileen
John,
sound
effects.
sentee ballot
ing guilty to a violation of the cat- mar school level. Special music
grams in off hours irom studies in
with tile Easter season. Each
GRAND HAVEN (Special)— A tie sale law before Municipal Court was presented by Lavern Rudolph, ing
The only contest in the city is
Childrenfrom churches in the general agriculture,home econoguest received a favor. Games
Justice
Court
jury
was
unable
to
in the first ward where Anthony Miss Barbara Sibbald
Judge Cornelius vander Meulen who played two saxophone solos were played.
Holland-Zeelandarea will gather mics and related subjects.
agree after all evidence was preNienhuis and Ernest H. Phillips are
Friday. Visser had failed to obtain accompaniedby his daughter,
Guest. -j were Tommie Coleman, in Hope Memorial Chapel Sunday
to Donald Bocks
sented in a civil case before JusRoxanne.
candidates for aldermSn.
an official certificate from the agDale Garvelink,Jackie Nyland, at 2:30 p.m. for the annual Leper
ALLEGAN (Special) - Among
tice Truman H. Husted Monday
During the social period, re- Ward Rooks, George Yearry, meeting for children.
Voters wiU cast their ballotsfor
riculturedepartmentbefore selling
the 301 students enrolled in 12 diffreshments were served by Mrs. Chuckie Drnek, Melvin Hoffman Speaker will be Mrs. Thomas R.
Regents of the University of Mich- Announcement has been made afternoon in which Travelers In- the steer.
ferent specialized short course*
igan, State Board of Agriculture of the marriage of Miss Barbara surance Co., assignee of Frank
Husk of Atlanta, Ga., national at Michigan State College who
Others paying fines Friday and Gordon Groenewoud and her com- and Betty Lou Van Kampen.
S. Sibbald,,daughter of Mrs. Fern Smith of Spring Lake, sought
mittee, the Mesdames Randall
Superintendent of Public Instrucfield secretary of American have returned after a winter’s
$243.60 damages from Carl A. Saturday were Doris Jacobos, 21, Bosch, Ralph Jones, John Sawle,
tion, State Board of Education Sibbald of Kalamazoo, and Donald
Leprosy Missions. This is a na- term are five from Allegan Coun801
West
Seventh
St., speeding,
Bocks, son of Mr. and Mrs. Austin Hetzel, Grand Haven businessman,
New
Christian
School
Archie Edwards and John Slag.
highway commissioner,and state
tional agency which aids or mainty including Lloyd Miller, HopBocks of 422 Howard Ave. -The and his wife, Anna, as the result $10; Edgar De Vries, 21, of 127 Mrs. Ray Swank and Mrs. Clar
supreme court justices’ five chartains 153 leprosy colonies in 38 kins, second term general agriculWest
19th
St.,
stop
street,
$8;
HarTo
Be
Dedicated
Soon
marriage took jflace Friday eve- of an accident in Grand Haven
ence
Wagner
poured.
ter amendments win also bo voted
countries in co-operation with 62
old La Fever, Milford,parking, $1;
ning In Angla, Ind.
April 7, 1952.
ture; Donald Jackson, W’ayland,
on.
Second floor mothers conducted
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
Protestant denominational and inJames
EMnga,
571
West
19th
St„
The couple will make their heme
Defendantshad filed a counter
a baked goods sale with Mrs. Wil- The new Christian School, located terdenominational mission boards. second term general agriculture;
in Reed City where Mr. Bocks is bill seeking $125 from plaintiffs. parking, $1; Michael H. Smith, 115 liam Neff as chairman, assistedby
Eugene Ceilings,Hopkins, poultry
Mrs. Husk has just returned
Mrs. Hattie Poll Diet
employed by the State Highway It was indicated the case may be Eajt 13th St., parking,$1; John Mrs. Neal Houtman; Mrs. John at Grant and Ferry Sts., and
specializingcourse; Jerry Fenner
from
a
two-month
tour
of
leprosy
which has been under construcHesselink, East 15th St., parking,
Commission.
retired.
of Piainwell and David Hough of
Shashaguay and Mrs. Eugene Gro- tion for 21 years, with more than coloniesIn Africa.
At Home in Hamilton
Serving on the jury were Wil- $1; Edward Bell, Lake Villa, fail- ters and Mrs. George Bond.
Allegan, elevator and farm supply
100
volunteer
workers
participatford F. Kieft, Alex H. Hume, Bert ure to observe truck route signs,
course.
Enters
Guilty
Plea
HAMILTON (Spetiaih.-. Mix.
ing in the building program, will Mrs. P.A.J. Bouma, 85,
Singerling, Jacob Welling, Mrs. $2.
Hattie Poll, 66, died Wednesday at
be dedicated April 10.
Zeeland Firm Cited
Russell Powers and Mr*. Lynn O.
To
Disorderly
Count
her home route 2, Hamilton,folThis is a 10-classroomschool, Dies in New Jersey
Airplane Spotter Crew
Pollock.
LANSING
—
West Shore ConMan Found Hanged
lowing a lingering Hlnem.
struction Co. of Zeeland has re- with an auditorium-gymnasium,
Dorothy Ann Keel, 35, Grand
mMShe is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. P.A.J. Bouma, 85, died Needs More Volunteers
woman walking her dbg
modern kitchen and library.
Rapids, received a suspendedsenLadies Aid Group Meets through Dunn’s woods at about ceived a "no accident certificate” Clarence Diephouse is principal Friday at the home of her daughMrs. Willis De Boer of Hamilton;
from the Associated General Contence and was requested to leave
Volunteer worker* to staff tha
two, brothers, Albert Kaper of the city after she pleaded guilty
2 JO this afternoon discovereda
tractors of American meeting in of the school, which has nearly ter, Mrs. Teunis Baker, in Mont- local Ground Observer* Corps
At Blankestyn Home
Hoi and and Alfred Kaper of New
clair,
N.
J.
according
to
word
reman
hanging
by
a
rope
from
a
tree
300
pupils.
to a drunk and disorderly charge
annual session at Miami, Fla.,
Post DN-54 are urgently needed ’n
York; three granick%ikiren; an before Municipal Court Judge Corceived here Saturday by relaGroup three of the Ladle* Aid limb. He was identified by papers this week. It was one of the MichHolland-Zeeland area according to
uncle, John Smidt, of Hamilton
tives.
in
his
wallet
as
Arie
Van
Slooten,
nelius vander Meulen Wednesday. Society of First Reformed Church
igan Road Builders’ Association Niles Hospital Fund
Director Charles E. Rich.
and an aunt, tyre. Dent Vender
She was the wife of the late
Paying fines Wednesday and to- of Zeeland met at the home of believed to live at 430 Piqp Ave. members receivingsuch a citation.
Followinga meeting with Civil
Moeg of Holland.
Boosted by Pledges
Rev. P.A.J. Bouma, former pasday were Maurice Minnema, 19, of Mrs. John Blankestyn, Chicago Police arrived on the scene at
Defense director Roy Klomparen*
Funeral services will be held 460 West 20th St, feeding, $5;
2:45
and
called
the
coroner
mho
tor
of
the
Fourth
Reformed
NILES (Special)— A total of
Friday, plans for securing a new
Tanker Polaris Enters
Monday at 1:30 pm. at the home Jay Boes, 18, of 384 West 18th St. Dr., Tuesday afternoon.
$50,782 has been added to the Church of Holland.Mrs. Bourna
Members present were Mrs. N. was en route to the scene.
observation post in the area Were
Carrying
36,000
barrel*
of
gaso-.
and at 2 pm. in the Hamilton Re- jpeedtog. $5; Warren Dietama,
left
Holland
about
two
years
ago.
$595,801
already
pledged
to
the
announced. Several proposed locaformed Church with the Rev. 535 Pine Great Dr., perking, $2; Zylstra, Mrs. H. Vredeveld, Mrs.
line, the tanker Polaris beca»/ie
Pawating Hospitalbuilding fund Surviving are four daughters, tions are being considered, and
H. Kuipers, Mrs. B. Poest, Mrs. Sundew Sets Buoys
Muyskena officiating. Burial Lyle Prince, 75 West 17th St.,
the sixth harbor entrance of the in the first two days of the public
Mrs. Miner Stegenga,Mrs. John final action is expected shortly.
J. Bouma, Mrs. Peter Vanden
The
Coast
Guard
tender
Sunwll be in Riverside Cemetery.The parking |1; Marion V. Omreh,
current shipping season 5:50 p.m. subscription drive.
Van Strien, Mrs. Everett Flik- Appeals for volunteer* will ba
Bosch,
Mrs.
A.
H.
Pyle, Mrs. P. dew entered Holland harbor Wedbody will be taken to the rmi- Perry, failure to obey truck route
Thursday.It was the first trip for
The $50,782 game from individ- kema and Mrs. Baker; one son, made to local social
Pyle, Mrs. S. Elhart, Mrs. J. den nesday at 1:40 p.m. to set four
'<4
dence late Friday .afternoonwhere signs, $2; Frank M. Stein, Bay
the ship to Holland since Jan. 6. ual pledges from 1,383 employes Jay Bouma; one sister, Mr*.
Ouden and Miss Ann Huizenga. buoy* in Lake Macatawa. It left
clubs along with the high
friend* may can Friday evening
Holland
Coast
Guard
station
re- averaging $31.72 and from 32
feUur* to obey truck route
Henry Hoopers, of Zeeland, form- and Hope College. In
Hostesses were Mrs. Elhart and this morning at 6 a m. to return
Saturday and Sunday.*
ported the ship left for East Chi- business concerns averaging $216.signs,
Mr*. Blankestyn.
erly of Holland and several grand- observers several clerical
to its horns port, Milwaukee.
cago at 8:15 aon. Friday.
25. The fund now stands at $646,- children «id great grandchildren.
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Sharks Stalk Small Fishing Boat
In Shallow

Many
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m

. (This is the third in a series of

tive baskets— hand made stuff
on Nassau, The Bahamas, from 50 cents up to several dolby Philip T. Rich, editor and pub- lars. Imports from other islands
lisher of the Midland Daily News, and South American countries are
who was vacationing in the Ba- found here as well as things from
hamas with his wife, daughter and France and Italy and naturally
his brother Newton Rich and fam- loads of Britishgoods. Some woolily aboard the cruiser "Harriet’*— ens are being made here now.
Editor)
One Item that interestsa lot of
tourists is Scotch whiskey which
articles

Varied Cases
GRAND HAVEN

(Special)

—

Three persona were arraigned in
Circuit Court Saturday morning
on charge* of non-support,and

were

released

on

their

own

re-

cognizance until April 7, when
their cases will be disposed of.
The three were Wesley Caz
ier, 23, route 1. Hudsonville, (Allendale Township), charged with
failure to support his wife, Ruth,
and their three minor children;
Herschel Bain 23, of 9 West Ninth
St., Holland, charged with nonaupport of his wife, Sally, and
their three-weeks-old child; and
Vincent Miller, 22, of Grand
Haven, who has failed to support
Mr. ond Mrs.
his wife, Charlene.
Open house is planned Friday,
John Zylstra. 22, who resides
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. March 27, by Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit
Peter Zylstra,at 152 East Ninth Ortman of 2766 Bee Line Rd., who
St, Holland, appeared before celebrate their 40th wedding anJudge . Raymond L. Smith and,
niversary that day. The open
through his interpreterand uncle,
house will be held at the home of
Martin Buursma, entered a plea
their son and daughter-m-law, Mr.
of guilty to a charge of larceny
from a gasoline station. His bond and Mrs. John Ortman, of route
2, from 7 to 9 in the evening.
has been continued and he will reMrs. Ortman, the former Carturn for dispositionon April 16.
Zylstra,who came to this country
from the Netherlands last December, is unable to understand English or speak it, and through his
uncle was advised by Prosecutor
Wendell A. Miles and Judge Smith,
.the nature of the charge and the
seriousness thereof.Zylstra allegedly stole a check for $75.45, made
by the Western Machine Tool
Works to Adrian J. Van Putten,
which was endorsed by the latter,
and was the property of A1 De
Weerd, of the Downtown Service
Station in Holland, on March 6.
Albert Sturgeon, 35, route 1,
Grand Haven, who pleaded guilty
to a charge of disposing mortgaged property, and was released on
his own recognizance, after being
confined in the county jail since
his arrest, unable to furnish $2,000 bond. He will return for disposition April 7. Sturgeonallegedly sold some household goods Oct
1, 1952, to the Vander Wagen A

NASSAU IN THE BAHAMAS
—We were all so smitten by Great

-

Stirrup

Gerrit Ortmon

rie De Boer, was born Oct. 20,
1890, and Mr. Ortman was born
May 29, 1884. They were married

March 27, 1913.
Mr. Ortman is employed at
West Michigan Furniture Co. Tlie
Ortman s are members of Sixteenth Street Christian Refoimed
Church.

Cay

sells for $3 a fifth— about half the

Michigan price. Federal law

K

>

al-

in the Berry islands lows a gallon of import of spirits.

that it was decided to stay anoth- Woolens, linens,cashmere,camel
er day. If there ever was a peace- hair items, dishes from England,
and native baskets, hats, pocketful place, this is it! I doubt if anybooks, etc., made from a variety
one around, except the light-keepof straw or raffia are some of the
er knows what time it is, has a
items in great demand.
time-piece or cares to have one.
(To Be Continued)
While we were there a couple of
other yachts came In to park. One
of them just overnight A commercial fisherman could be seen
a mile or two away and an occasional small native sailboat
That was all
Several in our party went down
to see Glenton’s farm, which he is
trying to dig from the wilderness
ALLEGAN (Spedal)-CivilAir
for an owner he hasn’t seen in
Patrol
members and cadets of
four yeprs. Also they wanted to

see some old graves and take
They have one son, John, and a
along the wash, which he said his
granddaughter,Judith Ann.
wifd would do. My sister-in-law,
Ruth Rich, and I went fishing
with Glenton and Francis. We had
a great time at the edge of the
open sea just off the shallow

m

Allegan Stages

ml

CAP Maneuver

three communities, Kalamazoo,
Austin Lake and Allegan, had a

day Sunday and graphically
proved their worth in an air rescue test.
Hampered by poor feather
water. We could see all kinds of which closed in the fields at Kala
fish and caught perhaps a dozen. mazoo and Austin Lake most of
Finally a big shark turned up and the morning, planes from Allegan
managed to take the fish off as bore the brunt of the search, but
fast as we could hook them. When it remained for a late-starting
we went in we frequently saw Austin Lake airman to spot the
shark and finallyconcluded they “wreckage” of the plane which
were following us because we was the object of the maneuver.
Two ambulances,four air police
dragged a wire bag full of fish.
Before we got in to the yacht cars and six radio air rescue cars
some of these shark were 30 feet burned up the rough roads befrom the boat and Francis tried tween Allegan and the wreck
to spear one, as five were trailing which lay three miles north and a
us. No luck. Francis warned us to half mile west of Hopkins.
1
The injured pilot and observer
keep our hands off the gunwale
as a shark might try for this nice were found about 300 yards from
Champion Rocky Marciano Meets Former Champ Jimmy Braddock
the wreckage and it took approxi
white "bait"
Once at the boat he tried sev mately 225 men to get the "viceral times to land a shark on a tims" back to the road and anhandline. You could see the shark other 20 minutes to get them to
Sixth
take the bait as it hit the water the hospitalat Allegan where puzbut all hooks and lines (light) zled nurses wondered how to treat
GelderloosIron A Metal Co. in
wouldn’tstop Mr. Shark. He’s catsup” wounds.
Ferrysburg, on which he had obA half-hour critique concluded Former heavyweight boxing seem. Braddock said that Marjump out and give a twist and
tained a loan from the Grand
away went hook or line. It is the day's activities which had be- champion James J. Braddock ciano weaves and rolls with most
Haven office of the Holland Loan
tough to land a shark on a perch gun at 8:30 a.m. for nearly 300 won’t predict the outcome of the of his opponent’s punches."
The Recreation Department’s
Association.
hook, pr one not much bigger.But CAP and cadet corps members.
Rocky Marciano- Jersey Joe WalRocky took the day off today basketball program for all sixth
Maurice Larson, 31, Muskegon,
it was fun!
cott bout in Chicago Stadium but will resume workouts Tuesgrade boys concluded at Longfelwho pleaded guilty March 6 to a
In the afternoonI went out Edward Romeyn Diet
April 10, but docs believe "it day beginning at 3 p.m.
charge of daytime breaking and
again with these two colored men
won’t go more than 10 rounds."
Saturday he sparred, two rounds low school Saturday morning.
entering, was arraigned Saturday
and we had fine fishing and they At Holland Ho$pital
Hie "Cinderella”man of boxing, with Tommy Harrison and two
Final standings:
morning on supplemental informatook the fish for their families.I
who as an underdog wrested the with Toxie Hall, plus one with
L
Edward Romeyn, 64, of 2550 title from Max Baer June 13. Phil Sanderson.
tion charging him as a third oftasted my first piece of "raw"
Vikings ...................
..................
9
1
North
120th
Ave.
(route
2),
died
fender, to which he pleaded guilty
1935, was a visitor to the Marciconch. I had noted that the two
His Sunday sessionincluded two Fighting Five ..........................6
4
and was sentencedto serve five
boatmen frequently took a bite of at 10:45 a.m. Saturday at Holland ano training camp in Holland dur- rounds with Harrison and two Flaming Arrows ..................5
5
Hospital
after
a
lingering
illness
years to 10 years, without recoming
the
week-end.
conch while preparingbait, so I
with Billy Noble. Both days he Blackhawks ............................5
5
mendation. He was originallyarHe
had
been
an
invalid
for
about
Big 6’4” and 235- pound Brad- also included shadow boxing, bag Federal Five .......
asked for a piece. Glenton warned
5
raigned on the charge of breaking
dock said he "liked Walcott" when punching and rope skipping.
me againat it aa it might make 25 years.
Spartans ................
.................0
10
and entering a dwelling of William Junior Chamber of Commerco President At Dyk gives City ManaRocky drew a heart-warming Boys participatingwere:
me tick if I wasn’t used to it but Born March 28, 1888, to the late he saw the challenger work out
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Peter
Romeyn,
Mr
ger H. C. McClintock’e car a new sparkle.The city manager’s car
Herbst, in Port Sheldon township,
Friday at Pleasantville, N. J., ovation at Sunday’s workout when
Francis opposed this view and I
Vikings — Russ Prins, Dave
waa the first to receive applicationof acotch-llte tape. The tape
Feb. 9. The two other offenses set
was determinedto taste it. I ate Romeyn was owner and propri- but dies Marciano’s edge he took time out between rounds Prince, Stan Marcus, Ron Yonk6r,
which has a highly reflective quality will be applied to many Holetor
of
Meadowbrook
Dairy
until
up in the supplementalinforma
in age as an importantfactor in of his bag-punchingstint to sign
a hunk and it was tender and very
Bill Meyer, Ted Wolters, Dick
land motorist’sautos when the “Llte-a-Bumper Drive’*’ gets undertion charged him with having been
the champion’s favor.
an autographfor a small boy who Housenga.
good— tasted almost like an oyster about six years ago. He was
member
of
First
Reformed
convictedon nighttime breaking way* in the near future. Nighttime rear-endcraehee were reduced 85
Genial
Jim
who
now
sells
ran
up
on
the
platform.
but not so tender as that Later
Fight Five— Jack Hulst, Bob
and entering in Hart, Oceana per cent in Roanoke,Va., where the project was started. Since we had "conch salad" in Nassau Church.
marine supplies, was "flabberMorrison, Bub Harrington, Chuck
then
it
ha*
been
taken
up
by
the
Public
Safety
Committee
of
the
Survivingare the wife, Chris- gasted" at the crowds at the MarCounty, July 1, 1940 and sentencHospital Notes
... a "hot” dish, but not quite as
Prins, Bob Essenburg, Dennis
ed to serve 18 months to 15 U.8. Junior Chamber of Commerce. 8gt Ernest Bear of city police good as that fresh conch dipped tine; a daughter, Mrs. Nelson ciano workouts Saturday and Sun(From Monday’s Sentinel)
Bluekamp.
force and McClintock watch aa the tape is applied. Wednesday
Kragt;
a
son,
Donald;
nine
grandday. He said there were only 35
yean; and on December 31, 1941,
in sea water. With this great supAdmitted to Holland Hospital Spartans—Jim Cotts, Art Oostall city police car* were taped by Jaycee member*. (Sentinelphoto)
he was sentenced out of Muskegon
ply of conch and fish it should children; three great grandchil- persona watching the Walcott Friday were Paul Diepenhorst, Jr., ing, Loren Van Gelderen, Garry
County to serve from two to five
be easy to live in these parts. dren; two sisters , Mrs. James workout Friday when he attended.
Both Marciano workouts at- 2284 Lakewood Blvd.; Janna Mil- Van Geldren, Wayne Sanger and
yean for unlawfully driving away
Besides one can grow coconuts, Foote of Ohio and Mrs. Francis
Harter
of
Florida; five brothers, tracted capacity crowds and Sun- lard, 196 Elm Lane; Jennie Elen- Ken Kraal.
a motor vehicle'.
and a wide variety of tropical
Tony of Elmyra, Ohio, Nell of day's attendancewas the largest baas, 347 Lincoln, Zeeland; Dale Flaming Arrows — Bob Sprick,
Sam Olund, 23, route 2, Holland,
fruita and vegetables.
Carl Dams, Dennis Kuite, Ron
Akron, Ohio, Clarence of Holly- since he started training in Holwho pleaded guilty March '6 to a
In the native markets one sees
Ter Haar, 323 East Nth St.; Dena Dorgelo, Neal PaaUwe, Bob Teall
wood,
Calif., Dick of Royal Oak land. State police said they were
charge. of carrying a concealed
lots of bananas (a small variety)
Kool, East Saugatuck; Hattie Van- and Bob Belt.
weapon, and who has been at libyams, sweet potatoes, cabbages, and Henry of Detroit; a sister-in- turning 15 cars away a minute der Hulst, route 4.
Blackhawks— Jim Van Putten,
law, Mrs. Mildred Romeyn of Les- for more than an hour Sunday.
erty on his own recognizance,was
pineapple, peas, carrots, spinach,
Bob Chambers, Dick Topp, Larry
Discharged
Friday
were
KenBraddock
was
amazed
at
the
lie,
and
a
brotheivln-law,
Henry
placed on probation for two yean,
beans and even peanuts.
turnouts and expressed himself on neth Lee Dirkse, 401 Howard Ave.; Wiersma and Bob Gordon.
Agard of Cleveland, Ohio.
the term of which require that he
In the "out" islandsprices seem
Federal Five— Lyle Mulder, Ken
the subject several times during Jerry Dirkse, 401 Howard Ave.;
pay $100 costs within 60 days, $5
to be quite moderate. The rule out
Vinstra, Randy Baldwin, Erwin
his
visit
to
Holland.
He
also
called
Mrs.
James
Slager,
112
Cambridge
a month oversight fees, prohibited
there is generally "give me what- James Van De Wefe
Marciano’straining camp set- up Ave.; Miss Sondra Green, 25 East Jordon and Ken Vander Meulen.
from drinking in taverns or his
ever you wish." But you can get
M the Holland Furnace Co. picnic 13th St.; John Otten, Jr., 266 West
home, keep employed, support his
fooled. An example! Up in the Succnmbi at Home
grounds here in Holland "the best 19th St.; Linda Brower, 130 Clover
family, spend more time with his
Barry Island a small washing done
I’ve ever seen.”
Ave.; Mrs. Donald Moore and 15-Month-01d Boy Diet
James
(Jake)
Van
De
Wege,
wife and family rather than with
by hand in probably two or three
Braddock
explained
that
trainbaby, 1476 Lakewood Blvd.; Mrs. In Municipal Hospital
57,
died
unexpectedly
early
Sunsome of the buddies,who are parhours cost $5. But the natives
day at his home, 291 West 21st ing sites away from the big cities Vern Bowen and baby, 1758 Ottaolees and ex-convicts. Although
seem scrupulouslyhonest. Two
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
St. Mr. Van De Wege was em- are the best because it’s a novelty gan Ave.; Dale Ter Haar, 323 East
this is not the first time he has
wash cloths were accidentally ployed at Baker FurnitureCo. to the public more so than in the Nth St.
Paul Stephen Gulis, 15-month-old
been in trouble, the court stated
left in the box returned to the
Surviving are the wife, Cor- big dty areas where there are so
Admitted Saturday were Mrs. son of Mr. and Mrs. Stephen
it is the first time that there was
washer-woman. That night in the nelia; a son, Gordon Jay, and a many other diversions to attract
Jacquelyn Nyland, 147 East 18th Gulis, 15925 Summer St., Spring
t gun involved and the court call
pitch dark her husband followed
daughter, Anna jean, both at people. He said the best training St.; Mrs. Mary Hite, 252 West Nth Lake, died at 5 p.m. Sunday in
ed attention that the result might
us out into a bay (a mile or more
home; his mother/ Mrs. Cornelius site he ever had was at Long St.; Ronald Kolean, 267 Rose Ave.; MunicipalHospital where he had
have been much more serious.
from his home) in a small sail Van De Wege of Holland; four Beach, Mich., and It was his "favSharon Waterway, 2654 160th Ave.; been taken shortly after noon.
Alfred Kimbal, 43, Grand Haven,
boat to bring them back as he brothers, Cornelius,Joe, Bert and orite” while he was training for
Lloyd Kaper, 152 Walnut Ave.; He was born Dec. 2, 1951.
formerly of Holland, who pleaded
knew we were leaving.
Leonard, and four sisters, Mrs. Al- his fights with Joe Louis.
Marion Blake, 61 West 12th St.;
Besides parents he is survived
' guilty March 6 to a charge of
The negroes of our southern bert Johnson, Mrs. Herman Stoel,
The former champion also said Gary Freers, 648 West 22nd St.; by the maternal grandparents,
breaking and entering in the night
states were generallynoted for Mrs. Jacob Smith and Mrs. Ben- he favors fights in the Midwest
Martha Smith, 52 West 32nd St.; Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Williamsof
time, was sentenced to serve three
their courtesy and pleasant ways amin Dykstra, all of Hoiland.
area rather than in Madison Rex Foss, route 2; William Louis Muskegon Heights,the paternal
to 15 years at SouthernMichigan
when I was a lad and lived where
Square Garden in New York City
Moore, Jr., route 2, West Olive; grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. StevPrison at Jackson. A parolee from
there were a dozen for every
because they eliminate the New
FlorenceScheaffer, Muskegon.
en Gulis of Spring Lake; the
Jackson prison where he served a
lome
Canvass
Yields
white man. It seems that here
York televisionblackout.DischargedSaturday were Mrs. great grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
term for burglary, Kimbal was
they are more like those I knew ! 3,200 for Red Cross
The April 10 Marciano- Walcott
William Miedema and baby, 312 William Williams of Muskegon
specifically charged with breaking
way back then. They are a happy
bout will be blacked out only in
East 11th St.; Mrs. Alfred Kane Heights and Mrs. Janie Symons of
into the Swiftney Service Station
lot even down to the poorest but
Red Cross volunteer workers Chicago and the Milwaukee area. and baby, route 1; Lloyd Kaper, Muskegon Heights.
in Grand Haven.
Rocky was glad to have Bradstrive to please in even the most collected $3,200 in their doorbell
- He admitted entering eight
152 Walnut Ave.; Sharon WaterHie body was taken to the
menial tasks. They appear to be campaign in city homes Saturday dock visit his training site and
way, 2654 160th Ave.
places in Grand Haven, including
Katnmoraad
Funeral home. Fuby and large clean and well-dress- night This sum ia about $800 calls big Jim "the nicest guy I
the Sanitary Dairy, Haven LaunAdmitted Sunday were Cornelius neral services will be held at St.
ed and certainly have gained short of the goal, but Fund Cam- know." He took time out from his
dry twice, Thieleman’s Garage,
much through education here- paign Chairman Wendell A. Miles Sunday workout to say goodbye to Veersma, 11 West Nth- St.; Duane Mary’s Catholic Church in Spring
Thieleman’sBump Shop, NorthBarkel, 200 West 19th St.; Leon Lake Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. with
abouts. The color-line is more like was optimisticabout results.Some Braddock, who left for Grand Rawestern Auto Sales, and a senice
Hudzik, 490 Howard Ave.; Mrs. the Rev. A. J. La Roux officiating.
pids
to
catch
a
5
p.m.
plane
back
Cuba where it is practicallynon- areas were not completely covered
•Ution on Beech Tree St. Kimbal,
Minnie Benscoter, Ravenna; Mrs. Burial will be u Spring Lake
existant Maybe we can learn and several families were away to New York.
who asked the court to be given
Cemetery.
from the English.
because of the warm weather.
A Sentinel reporter asked Brad- Ethel Rice, 843 Butternut Dr.
Another chance, was placed on
Mr*. Don Winter, one of the zone chairmen for tonight’*house-toDischarged
Sunday
were'
Paul
On the 9th— a Sunday — we Workers are planning several dock. what he thought of Chuck
probation in 1951 and while on
house canvass for the Red Croat, demonatratee how to dlaplay th#
moved on down to Nassau. It was return calls, and it is hoped the Davey and the former champ said, Diepenhorst, 2284 Lakewood Blvd.; Ann Bomers, 52, Diet
probation was sentencedout of
Red Croaa atlckerthe donor receives after making a contribution,
Mrs. Alvin Johnson and baby, 364
a quiet day as practically every goal will be reached by the end “He’s a nice fella, but I think
Kent County and served nine
Mra. Winter ia one of 200 volunteera who will canvaaa Holland city
of
the
week.
Gavilan could take him in two West Fourth Ave.; Mrs. Gerrit At Holland Hospital
thing is closed on Sunday. The
tonight atarting at 6 p.m. All workera were briefed at a kickoff
months. The court recommended
Van Gelderen, 173 East Nth St.;
rounds anytime they fight."
next morning you wouldn’t know
meeting Friday night In Third ReformedChurch in charge of Fund
the minimum sentence.
James Millard,196 Elm Lane.
Ann Bomers, 52, of 85 East 16th
Braddock
defeated
Baer
for
the
it was the same town as people Michielsen Infant
Campaign Chairman Wendell A. Miles. Mra. Joaeph Borgman,Jr., Is
Charles Holmes, 31, route 2,
A daughter, Patricia,was born St., died of a lingeringillness Satheavyweight title in a 15-round
by
the
hundred
appeared
from
city residentialchairman. Friday's Sentinel contained a complete
Spring Lake, who was returned to
bout June 13, 1935. He lost the in Holland hospita|Sunday to Mr. urday afterHbon at Holland Hospieverywhere;markets and hawkers Dies Unexpectedly
Hat of volunteer workera, one of whom will knock at your door toGrand Haven by sheriff’s officers
title when Joe Louis knocked him and Mrs. Paul Raggl, route 1, tal. Miss Bomers had been hospiflourished and all stores were
night to enroll you in the Red Cross. Be ready to greet her.
After being picked up at Newport,
talizedfor 18 weeks.
Douglas Paul Michlelson, two- out in the eighth round of their West Olive.
open
and
doing a land-officebusi(Penna-Saa photo)
Ark., for violationof his probaMiss Bomers had been employed
bout
June
22,
1937
in
Chicago.
month-old
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
ness.
tion, also appeared before Judge
as a stenographer at Holland FurBraddock also spoke up when Knicks Collect Basement
Nassau is the largest town in Eugene Michielsen,750 Aster AVe.,
Smith Saturday morning. His pronace Co. for 28 years. She was a
flying rocking chair!
No Sanceri, But He’i Hit
the islands and is located on Pro- died unexpectedly Sunday morning he heard the comment that Marcibation was revoked and Holmes
member of Fourteenth Street
It happened Saturday after- vidence island which is 21 miles at his borne. Exact cause of death ano didn’t "look too sharp" in Full of Paper in Drive
was sentencedto serve one year By Flying Rocking Chair
ChristianReformed Church and
noon when De Ridder was riding long. It is the capital, has a won- was not known. An autopsy was Saturday’ssparring session. He
At Southern Michigan Prison at
Members of the Knickerbockerthe Fellowship
.
on Butternut Dr. into Holland. He derful harbor, protestedat its performed and reports are be- •aid. "You shouldn't worry about
People may talk about flying was following a car and trailer
Jackson,or until such time as he
something like that because you Fraternity of Hope College have
Surviving are the father, John
mouth by Hog Island. About ing awaited from Muskegon.
has paid up his alimony arrears saucers, • but Henry De Ridder, loaded with some junk and topped
never know when they're trying their frat house basement "filled Bomers; two sisters, Mrs. John
40,000 or half of the entire popu- - Surviving besides the parents
which amounts to close to $2,000. genial supervisor from Port Shel- by a rocking chair.
out somethingnew." They may be with paper" after their city- Kuipers and Mrs. Roy Walters,
are
the
grandparents,
Mr.
and
lation of the Bahamas live on
On Sept. 16, 1950, Holmes was don, can top that He was hit by a
When De Ridder was about 75 Providence. Nassau is not incorp- Mrs. Martin Geerlings of Zeeland concentratingon body punches wide paper drive Saturday. The and five nieces and nephews.
charged with contempt of court
and ignoring the others or trying “Knicks" staged the collectionto
yards behind, the wind caught the
orated so there is no separation township and Mrs. Paul Michielfor not abiding by the terms of a
a specialpunch.”
help finance a memorial for a
rocking chair and it bounced of its population but guesses place sen of Holland.
divorce decree and was placed on to $745, accordingto Spangler. through the air and hit De KidSuch sentimentshave been re- fraternity brother, Dave De For- Four Grand Rapid$ Men
the denser dty proper area at 18
probation. On Oct 9, 1952, another Williams is the father of six, chil- der’s car. Only a headlight was
peatedly expressed by trainer est, who died in an accidenten Get Unwelcome Ducking
to 20,000.
Attend Banqwet
writ of attachmentwas issued for dren, all of whom with the excep- broken.
Qurley Goldman time and again route to Hope College from his
It has all kinds of beaches,
ZEELAND (Special)— Howard while Rocky has been training in home in New York.
arrest. He absconded and on tion of a son who is in service, reGRAND HAVEN (Special)
It didn’t take long for D# Ridder
dubs, hotels, and a wide range of Bemson, agriculturalfawtructorat HoHand.
27 was arrested in Freeport, side with the mother and her to let his insurance company know
A
fraternity spokesman said Four unidentified Grand Rapids
sports from polo to njght life, rac- Zeeland High School, Calvin
Braddock believes. Marciano is that 3.300 pounds of paper already men experiencedan unwelcome
where he was allegedly liv- present husband.
he had an accident.Driver of the
ing, boxing, fishing and one of the Leetoma and Marvin Kooman,
"the hardest” puncher in the have been sold and the basement ducking at 11 a.m. Sunday when
with a married woman, acBernard Helmers of Grand Hav- other car was Bemie De Vries, the most popular Is cycling. You can
FFA members, and Mr. and Mrs. game today and compares his wal- of the fraternityhouse is still their 14-footoutboardmotor boat
to ProbationOfficer Jack en was brought before the Court man who sold De Ridder his car
expect to pay Miami or Palm J. F. ScMpper attendedthe an- lop with that of Max Baer, but he
insurance.
filled. The group plans another overturned in the big breakers
for non-paymentof alimony, being
Beach prices for the fancy accom- nual FFA parent-aon banquet at added that
C Williams of Holland $502.50 behind. Upon the recomBaer used to tele- collectionon Saturday,April 11, near shore at the Grand Haven
modations.While English money MWdlevilk Wednesday evening. graph his looping knockoutpunch,
after spring vacation.
tor non-payment of ali- mendation of Spangler, the case
oval;
Rural American* are mere is used you can get U. S. change
This is an annual dub affair at while Marciano’sis just a short
as ordered to pay $25 was adjourned for four weeks, musically inclined than city folk
They are taking "orders" for The boat overturnedin water
if you ask for it
which time pictures of the year’s power-packedpunch."
of which is to apply during which time Helmers is to and are less likely to discontinue
pickup service on that day. Any- three to four feet deep and it was
Prices on soma goods imported
He also echoed Goldman’sclaim one willing to donate papers and unnecessary for the Coast Guardspayments and the make arrangements to pay up his their musical activities once they from England seems reasonable. projectsare shown. Schipper is an
honorary member of the Middle- that The Rock doesn’t get hit as "V"nripes is asked to call 68909
arrears, which amounts back alimony
man, who witnessed the plight
have started.
People are buying all kinds of na- viile group.
many time and as hard aa it might before April 11 collectiondate
from the lighthouse,to assist
field
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James Braddock Refuses
To Predict Fight
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Season Concluded
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Polio Patient

Subjects Aired

Returns

county met Thursday in the basement of Bosch restaurant, Zeeland, where they discussed virtually all aspects of the Civil Defense

Down to

182 pounds from the
229 pounds when he left for Warm
Springs last Sept. 6, the young
physician expect* to build tip his
health further and hopes to resume his practice next August.
Meanwhile he is wearing leg

official present
beside the county men was Russel
J. Martin, field representative
from Lansing.
Martin briefly discussedthe
Mobile Support groups which are
currentlybeing organized in the
state. A tri-county mobile system
has proposed for this area
Martin said. It will cover Kent,
Muskegon and Ottawa counties
and will be staffed with volunteer
Civil Defense personnelfrom all
three counties.
Twenty groups will be organized throughout the state, Martin
said. Each group will include approximately550 persons. Due to

braces and using crutches and
Kenney sticks to get around. His
car is equipped so that he can
The Grand Haven man stood the
return trip well and rode in the
front seat of the Van Zantwick
ambulance nearly all the day. At
Louisville, Ky„ he was able to get
out of the car and in South Bend
he walked into a restaurant for a
meal. The trip home took two

World’* heavyweightboxing champion Rocky Marciano point* to
art enlarged photo of hlmielf that has been set up at his Holland
Furnace Co. training site in Holland during one of his recent work-

from Muskegon counties.
More will be learned of the mobile support groups at a meet
Grand Rapids City Hall next
Tuesday at 7 :30 p.m
In discussionWednesday noon
was found that Grand Haven has
the most completely organized
Civjl Defense unit in the area

#

drive.

tri-

county area plans call for a group
and a half or 125 persons from
Ottawa, 489 from Kent and 236

[Mm

health.

program.
Civil Defense
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(Special)

Dr. Robert Michmerbuizen,who
whs stricken with polio last summer. is back home from Warm
Springs, Ga„ much improved in

Ottawa

the big population of the

Home

GRAND HAVEN

At Zeeland Meet
Civil Defense leaders of

kOUANP

out*.

(Sentinelphoto)

days. Charles Bugielski,treasurer
of the Ottawa county polio chapter, who accompanied the ambulance driver to Georgia, drove
home in the doctor’scar with Mrs.
Michmerhuizenand her four child-

During his six months at the

Warm Springs Fountain, the polio
patient had considerable therapy.
Last month he was fitted with
braces and spent the last weeks
practicingwalking, particularly
going up and down stairs. It will
not be necessaryto continue
therapy since Dr. Michmerhuizen
expects to get the exercises he

How to obtain volunteers for the
job was one subject at the meet

Chief Klomparens,Capt. George Zuverlnk, Aria Buurman, Dale
Van Dorple, Egbert Beekman, and Clarence Tubergen. Second row
left to right are: Capt. Sam Plagenhoef, Nel.on PI«genhoef, Lt.
Me vin Vande Water, Fred Pathui., Joe Grevengoed, Capt. Henry
Dokter John Ottin9. Herb Wybenga, Harold Barkel, Jack Barkel,
Cliff Hammond, Adrian Moe«, Jack Seldelman, Hubert Newhou.e,
Milo Nelson, l»burn A«h, Ralph Jonea.

ren.

(Sentinel photo)

Member* of the Holland fire department were feted by Dr. Irwin
J. Lubber*, Hope College president,and other collegeofficial* at an
informal “appreciation”dinner at Durfee hall Thursday night. Dr.
Lubbers said the college wanted to show Its appreciationfor “the
work" done by firemen In putting out the. costly fire at the
Science buildingon campus last Dec. 24. Mayor Harry Harrington,
City Manager H. C. McCIIntock and Fire Chief Andrew Klomparens
spoke briefly. Front row left to right: AssistantChief Dick Brandt,
fine

specialformula for each company.
It stimulates thinking and increases responsibility for each
Martin pointed out the import
ance of the ground observer corps,
worker. Leaders are stllL neces(Detailsof the following disLocal Students to Tour
sary, but they are free for other
sayng the industrial heart of the
patch were related to The Sentinel
work. Mr. Donnelly described the
nation is only a relativelyshort
by Bob Greenhoe, sports announcWith
College Choir "Two Answers to IndustrialInflight from Siberia. Active ground
only one basic freedom in the sys- plan, which is successful In hi*
er for radio station WHTC and the
ertia" were presented by John F.
Tri-Cities
own company as wcU as many
observer corps are a necessity
Eleven Holland students at Donnelly Thursday for Holland tem and that is — he can quit and
Holland Furnace Co. sports netthis area since in all probability
choose
another
job. His only others, as an attempt to establish
Hope College are included in the Branch, American Association of
work, who accompaniedthe Rocky
enemy planes would pass over
quarrel with the system is that of a formula for a "just reward for
70-member College Choir which University Women, meeting in pay.
Marciano party to Chicago edrlier
labor.”
Mchigan on a bombing raid.
will leave March 31 on a spring Durfee Hall at Hope College.
—last week.— Editor)
A ground observer post is necesIn
each
of
his two "answers" Mrs. Henry Steffens presided
tour of New York and New JerMr. Donnelly, general manager to the problem, the speaker said at the businessmeeting. Mm. Morsary in every community to keep
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special) — sey. Included in their itinerary of Donnelly-Kelly Glass Co., pointTraveling
with
the
world
s
heavy
continuity on the line of travel of
it is necessary to begin with the retto Rider reported on the chilweight boxing champion is quite The Tri-CitiesMinisterialAssoci- will be three concertsin New ed out fallaciesin the working assumption that man is a "respon- dren’s concert given Tuesday afunidenticalplanes.
York city, one at the annual East- man’s conceptionof the “selfsible person." WRhin each plan, ternoon under AAUW sponsorship
‘They could change course and an experience.You're constantly ation has announced its program
for the annual Good Friday Com- er Sunrise Service in Radio City made man” in the free enterprise
surrounded
by
young
and
old
fans
each individualcan use all of his and Miss I>avina Cappon announcwe wouldn't know it if they weremunity service to be held in First on a nationwide network. The system. Free enterpiso cannot pro- talents to develop the feeling of ed plans for the Tulip Time pron’t spotted,” Martin said. Five photographers and newsmen.
Reformed
Church on Good Friday Choir will return to Holland April mise everybody top jobs, but it "belonging" in his industry.
Earlier
last
week.
Rocky
Mar
ject The Branch approved a
minutes might mean whether in11.
from
12:30
to 2:30 p.m.
donation to the Community Amdoes give maximum opportunity to
terceptor planes could reach the ciano and his party made a two"The
"Communitarian
Plan,"
Local choir members are Connie get to the top he said. The only
The theme will attempt to show
bassadorfund.
enemy in time to break up a bomb- day trip from his trainingcamp at
which
was
started
by
a
French
the Holland Furnace Co. picnic the contrast between man’s atti- Boersma Hinga, Mary Ann Knooi- "self-made man” who reaches the watchmaker and has spread to
Refreshment*w’ere served after
ing raid, he added.
The Holland area is not so grounds here to Chicago where the tude toward God and God’s at- huizen, Esther Koeman, Glennyce top is one who chooses to use his other French industry,Is based on the meeting.
titude
toward
man.
Kleis, Joanne Geerds, Betty Schep- intellectual, personalityand physimuch in danger of actual air at- champ appeared on Arch Ward’s
At 12:30 p.m. the Rev. Austin ers, Warren Exo, Bernard Plomp, cal endowments to best advant- the "Community of Workers." The
tack it was brought out. However televised sports show Monday
plant Is sold to the Community,
Pellett.
rector of St. John’s Epis- Edward Viening, David De Jong age. Many persons don't have all
refugees from nearby primary tar night.
which in turn probably chooses
Lt Dale Art*
The 13-man group left Holland copal Church, will speak on “Cru- and Warren Westerhof.
these endowments necessary for the former owner as its leader.
get areas would cause an emergOthers
from
this
area
are
Philip
cify
Him"
At
1
p.m.
the
Rev.
L.
in P. T. Cheff's personal land
success and* not all those properly Nine technical organizations are
ency.
Tomko of the Assembly of God Huizenga of Grandville;Betty endowed will be successful.A maEarlier discussion was on fin- cruiser at 12:40 p.m. Monday and
organizedwithin the community
will use the topic "I know not the Roelofs of Hudsonville;Forrest jority will never be leaders;
ancing a store of medical sup- arrived at the CYO gym in Chifor developmentof spiritual, eduVan
Oss
of
Jamestown;
Shirley
Man.’’
This
will
be
followed
at
therefore,must be trained to be cational, artLstic and other talents.
HighlightsCamp Fire Birthplies; volunteer procurement and cago at 2:50 p.m. (c.s.t.)En route
Rocky was able to sprawl out and 1:30 p.m. by the Rev. M. Lemun- and Gayle Thomas of Saugatuck, good followers,he said.
methods of organization.
Each individual is rated on the day Week for fifth and sixth grade
yon of the Nazarene church who and Nella Pyle and Jane Vatvier
The speaker said that the basis ot his value to the communi- girl* was the Elementary BirthChief of Police Jacob Van Hoff take his usual early afternoon nap.
will speak on “Father, Forgive Velde of Zeeland.
Via
"world owes me a living"doctrine ty, through his work and the techand Roy Klomparens represented At the Chicago city limits, the
Them," and at 2 p.m. the Rev
which has been preached” by gov- nical organizations.This has been day Party hold Monday evening
Holland at the meeting while cruiserwas met by a police escort
Frederic Dolfin of the Second Reernment throughout the past a successful attempt to eliminate at the Woman’s LiteraryClub.
short wave radio messagt
others present included A1 Hil- and whisked through heavy Windy
Heart Attack Fatal
formed Church will speak on "ToCity
traffic
to
the
gym.
years creates the problem of lack employer - employe relationshipsMore than 200 girls attended, each picked Up by a local student at
brands, Hudsonville; L. F. Miller,
day Thou Shalt Be With Me in For Spring Lake
of responsibilityand initiative, without falling into communism, carrying her supper in an appro- Michigan College of Mining and
Grand Haven; Police Chief Jim
A battery of Chicago newspaper- Paradise.”
leaving with the worker only an Mr. Donnelly said.
Flint and Randall Dekker of Zee- men and photographersmet the
priately decoratedbox.
The Rev. E. J. Tanis of the SecTechnologyat Houghton served to
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
interest in "take home pay." He
land, R. J. Martn of Lansing of- group at the gym along with hunHis second plan, more workable
The event began with the judg- inform a local couple of their son’s
ond
Christian
Reformed
Church
Vernon
E.
Green.
53,
route
2.
feels that the free enterprise sys- in the United States, is the Parfice and moderator Fred Hieftje, dreds of children and other boxing
ing of boxes by Mrs. Lincoln SenOttawa county director,of Zee- fans. At the gym, Rocky posed will have charge of the services. Cole’s Park. Spring Lake, died at tem is passing him by.
licipationPlan in which workers nett and Mrs. Robert Vanderham. injury In Korea.
The
public
is invited to all or 3:30 p.m. Friday at Municipal
The real trouble, Mr. Donnelly
land.
Lt. Dale Artz, son of Mr. and
with Tony Zale and CYO boxers part of the services.
Hospital where he wras taken said, is that the worker is not re- suggest improvements in produc- As they were choosing nine win- Mrs. George Artz of route 3, sent
for the benefit of photographers
tion and then share in the labor ners out of the 200 cleverly-trimFhursday afternoon followinga garded as a real person. He has
the message which was picked up
savings. The plan is bas<xi on
and submittedto interviewsby
heart attack. He was bom in Nunimed boxes, the girls gathered in
in Houghton by John Bremer, Jr.,
Chicago newsmen.
ca April 3, 1899, and had lived in
the club house auditoriumfor
of North Shore Dr. The message
After that the party moved on
to
Grand Haven about 15 years, comgroup singing,led by Joan Peters
gave the parents’ address, the ofto the Morrison hotel where reserin
ing from Detroit.
and Mary Ann Cumerford, Horiz-.
ficer’s temporary address arid
vations had been made ahead of
He was employed at Bastian
onettes. A skit was given by Mrs.
"Arrived in Japan. Injured shouldtime. Again they were met by
Blessing Co. as a cabinet maker.
E. R. Eshelman’sgroup, the OtaIn
er. Wrote March 3. Love, Dale."
newsmen, fans and photographers.
He married Linda Weber, Sept.
wataca (’amp Fire Girls.
The March 3 letter has been reRocky always takes Mondays off
30, 1939, in Indiana. He was a
Results of the judging were anForty-two boys showed up at from training and so he just loafceived by the parents. Written
seven-day train trip from member of the Maccabees Lodge,
nounced
as
follows:
In
the
BirthHolland High School gym Thurs- ed around the hotel until time for Grand Rapids to Santa Ana, Calif, Grand Haven, and local 890 Carfrom a Korean hospital, it stated
day Project theme. "Down to details
day night for the weekly session the televisionshow that- evening. awaits Michigan Boy Scouts who penter and Joiners Union. He was
of the accident. Lt. Artz,
Earth," Mary Gail Elenbaas, first;
of the Holland Kiwanis Club boys Manager Al Weill appeared with attend the National Boy Scout a veteran of World War I and
with the 378th Engineer ConstrucJunia
Dalman,
second,
and
Mariprogram.
tion Batallion,was helping to rethe champ on the show
Jamboree July 17-23.
served with the dispatch riders in
lyn Brouwer, third; Birthday
Kiwanian Bud Van Ry coached And on Tuesday.Rocky had his
pair a road. They had set a
Michigan Scouts will board the fhe- cavalry in Germany and
theme, Jane Van Tatenhove, first;
the basketball play.
charge, and as traffic was ordered
usual workout of bag punching and train at Grand Rapids and leave France and was wounded in acJoyce Peters, second, and Peggy
to stop by a guard, the blast went
J. Mes, J. Meyer, G. DeBoer, sparring, but this time in the nar- on July 11, at 5:30 a.m. The trip tion.
Tillema. third; St. Patrick’s Day
off. Lt. Artz was hit in the shouldN. Howard, T. Dobbertinand B. row confines of the Midwest gym will take them across Illinois, Besides the wife, he is survived
theme. Suzanne Miller, first; Waner by a flying stone. He was treatWalters organized a relay race. in Chicago. An estimated 300 per- over the MississippiRiver at Quin- by two daughters, Mrs. William
da Baker, second, and Mary Jane
ed at a Korean hospital and then
G. Ryzenga and L. Smith sparred sons. includingeager fans and cy. crossing Missouri to Kansas Bracken of Washington and Mrs.
Overway, third.
m.
transferred by plane to Japan.
three rounds and other boys work- photographers crowded right up to City. The second day the trip Roy Lemmen, Detroit; three sons,
After supper, there was more
takes
in
Kansas,
eastern
Colorado
His address now- is Lt. Dale
Vernon, Jr., Donald and Howard,
ed out on the punching bags. the champ while he punched the
group singing and two skits were Artz, 0-1931795,382 Gen. Hospital,
Weight lifting is also popular bags and went through his work- where Scouts will glimpse the all of Detroit; tw'o stepsons,Richgiven by Mrs. Joe Fabiano’g TekAPO 54, c/o Postmaster, San
with club members and 115 pound out. At one time when he drew ioothills of the Rookies and into art^ and James Lannin, at home;
akwitha group and Mrs. Arthur
three sisters, Mrs. Alfred Lehman,
Francisco, Calif. He entered serLarry Smith lifted 105 pounds in back to punch the bag, he brush- New Mexico and Arizona.
Coffey’s Zanitakin group. Singing
stop at Grand Canyon is St. Louis, Mo., Mrs. Boyd Townvice in August, 1951, and had
the two arm clean and .jerk lift. ed a nearby spectator.They were
between skits was led by Miss
scheduled
on
July
13
where
the
basic trainingat Fort Riley, Kan*.
send, Muskegon, and Mrs. Joseph
A new sport was introduced that close because the gym did
Sonja Bouwman, Horizon Girl and
boys will have more than six hours Kolenic, Grand Haven; also two
In February, 1952. he entered Ofnot
have
any
restraining
ropes
or
by Kiwanian Fran Van Ry who
assistantleader
view the spectacle.The train brothers Merrill and Arthur, both
ficers Training School for engintaught the boys several basic golf bleachers such as are provided at
Mrs. Joe Fabiano was chairman
arrives at Santa Ana, Calif., on of Grand Haven.
eers at Fort Belvoir, Vu. After
swings.
his training site in Holland.
of the event and was assisted by
July 14 and busses and trucks will
graduation in July he was assignWrestling has proved popular
After the workout the group went
Mrs. Andrew Dalman and Mrs. ed to Camp Roberts Calif., and
meet
the train for the ride to Irwith the boys, and collegiate to McQarry Bros, restaurantwhere
Eldred Sincock. Mrs. Robert Gorwent overseas from there in Dewas a St. Patrick s Day menu vine Ranch, site of the Jamboree.
wrestlingholds were shown to
don and Mrs. Harold Klaasen, cember. Before entering service,
Camp will be made at the ranch
Fflied
fCrned beef and cabbage for
Bob Allmendinger,B. Bosch, R.
board members, served the beverthe day of arrival and Wednesday
Lt. Artz was athletic director and
Passmore, T. Van Zandea, rt. everyone in the party except
age.
and Thursday will be devoted to
industrialarts teacher at Lapeer
Wiegerink,C. Broker, T. Van Rocky. The champ was served his
preparations for the Jamboree
High School.
mi
Putten, L. Kadwell, G. Thompson usual steak (one and a half to two
In
Friday and sightseeing.Side trips
March Bride-Elect
and J. Van Zanten. Harold Tre- pounds), jello, etc.
irom the encampment site include
Hospital Notes
geloan, Junior High coach, Ed
After dinner the group started
study of the lamous Knott's
Several persons paid fines when
Honored at Showers
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
Plaggemars and Rene Willis were the return trip to Holland. They Berry Farm.
arraignedthis week before Park
Admitted to Holland Hospital
also present at the meeting.
were escorted to the Chicago limThursday the sightseerswill Township Justice C. C. Wood. His
Miss Maxine EbcJs, who will be Thursday were Dennis Plockmeyer,
The next meeting of the club its by police and through the heavy drive along the coast highway to records list:
married March 27 to Junior J. 724 Lugers Road; Jeffery Lubbers,
'W'
will be held on April 9, due to traffic of East Chicago, Gary, etc., Los Angeles passing several points
Ronald J. Hauke, route 1, BanHop, wax honored at a miscellan- 587 Lawndale Ct.; Kenneth Dirkse,
spring vacation and school activ- into Indiana and to the New Buffainterest. Activitiesof the day gor. no trailer plate, M-21 in Zeeeous shower last Friday evening 401 Howard Ave.; Minna Williamities.
lo, Mich., state police post where include a visit to the Lockheed land township, $8.90.
at the home of Mrs. Dan Ebels, son, route 3; Rosalyn Telgenhof;
a Michigan state police escort Jet factory .at Van Nuys where Duane Lyons. 119 East 15th St.
route 2. Assistingthe hostess was 136 East 39th St.; Carol Jean Visawaited the cruiser.
the boys will see F-94-C Starfire excessive speed on South Shore
Mrs. Floyd Vanden Belt. Mrs. ser. route 3; Mrs. Anthony ElenMethodist Class Meets
There were a couple of hundred jets roll off the assembly line Dr. in Park Township,$27.
Claude Rouwhorst and Mrs. Jason
baas, 347 Lincoln, Zeeland; Wilchildren and fans awaiting the and undergo test.
Henry A. Boi, 70 West 19th St.,
Ebles and Miss Jean Zocrhof.
At Mrs. Damson's
liam C. Vandenberg.27 West 13th
cruiser at the New Buffalo post
Scouts return to tlie ranch that speeding 65 mile* in 45-mile zone,
Gifts were brought in by a St.; Paul Diepenhorst. Jr., 2284
miniature bride and bridesmaid,
Twenty-one members of the and Rocky obliginglygot out and evening to await the opening of Gordon 9t. in Holland Township,
Lakewood Blvd.; James Millard,
the National Jamboree the next $12,
Nancy Rouwhorst and Linda Van- 196 Elm Lane.
Ladies Bible Class of First Meth- waved to the many, admirers.
day.
police
escort
preceded
the
Jame* Amelia, route 1, Jenison,
den Belt. The bride was presented
odist Church met Friday evening
Discharged Thursday were Mr*.
stop sign, M-21 and Port Sheldon
with a corsage.
two-course
at the home of Mrs. Herman cruiser from New Buffalo to the
Gerald Dozeman and baby, 795
Warm
Friend
Tavern
in
Holland.
Road
in
Georgetown
Township,
$5.
lunch
was
served.
Games
were
Damson, 187 West Ninth St. Mrs.
Mrs. Jennie Hirdes, 75,
Columbia Ave.; Mrs. Leonard
En route home, Rocky rode up
Mr. ond Mrs. Morris Worren Huyser
William J. Evana, 4000 Madison,
played and duplicateprizes awardL. Kennedy and Mrs. F. ScheiSmith and baby, 67 Gordon St.;
ed.
front
in
the
cab
with
driver Succumbs in tfeaverdum
Bellwood,
111., excessive speed un
(Penna Sas photo)
bach led devotions and two Easter
Miss
Gloria
Lucille
Thorpe,
Johnny Koppenaal all the way.
Guests included Mrs. T. Val- Mrs. Tony Bouman and baby, 1184
place by a spray of white flowers
ZEELAND (Special)
Mr*. der condition*, M-21 in Zeeiand
hymns were sung by the group.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gillis and she carried a bouquet of lenga, Mrs. Simon Vailenga, Mrs. Beach Dr.; Mrs. Marvin Vander
Traveling in the party were Jennie Hirdes, 75, wife of William Township, $12.
During the business meeting
Rocky, Weill, Tommy “Soldier” Hirdes of Beaverdam (route 2,
Clarence Johnson, route 4 ex Sale, 97 East Eighth St., and yellow roses and assorted flowers. Bill Vailenga, Mrs. Sena Berkom- Kooi and baby, route 3; Mrs.
conducted by M-*s. E. Working,
James Emerson and baby, 615
Farr, Al Colombo, Charley Gold- Zeeland) died Friday afternoon at pired trailer plate on Lakewood Harris Warren Huyser, son of Mr.
Mrs. Wolbert was attired in a pas, Mrs. Ruth Berkompas, Mrs.
president,it was reported that 37
man. and sparring partners Billy her home following a short illness. Blvd., in Holland Township,$8.90. and Mrs. Maurice Huyser of New ballerinagown of yellow net over Abel Berkompas, Mrs. Otto De Washington Ave.; Mrs. Mary Modcalls had been made by the group.
Noble, Phil Sanderson and Toxie She and her husband celebrated Kearney M. Larken, 1616 Put- Richmond, spoke their marriage silk. She carried a bouquet of pink Jonge, Mrs. Don Vanden Bosch. ders. 275 East 13th St.; Mrs. Fred
A program was presented under
Mrs. Gerrit Scholten, Mrs. John Chase and baby, 122 Central, ZeeHall; Vem Norquist of Holland their 50th wedding anniversary nam, Detroit, no licenseplate on vows Friday, March 6, in the New
,
direction of Mrs. Nina Daugherland; Mrs. Charles Schultz and
Furnace Co., and Greenhoe of sta- about a year ago. She was born in trailer, US-31 near Holland, $9.30. Richmond Methodist Church. The
A reception for about 80 guests Van Oss, Mrs. ClarenceBreuker,
ty, who read the pom, "The
baby, 17 West 10th St.; Dennis
Rev.
Garth
Smith
performed
the
Ivan
Ten
Brink,
route
4,
defacMrs.
Maurice
Goodyk,
Mrs.
Simon
tion WHTC; Rocky’s father, and
was held at Odd Fellows Hall. The
Touch of the Master’s Hand.,r Koppenaal.Frank Mastro, boxing Blendon township, daughter of the ing identification of liquor card of double ring ceremony.
Plockmeyer,724 Lugers Rd.; JefMisses Lila Brower and Esther Elhart, Mrs. Justin Elhart, Mre.
late Mr. and Mrs. Henry De Vries.
Several members related their writer from the Chicago Tribune,
another, Holland, $29.30. *
Mrs.
Harold
Regnerus
played Roelofs served the guests and Mr. Ben Boersma, Mrs. Everett Boers- fery Lubbers, 587 Lawndale Court
Besides the husband surviving
"Most EmbarrassingMoment.”
Hospital births include a daughP. A. Weidenhamer, 562 Lawn- the wedding music and accompan- and Mrs. Howard Siebelink,sister ma, Mrs. Anthony Van Dyke, Mrs.
went to Chicago on the cruiser, but are four daughters, Helen, at
ter, Patricia Ann, bom Thursday
Refreshmentswere served with did not return to Holland. Tommy
dale Court, failure to yield right ied Mrs. Elmer De Boer who sang
Gordon
Schutter,
Mrs.
Harold
Van
and brother-in-lawof the groom,
home, Mrs. Gerrit Schreur of Loto Mr. and Mrs. Seth Vander
Mrs. Scheibach,Mrs. L. Eakley Harrison, new sparring partner,
of way, 120th Ave. and Eighth St., "Because” and "I * Love You
were in charge of the gift room. Dyke, Mrs. Gil Hop, and the
well, Mrs. William C. Baarman of
Holland Township,$12.
and Mrs. F. Bickford assistingthe met the group in Chicago and
Truly.”
Misses Elaine Hop and Marilyn Ploeg, route 1; a daughter, Patribrief
program
included
tap
Zeeland and Mrs. Ralph Essenhostess.
cia Lynn, bom Thursday to Mr.
Mrs. Henry Wolbert, Jr., sister dances and ballet by the Misses WIndemuller.
came to Holland in the cruiser.
burg of Noordeloos; two sons, WilAirway* over America now have of the bride, attended as maid of
Miss Ebels also was honored at and Mrs. Marvin Hoffmeyer. 576
At every stop during the two- liam of Byron Center and John of
Patricia Hamilton and Linda and
route number* just like highways. honor and Victor Huyser, brother
a surprise shower on March 5 Lake Dr.; a son, Jeffery Morris,
The human heart pumps enough day trip, it was the same storyJudy Rolfs and accordion selecBeaverdam and 19 grandchildren
given at the home of Mrs. Claude born Thursday to Mr. and Mrs.
Airway* running north and south of the groom, was best man. Ush- tions by Jerry Sprang.
blood in an hour to equal more crowds mobbed Rocky and photoand three great grandchildren; have odd numbers, those running
Rouwhorst,assistedby Mrs. Dan Morris Buhrer, 572 Van Raalte
than three times the weight of the
ers were Donald Martin and Richgraphers “were everywhere.”
The
new
Mrs.'
Huyser
attended
three sisters, Mrs. L. Clark of
body.
Ebels, Mre. Floyd Van Den Beldt Ave.; a daughter, Jane Elsa, bom
east and west have even numbers. ard Sale, step-brotherof the bride.
Holland schools and Is now emRocky's next trip to Chicago will Holland, Mrs. Herbert Coale of
Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Given
in
marriage
by
her
stepployed at the Holland Theater. Mr.
be on April 8 when be will break Marin fcity, Calif., and Mrs. RichTiny sea horeee ot the warm Raak. route 4.
According to the Census Bureau father, the bride chose a ballerinaAt one point in the Persian Gulf,
Huyser is a graduateof FennviUe seas raise their young in exterior
camp in Holland and move to the ard Conner of Marion, Ind.; two
drinking water is obtainable
50 per cent of all single women length wedding gown of net over
High School and is employed at pouches as to kangaroos. In the
*°»r k** . April 10 bout with brothers, Henry De Vries of
the boltom of the ’a where
and 36 per cent of all widows and silk fashioned with lace bodice and
at Chicago Springfield,Mo., apd the Rev. Jo- divorcees in the United States are three-quarter length sleeves. Her the Holland' Furnace Co. The sea horse family, it is tl
fresh water
couple is residing in New Richseph De Vriec of Avilla, Mo.
d not the female that
veil edged in lace was held in
ing.

needs in walking.
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Sunday School
29, 1953

Jeeua Is Crucified

26,

MB

Foreign Language Roels-Boerigtef'

Lesson
March

THURSO*, MARCH

Colect $200

Vows Exchanged
Study Promoted

Miss Arloa

Mae

In

Boerigter,

Matthew 27:32-44, 54
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
By Henry Gecrlings
J. Boerigter of 25 West 14th St.,
Jesus was arrested in the Garden For
and Paul Roger Roels, son of Mr.
of Gethsemane late Thursday night,
and Mrs. John P. Roels, West
after HLs struggle in prayer. The
School childrenin the early elearrest was made by the temple mentary grades may be speaking 20th St., were married Friday at
guard under orders from the Sanhe- a few words in a foreign language 8 p.m. by the Rev. A. W. Hoogdrin. These men were led to the if Dr. E. E. Ellert’s plan for such strate. The double ring cerenMfty
place by Judas, who had been paid a program works out properly.
took place in Sixteenth Street
for doing so. He was bound, and led
Dr. Ellert, who teaches German
Christian
Reformed Church, which
The Bone of the first to Annas, who previously had at Hope CoHege explainedhis
Holland City Newa been high priest; then to Caiaphas,
was
decorated
with palms, canforeign language program for
Published Every Thursdelabra, gladioli and stocks.
day by the Sentinel acting high priest, who had brought young children at an informal
Wedding music was provided by
Printing Co. Office 54-56 together a few of the members of meeting of the Board of Education
West Eighth Street, Hol- the Sanhedrinand later in the Monday Evening. He has done Miss Edna Be bee, organist,and
land. Michigan.
morning before the entire Sanhed- considerable research on the sub- Edwin Roels who sang “At DawnEntered as second class matter at rin. He was pronouncedworthy of ject and asked the board’s per- ing.” ‘‘Wedding Prayer” and “I
the post office at Holland. Mich., death by these Jewish authorities. mission to organizea pilot class Love You Truly.”
3,

But the Jews were now subject in a local grade after spring vacato the Romans and had certain tion. This class would involve 15
W. A. BUTLER, Business Manager rights taken from them. For in- minutes a day five days a week.
The board was favorably inclinstance, they could not inflict the
Telephone— News Items 3198
Advertisingand Subscriptions, 3191 death penalty.It is for that reason ed toward the pilot class and
The publishershall not be liable that they led the prisoner to Pilate, Supt. Walter W. Scott will appoint
for any error or errors In printing the Roman governor of Palestine, a committee of principals and lanany advertisingunless a proof of asking him to inflict the penalty guage teachersto study such a
auch advertisementshall have been
program. , •. i
obtained by advertiser and returned they had almost unanimouslyproDr. Ellert explained that the
by hm In time for corrections with nounced. They backed their request
auch errors or corrections noted with all the authority they posses- time to interest studentsin a
plainly thereon; and In such case if
foreign language should come in
any error so noted is not corrected, sed. Jesus was now in the hands of
the early grades and then only on
publishersliability shall not exceed the Roman power.
such
' a proportion
pi ,
of the entire space
We take just pride in the righte- a conversational level. He said it
occupied
by the error bears to the
upl
is easier for a small child to atwhole space occupied by such adver- ous decision of our courts. It is proper that we should. Much is made tain some fluency and ha\e bettertlsemenL
of the trial of an offender. He is pronunciation than tor a student
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
to start a loreignlanguage in high
One year $3.00; Six months $2.00; given every chance to prove his in- school. He suggestedthat a forthree months, $1.00; Single copy 10c. nocence. If there are no grounds
Subscriptions payable In advance and for finding him guilty, he is set eign languagebe taught not later
will be promptly discontinuedIf not
free. If he has been falsely ar- than the third grade through
renewed.
games, songs and in natural ways.
Subscribers will confer a favor by rested and accused, his worst enreportingpromptly any irregularity emies are curbed from taking ad- .Simple text books can be introIn delivery. Write or Phone 319L
vantage of him. It cannot be said duced in later grades. He said
there is no reason a child cannot
that Jesus fared so well. He was
LIFE ON THE DEAD SEA
not a criminal. He had broken no be bi-linguai or even tri-lingual.
He had no particularrecomThe barren land* around the laws of the land. His arrest was
mendation
on the first langauge
by
a
wicked
plot.
Dead Sea may never be green and
to be selected, but said if he
fruitful fronr an agricultural Beyond the walls of Jerusalem taught a pilot class it would have
was the place where criminals
itand-point, but the government
were executed. Being under Ro- to be in Ins field of German. He
of Israel, in its effort to make an man rule the method used was said there is quite a sweep of foreconomical use of all of the coun- crucifixion.The place was Gol- eign language study on an elementry's resources,has begun a pro- gotha or the place of a skull. It tary level in the United States,
ject there for the productionof may have received the name from particularlyin the Southwest
potash and edible and industrial the shape of the hill, or from the where Spanish daises have been
incorporated into the curriculum
salt
burial nearby. He was physically
Laborers and equipment have exhausted when Golgotha was the last few years.
Supt. Scott read a letter from
been moved along new roads from reached, but His nerves were
Beersheba and Sodom, the ancient strong and it was to dull the pain Dr. John Hollenbach of Hope Colinful dty whose destructionis so that a mixture of wine and gall lege stating that Hope College
raphicaHy described in the Old were offered Him. This He re- will include an eight -week dass in
foreign languagesfor teachers in
Testament Water for the use of
1879.

The bride wore a gown

French imported

Cross members.
v, iatfiSPs
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of

silk with a Chan-

tilly lace redingote with train.

The

gown featured a Peter Pan collar,
long pointed sleeves and nylon
lace edging the peplum down tne
front of the redingoteand extending around the edge of the
train. A lace headpiece with satin’ lining and seed pearl trim held
her fingertipveil of illusion. She
carried a colonialbouquet of snow
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Members

k

of the Holland chapter of the American
Society of Women Accountant* paid a visit to the
De Pree Co. recentlyto become better acquainted
with products manufacturedin Holland. Here
they see how an operator package* pill*. Standing, left to right, are Minnie Haan, Irma Hoeland,
Jennie Mulder, Allie Wenzel Clara Elhart Ann

Beukema, Barbara Allen, Bonnie Stoltz, Dorothy
Dyke, Jeanette Mulder. Not In picture are Gertrude Frans, Jeane Volkers and Gretchen Ming.
The chapter hold* business meetingsand study
groups once s month and has a public relations meeting once a year.

white roses and lilies of the valley.
Mrs. Jerry Jonker, sister of the
groom, as matron of honor. Miss
Marilyn Vander Wall, bridesmaid,
and Miss Janice Boerigter. sister
of the bride, as junior bridesmaid,
wore identical gowns of dusty
rose, nile green and sunshine yellow. respectively. The strapless
taffeta gowns with net overskirts

were accented with black

Red Cross Drive

With andther *200 reported in the
residentialRed Cross roll call, the
total in that door-bell operation
now exceeds *3,400, the Red Cross
office reported today.
Mrs. Joseph Borgman. Jr., Mrs.
Don Winter and Mrs. William Venhuizen are checking all reportsand
are calling those persons who were
not at home during the roll call
Saturday night. Volunteer solicitors
will pick up contributionsfrom all
who indicatethey want to be Red

Lower Grades

under the Act of Congress,March

More

• Reports from the business and
professionaldivisionbegan coming
in today. Collectionsindicateabout
the same amounts as last year.
Members of American Legion
post No. 188 have been canvassing
the business district. They include
Robert Kouw, Don Thomas, Carl
Cook, Don Williams,Austin Buchanan, Gerald Helder, John Vander Broek, Charles Ridenour, Dick
Schaftenaar, Frank L i e v e n s e,

Bruce Van Leuwen, George Lumsden, Nels Bade, Bob Wolbrink,
James Den Herder, Charles Knooihuizen, William Venhuizen,Clare
Van Liere, Fred Bulford, Robert
Taft, Jack Daniels, Henry Pathuis,
Charles Bertsch, Ben Bovvmaster,
Tony Kempker, James H a 1 a n,
Robert Koop, Bob Houtman, Ray
Reidsma, Russell Woldring, Del
Koop, Robert Van Zanten, Alden
Stoner, Julius Karsten, Ray Van
Ess, Cliff Onthank,Bill La Barge,
Harold Streeter,Robert Beukema,
Don Vander Baan and Ed Damson.
Longfellow school was the first
1

..

satin

sashes and topped w ith tat feta boleros. They carried colonial bouquets of roses. Julie Busscher,
cousin ot the bride, as flower girl,
wore a yellow taffeta gown with a
waist corsage and carried a basket of rose petals. Jimmy Jonker,
nephew of the groom, was ring
bearer.
Jason Roels assistedhis brother
as best man. Ushers were the
groom’s brother-in-law,Jerry Jonker. and the bride’s brother, Harlan Boerigter.

to report in the school division.

Beaverdam
(From Wednesday's Sentinel)
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Vereek
had several visitorsat their home
last week. On Tuesday Mr. and
Mrs. Andrew Schut from Zeeland
were their guests, on Wednesday
afternoon their sister-in-law,
Mrs.
Dave Vereeke, from Zeeland visit-

Mr. and Mrs.

Justin Busscher.
were master and mistress of ceremonies for the reception in the

ed them and Thurday, Mr. and
Mrs. John Van Putten of Holland.

church, attended by 85 guests.
Misses Mary Hoekseman and Gerenough aldine Phillips served at the punch

The Home Extension group met
Wednesday with Mrs. Arnold Huyintended to go its summer program if
ser, with two visitors, Mrs. Ben
me workers
won'
the
and for production through all the suffering.He was
bowl and Misses Marjorie GuichelKarsten and Mrs. P. D. Huyser.
'fuiposes must be transported at a fastened to the cross with nails people enroll.
aar and Althea Vanden Heuvel arAttending the meeting were eleMiss Beverly Ballast, from the
great dial
distance. In time the Israeli and cords. The cross was lifted
ranged
the
gifts. Misses Elaine
Beverly Christian Reformed
hope
to
—
— construct worker’s vil- into place where it stood between mentary principals and language Lampen and Sarah Dykhuis were
Church, supplied special music at
lages in healthierareas and work- crosses on which were criminals. teachers of the high school. Dr. I. in charge of thi guest book. AsJ. Lubbers, president of Hope ColHere’s United Press boxing writer Jack Cuddy
Holland a few days before the April 10 Marcisnothe evening service of the Reers in the Dead Sea area will be
sisting
about
the
rooms
were
MisTTie soldiersfinished their cruel
(right) getting the interview that appears under
Walcott bout In Chicago Stadium. Others In the
formed church with flute solos.
transportedfrom these villages work, and. as was customary,di- lege. also attendedThe meeting ses Theressa Busscher. Mary Jane
his byline in today’s Sentinel.Cuddy has been in
was one in a monthly series in
photo (left to right) are Rocky, trainer Charley
The men's quartet consistingof
and back again each day. At pres- vided the clothing of the victims
Holland for the last three days watching the
which
various phases of school Hossink,Janet Molter, Beatrice
Goldman and his aide Al Colombo.Rocky will reHerm
Berens, Sherwin Hungerent however, working conditions among themselves, casting lots for
Langjans, Joyce Boerman, Marilyn
Marciano workouts and cornered Rocky for the
curriculum are discussed.
sume his afternoon workouts _ at the Holland ink, and Richard and Morris Huyare not pleasant
such parts as could not be divided. At one point all guests broke Witteveen.Evelyn Gras. Norma
interview Monday evening. He will visit the chalFurnace Co. picnic grounds thi* afternoon,Wedser sang lor the patients in the
One must admire the persist- Little did these soldiersknow that
lenger’s camp at Pleasantville. N.J. on his return
nesday, and Thursday beginning at 3 p.m.
into a hearty ‘ Happy Birthdayto Vander Wall and Alyce Smith.
Sunshine Sanatorium in Grand
ence and the dedication of the they had crucifiedJesus, the Son
to New York Wednesday night and will return to
(Sentinelphoto)
You” as a large birthday cake Taking part in a program were
Rapids Sunday morning.
people of this new nation. They of God.
•Elaine
lumpen.
Sarah
Dykhuis.
with candles was brought in and
The Lord's Supper will be celeftre pioneers in a land thousands
Just as Jesus had predicted, placed before Supt. Scott. The Helen Wieghmink.Marjorie
brated in the Reformed Church
of years old. The land they in- none of His disciplessaid a word
cake was baked in the school kit- Guichelaar, Edna Bebee and Edin
next Sunday at both services.
habit is not rich in resources in His favor. But others spoke in chen for the occasion.
win Roels.
The Mission Guild will meet this
which can be used easily. Every- derision of Him. The crowd made
In a boaid meeting following The newlyweds now are honeyweek at the home of Mrs. Laurthing they get must be earned fun of Him. a cruel thing to do the informalmeeting,the boaid mooning in Florida and will be
ence De Vries on Thursday evenwith hard work. Yet any country when His sufferings were so inapproved Contracts for five new home after April 6 at 76 West
ing at 8 p.m. Mrs. Klokkert will
4
which begins to build itself on the tense. They slurred Him for His
teachers for the coming year. Mrs. 14th St. For going away the bride
be in charge of the mission study
ideal that freedom is worth work- words about rebuilding the temple
wore
a
navy
and
white
ensemble
William Hinga of Holland who
on "Africa."Mrs. Harold Bohl and
fag for is sure to survive and in three days, and belittled His will receive her A. B. degree in with an orchid corsage.
• Mr. and Mrs. Larry Wade, Mr. Mrs. Harvey Boersen are hostessaventunUy prosper.
claim that He was the Son of God, June from Hope college will teach
Both the bride and groom are
and Mrs. Donn Lindeman and es. Members will respond to the
challenging Him to use His power early elementary grades. Miss graduates of Holland Christian
Miss Mae Naber, all wearing roll call on the word "cross.”
(Guest Editorial)
and come down from the cross. It Joanne Gee ids of Holland who High School. She is employed at
Due to the interior painting of
NATIONAL PARKS IN PERIL had been said that the common will receive here A. B. degree in Baker Furniture Co. office and he
authentic Dutch costumes, reprethe chapel this week the prayer
While discussing offshore oil in people heard Him gladly,but they June from Hope college also will is manager of Roels Produce Marsenting Holland at a Tulip Fesmeeting was held in the church.
these columns we pointed to the had turned against Him.
teach early elementarygrades.
ket.
tival for North Michigan Ave.
Next Sunday evening the Rev.
danger of pressure for the return Then the priests, who ought to
Mrs. Ernest Penna of Holland
merchants in Chicago Monday.
Jay Weener will continue his serfa the states of various’parts of have accepted His claims as true, who will receive an A. B. degree
Tho event involveda colorful ies of sermons on “what Think Ye
the vast public domain.
belittled Him, calling on Him to from Hope College in August will
ceremony in which William West,
of Jesus" by bringing a message
Now comes news from Wash- save Himself as He had others teach later elementary. Miss Lois
horticulturist
and authority on the
on ‘The Opinion of a Fellow
ington that this danger is immin- and to come down from the cross Jane Op't Holt of l^a Grange, III.
growing
rare tulips, was
Prisoner" and the following Sunent. Fears are being expressed and they would believe. Of course who will receive an A. B. degree
crowned K-ng ot the ‘’Magnificent
day evening on "The Opinion of
there of an effort to shift the they did not mean it. Nothing from Hope College in June will
Mile” Tulip Festival by North
heretofore non-politicalNational would have made them believe on teach early elementary.
Michigan Ave. merchants who the Executioner.”
Opportunitiesofferedwomen stuAbout 18 women from the RePark Service into partisan poli- Him. They jeered and mocked at
Miss Harriet Mulder of Plain- dents through the PEO educational
paid thus tribute to him at a 'corotics.
nation bruncheon” given by the formed Church attended the anHim for callingHimself the King well. who has had 10 years of fund and Cottey Junior College at
As a further indication of this of the Jews. A poor showing He experience, will teach Latin and
Sheraton Hotel, member of the nual Knox Memorial display and
Nevada, Mo., were emphasized
danger the Washington Post re- was making for a king, was their English in the high school. She is
Greater
North Michigan Avenue meetings held in the Hudsonville
Monday night at a meeting of BW
Reformed Church last Friday.
ports pressure for opening of the taunt. Then the robbers spoke
graduate of Holland High chapter PEO in the home of Mrs.
Association.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bowman
Olympic National Park in western from their crosses making light School, received an A. B. degree
West
is a Chicago Park District
J. D. French. South Shore Dr.
Washington State to lumbering. of Him. However, one robber from Western Michigan College
Horticulturist and is considered entertainedtheir children, Mr.
Mrs. William Schrier assistedby
The tract being sought by changed his attitude and showed and an M. A. degree from the Uni- Mrs. E. D. Wade and Miss Maxan expert in all phafas of tulip and Mrs. Gerben Kuyers and
lumber interestsis one of the last faith in Jesus and was rewarded. versity of Michigan.
culture. It us his unsung "green daughters. Bonnie and Marcia,
ine Boone arranged a novel proremaining stands of the magnifi- But the story gives prominenceto
thumb" which has given Chicago from Borculo, and Mr. and Mrs.
gram to explain the organization's
park their springtime tulip beauty Alfred Bowan at a birthday supcent forests along the Pacific the belittling things that were said
principaleducational project.
per in honor of Mrs. Kuyers.
for many years.
coast. Once opened to lumbering to Him.
The loan fund, begun in 1907. now
Mrs. Gerald Huyser, Mrs. Frank
The Holland delegationalso
this valuable national asset never
Strange things happened when Civic
amounts to nearly $900,000and is
De
Boer, Jr.. Mrs. Alfred Bowman
•ould be replaced.
take
a
rare
new
variety
of
orange
Jesus was crocified.He had been
loaned to needy girls to help them
tulips. They also invited the and Mrs. Chester Machiele spent
Also reported are well develop- on the cross three hours when at
furthertheir education.In the form
Chicagoans to Holland's Tulip Thursday afternoon with their
td drives to turn over to the noon, an unexplained darkness
of a radio quiz program, facts
Dies in
friend. Mrs. Robert Van Huis in
Time Festival May 13 to 16.
states other lands now administer- enshrouded the land, which was
about the fund and the college
Holland.
ed by the Bureau of Land Man- continued for three hours. He was
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Yonker
ALLEGAN (Spmal) —Walter were brought out by Mrs. Schrier
agement and the Forest Service. nearing death. His physical
Crampton Co. Elect*
and her assistants who were in
from Holland were visitorswith
National parks apparently are strength was going, but His con- W. Miller. 70. civic leader and
costume for the event.
Mr. and Mrs. P. D. Huyser last
next on the list.
Directors at Meeting
sciousness remained full. He was businessman, died unexpected!) in
Cottey College,completely accreSunday.
So far there has been no hint keenly alive to what it all meant. his home Friday evening.
Funeral services were held at dited, came under sponsorship of
At the annual meeting of stock- Mr. and Mrs LaurenceDe Vries t
from the Administrationthat it He knew He was bearing the guilt
PEG in 1927. There are now nine
holders of Crampton Mfg. Co. held entertained their children and
would go along with the pressure of humanity’s sins. It overwhelm- 2 p.m. Tuesday from Gordon
in the Warm Friend Tavern Tues- grandchildren. Mr. and Mrs. Ted
groups seeking to exploit public ed Him and as He felt how sin Funeral Home with burial in Oak- buildings,a faculty of 44 and 250
resident students. Several internaday. Conrad E. Thornquist, Grand De Vries, Larry and Diane, from
lands and forests. But if it is to shuts the sinner away from God. wood Cemetery. Miller came to Altional scholarshipshave been offerRapids attorney,was electedto the Jamestown ad Lee De Vries At
oppose them successfully,it will he entered into the reality of that legan about 50 years ago to help
ed.
board of directors.
their home for a birthday supper
need the help of alert citizens who separation and cried. “My God. establish one of the city's automoMrs. Adrian Buys presided and
Other directors re-elected were in honor of Mr. De Vries.
understandthe public interest in my God. why hast thou forsaken bile agencies. About 10 years ago
he founded the Miller Tractor Mrs. I^eonard Swartz assisted the
J- Fred Boyd, chairman, F. D.
Miss Rose Steenvvyjk daughter
the sanctityof the national parks. me?” This was no pretense or
Mr. ond Mrs. Louis Beyer
Salt* Co. and recently const ructed hostess.
Berry, B. A. Briton, L. C. Keenan, of Mrs. Anna Steenvvyjk and Rich— Pontiac Press.
sham. It was a real and terrible a new building for the firm just
Tenna-Sos
photo)
Coming events include a guest
The wedding of Miss Shirley nef over satin and the bridesmaids H. E. Pleasant, L. C Schalow, E. ard De Klein of Drcnthe were unitexperience.
east of the dty. He served several tea in Durfee Hall loubge on SatThey mistook His words to terms on the City Counril and was urday and a regular meeting on Reimink and Louis Beyer was wore similar gowns in blue and P. Schneider and D. H. Waters. ed in marriage in a public cereSeveral Receive Favored
Officersnamed were Pleasant, mony in the Christian Reformed
mean a call fo^ Elijah, at least a past president of the Allegan April 13 in the home of Mrs. Lester performed Thursday, March 19. at
pink net. They carried colonial president; Briton, vice president; church last Tuesday, March 17.
they pretended to mistake his Rotary club. He was an active Kuyper.
Ratings in Music Festival
8 p.m. in Hamilton Refomied bouquets of roses. The flower girl, Schneider, secretary-treasurer;J. They left for a southern wedding
words. They mockingly spoke of member of the Congregational
Church. Parents of the couple are attired in a gown of green net N. Westenbroek.assistant secre- trip. They will reside in Drenthe.
, Approximately250 Holland Elijah's coming to take Him down. Church and a life member and
Jay Schutte returnedfrom the
Mr. and Mrs. George Reimink of over satin, strewed petals in the tary, and A. L. Mitchell,assistant
Junior and Senior High School Someone, perhaps to be kind, of- past master of Allegan Masonic Mr*. Robert Lyttle, 40,
treasurer.
hospital after an appendectomy.
Hamilton
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Thostudents traveled to Grand Rapids fered Him a drink of vinegar. He
lodge. Surviving are the wife, Die* of Heart Attack
Saturday to participatein the Dis- drank it for it would quicken his
mas Beyer of Park St., Zeeland. bridal aisle. The ring bearer, who The corporation operates three
Lillie; a son, Dr. Stewart Miller,
trict Vocal Music Festival.
The Rev. Peter Muyskens read wore navy trousersand white coat, plants in Holland and Grand Rap- Man Waive* on Charge
nerves for the final struggle. He a present dty txxindl .member;
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
ids and employs approximately 800
Judges were Eugene Grove of wanted to meet it with all of His three grandchildren; a stepson. L.
the double ring rites before a set- carried the rings in a flower.
Abna College,John Merrill, of the powers alert. Summoning all His F. Stuck of Wayland: five step Mrs. Margaret Lyttle c*f Nunica, ting of palms, seven-branchcan- There were 150 guests at the persons
Of Larceny by Conversion
40-year-old wife of Robert Lyttle.
University of Michigan, Joseph strength, He cried out with a voice
delabra
and
bouquets
of
white
reception
in the church basement.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
grandchildren and three nephews. was found dead in her bod at noon
Evans of Michigan State College, loud enough to be clearly heard,
gladioli and stock. Miss Muriel Misses Yvonne Bartels and Joyce Local Royal Neighbors
Reginald C. West, 41, of Brutus,
P riday when her children came
and John Elwell of Michigan Nor- “It is finished,”and then the end
Mich., arraigned before Justice
home from school. Death, due to a Elzinga was organist and accom- Busscher arranged the gifts and
Mrs. Martin Jaarsma
mal College at Ypsilanti.
Observe Anniversary
came.
Fr^ierick J. Workman Friday afheart attack, is believed to have panied Jerrold Kleinhekselwho Misses Julianna Overbeek,Ardith
All groups and individualswho
His last words ware, “Father,
sang “I Love You Truly,” “Be- Poll, Gladys Wedeven, Alma Drenternoon on a charge of larcency
oceyrred about 8 a.m. Friday.
Succumbs
at
Age
of
81
entered for a rating were given a into Thy hands I commend my
Royal Neighbors of Holland
With the exceptionof a few cause” and “The Lord's Prayer.” ten, Donna Ende, Susan Kempker, celebrated their organization’sby conversion, waived examina“yw" or “no” as to their eligibility Spirit.” Those who still tarried
Arloa
Smit
and
Lorraine
Bolks
Miss
Eleanor
Reimink
attended
tion and was released on his own
Mrs. Martin Jaarsma, 81, died years in Florida,she had lived in
for the state festival, to be held near the cross could say, “Jesus
58th anniversary'at a potluck recognizance to appear in Circuit
Monday evening at her home, 345 Nunica most of her life. She was the bride as maid of honor and served the guests.
later in the year at Michigan is dead.” So ended the life of the
West 22nd St.
bom in Ferrj'sburg as Margaret Mrs. Chester Reimink and Mrs. The newlyweds now are honey- supper Thursday evening in the Court April 6.
Btate CoHege.
Son of Man. He had come into the
Richardson
on March 19, 1913, John Spaman were bridesmaids. mooning in Florida and will be at Royal Neighbor hall. Mrs. Juan- Upon complaint of Ed Zenko of
Surviving
are
the
husband;
four
Groups receivinga “yes” were the world to show the world how great
and on Oct. 23, 1928, was married Shirley Beyer and Dale Muyskens home at route 3, Zeeland, the be- ita Kimber was in charge.
the Progressive Engineering Co.
daughters.
Mrs.
Gerrit
Wierda
of
A cappella choir, high school girls’ the love of God is and to prove
A regular business meeting fol- of Ferrysburg, West was arrested
in South Bend, Ind. She was a were flower girl and ring bearer. ginning of April. For going away
Saginaw,
Mrs.
Frank
Wierda
and
flee dub, ninth grade girls’ glee the greatness of that love He gave
lowed with Miss Wilma Bronk- by state police. Zenko alleges that
Mrs. Henry Steenstra of Holland member of Spring Lake Baptist John Beyer assisted his brother as the bride wore a navy and white
dub, girls’ trio, and ninth grade Himself in death.
horst presiding.
best
njan
and
Chester
Reimink, suit with red accessories.
Church.
Although
she
had
been
on Feb. 6 West accepteda *1,and Mrs. Henry J. Frens of Grand
mixed octet.
A program included group ting- 500 check from him for which he
The bride, a 1950 graduate of
ailing several years and had been brothel4 of the bride, and Russel
Rapids;
three
sons,
Dewey
and
Soloists (vocal) receiving a
Horn, cousin of the groom, were Holland High School, has been ing, tap dances by Melva Ann was to receive a lathe, which has
Andrew Jaarsma of Grand Rapids to a physician 'Hiursdayafter•‘yes" were Amy Boyle, Doily Graveside Rites Held
noon, her death was unexpected. ushers. Mr. and Mrs. John Kalman employed as a clerk at Hamilton Rowan, a play, “Wedding Day,” never been delivered.
and
Gerrit
Jaarsma
of
Allendale;
W
Graveside
services
were
held
Vandsn Betg, Mary Lou Van
Her husband is employed in Chi- were master and mistress of cere- IGA store. The groom is employed by Mrs. Jane Dannenberg and
West claims he was held up in
Dyke, Sally Damon, Clyde Nie- at Pilgrim Home Cemetery Friday 18 grandchildren;four great cago Heights.
monies.
at De Witt’s processing plant.
Mrs. Nellie Kleis, a reading by Traverse City on other business
boer, Cynthia Schaep and Jo Fish- for Linda Ann Uildriks,daughter grandchildren, and « sister in the
Besides the husband, she is surThe bride chose a gown of white
Mrs. Alice Rowan, history and and has not had an opportunity
er.
of Mr. and Mrs. Dale A. Uildriks Netherlands.
vived by tour daughters,Jane, lace and satin with net yoke, scaldevelopment of the organization to deliver the lathe, but has inMoiets (piano) receiving a of 180 West 27th St., who was Funeral services will be held Pat, Joyce and Sue. all at home; loped neckline and a lull $kirt with Meet in Final Round
by Mrs. Leona Norlin and a reci- formed Zenko of his inabilitytd i
"ymT ware Sheridan Shaffer. Mar- dead at birth in Holland Hospital. Friday at 2 p.rt. at Ver Lee futwo sons, Pvt. Robert Lyttle at long train. Her fingertipveil was
PINEHURST,
N. C. WP) -For- tation by H. P. Kleis. Appearing do so on several occasions,includeeia Gearhart, Ruth Wendt and John Heidema of the Apostolicneral home, the Rev. Gareth Kok
Indiantown Gap, Pa., and Pvt. edged with lace. She carried a mer champion Pat O’Sullivan of in a "wedding party” were Miss ing sending him several telePat Walters.
Church officiated.Survivingare officiating. Burial will be at Pil- Richard Lyttle at Foit Knox, Ky.; w-hite Bible with two white orchids.
Orange, Conn., faced steady-hit- Bronkhorst and Mesdames LinStkiey Nonhof, student at Hol- the parents; a brother, William grim Home Cemetery. The body
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Her pearl necklace was a gift ting Mary Lena Faulk of Thomas- nie Sly, PljylHs Johnson, Dorothy
OiriaMan High School, re- Louis, and the grandparents, Mr. is at the funeral home where
Richardson:a brother Raymond from the groom.
ville, Ga., today in the-finalround Walker, Lena Ackley and Juanita
Mary, Queen of England,1558fa mtfaf in both vocal and Mrs. Charles Harringtonand friends may call Wednesdayand
of Ferrysburg; also one grandThe bride’s sister, Miss Eleanor of the women’s North and South Kimber. Mrs. Melva Crowle was 1559, was known as “Bloody
Mr. apd Mrs. Louis Uildriks. (Thursday evening^
daughter.
Hanr**
Reimink, wore a gown of yellow Amateur Golf Tournament.
in charge of the program.
fused. for

He

>
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Sportsmen Crowd

County Treasurer

1953

Zeeland

Zeeland Firemen Called

Skills

Visitorsat the home of Mr. and
Mrs. John Stephenson, Division

liird in Series

Lists

On Conservation
Another overflow crowd

%

Amounts of

GRAND HAVEN

of

sportsmen attended the third in
the four-wepk "Michigan Outdoors" series Wednesday evening
at Washington school gymnasium.
Final session is schedulednext
Monday night and will be title
"Wild Birds in Michigan.” The
series is sponsored by the Holland Fish and Game Club in cooperation with the Holland Adult
Education Program.
Speaker Monday night was
trapping instructor William Hub-

predatory animal.
Hubbel said gray fox are extending their natural habitat into
southern Michigan and unlike the
red fox, he said, they are vicious

Scout-O-Rama

Knox, Ky. Pvt Stephenson must
report in Chicago after a 13-day
furlough and expects to leave
for the west coast and overseas
after that.

19.

Miss Evelyn Huizinga, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. William Huizenga, of New Groningen and junior
student at Calvin College, Grand
Rapids is touring the eastern
states with the Calvin College a
cappella choir. The choir is di-

The total amonut of tax spread
was $510,270.91,of which $18,355.62 was returned as delinquent,
making a total of $491,915.29paid

rected by Prof. S. Swets and
singing in Canada, New York,
Massachusetts. New Jersey,
Washington,D. C, and Cleveland,

for the county.
Ohio.
The followingare the cities,and
Pvt.

some

bel of the state conservation department.He outlined briefly the
ways and habits of Michigan’s
predatory animals — fox coyote,

weasel, mink, skunk, opossum,
badger and strangely enough
named the raccoon as a sometime

-

(Special)

The Ottawa county treasurer’soffice reports that cities and townships have settled their county
taxes for 1952, all of which are
completedby March 15, with the
exceptionof Grand Haven city,
which was completed on March

of the townships, which
made their returns, showing the
amount assessed, returned as delinquent,paid, and the percentage
of delinquency as compared with

John Raterink

that of last year.
Holland City: Amount spiead-

Wins Recognition

and Mrs. Dick Bloemendaal of Ft. Leonard Wood, Mo.,
spend a few dais at the home
of their parents, Dr. and Mrs
D. C. Bloemendaal.
Zeeland and vicinity farmers
attended an interesting meeting

A leading attractionat the Parade of Quartete May 15 will be the
Mid-8tatea Four, a zany Chicago barbenhop quartet which has appeared In Holland on two previous occasion*.Membere are Robert
(Bob Mack) Rodriguez, tenor; Martin (Marty) Mendro, lead;
Forreet (Forry) Haynee, baritone; Arthur (Art) Gracey, bass.

of the adult farmers evening class
delinheld on Thursday evening, March
quent— $1,429.38; amount paid—
19. Diseases and insects affecting
S135.292.13; per cent of delinupland crops were discussed by
quency for 1952— 0104, for 1951—
Ray James and D. Andrews of
.012.

Michigan State College.

day, there were special activities

home at 136 West Main St.

put on by various troops and
packs at a central point in the
gym.
One of the show highlightswas
a photographyexhibit by Troop
12 of Trinity Reformed Church.
The booth, which provided a novel
and practical method of displaying photographictechnique, was
opt
ted by Scouts Bill Kuyper,
Torn Klaasen, Dale Zoet, Kelly
Van Licre, Bob Holmen, Dick
Breedveld, Don Smith and Jack
Alexanderunder guidance of Ern-

put out a minor blaze caused by
an overheated oil burner.

••a

$136,721.51;returned as

For Safe Driving

To Three Minor Blazes

ZEELAND (Special)^Balmy
weather
during the week-end was
At
blamed by Fire Chief John Van
Eden for an outbreak of minor
Boy Scouts of Holland staged fires. Two were reported Saturone of their most successful day and one Sunday.
Saturday noon firemen were
Scout-O-Ramas Saturday in Holland High School gymnasium. called to South Church St. where
they extinguished a minor grass
Under directionof Hugh S. Row- blaze. At 2:30 p.m. they were callell the show was a scene of con- ed to the Nagelkierk farm east of
stant activity, with 25 booths il- Zeeland where they put out another minor grass fire.
lustratingthe boys' various skills.
Sunday at 10:10 am. firemen
At intervalsthroughoutthe were called to the Arthur Gillstedt

St., are their children, Pvt. and
Mrs. Htrold J. Stephensonof Fort

1952 Taxes Paid

Displayed

'Parade of Quartets'
Tulip Time Attraction

to

Van Loo Feted

Paul

At Birthday Party
Paul Van Loo was guest of honor
at a surprise party Friday evening when a group of cousins gathered at his home. 24 West 22nd
St„ in honor of his birthday.
A social hour was held and refreshmentswere served by Mr*.

Helen Van Loo.
est F. Penna.
Those present besides the guest
Pack 3 of Lincoln School had an of honor, who was presented gifts,
exceptionally good display of Cub were Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Schip-

Zeeland City: Amount spread—
Zeeland High School governwork. Clarence Kammeraad Ls per, Mr. and Mrs. . Orley Van
$26,171.99:returned as delinquent
"They will kill all the rabbits
ment
classes will again assist b\
Cubmaster of this group.
-SG8.19; paid
$26,103.80; per
Dyke, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Barrett,
they can," he said. "And the red
The annual Parade of Quar- 1 land earlier in the week to prepare
Approximate attendanceat the Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Groenhof.
cent of delinquencyfor 1952— setting up checkers, telephone
fox, will kill only enough for a
tets."
a
popular
feature
each
spring
a
network
broadcast
to
tie
presentcrews, transportationand baby sit.0026, for 1951— .0027.
event was 450 Scouts and Cubs. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith, Miss
meal.”
Grand Haven city: Amount ting for the April 6 spring elec- sponsored by the local chapter of j ed on Saturday of Tulip Time.
143 leaders who participated Beatrice Van Loo. Kenneth Schipthe Society for the Preservation The Mid-States Four has appearHubbel, who traps for the conspread — $88,099.84; returned as tion. The checkers will list voters
during the day and a paid attend- pers and Dick Van Loo.
and
Encouragement
of
Barber
Shop
servationdepartment, said the truck-bus insurance firm.
ed in Holland on two previous occa- ance of 1,350.
who do not appear at the polls
delinquent
$1,397.91;paid
Quartet Singing in America, will sions in barl*ershop parades. The
animal that killed the farmer's
Married and the father of two $86,701.93;per cent of delinquency and will report to the "phoners" become a Tulip Time attraction
chickerc can often be identified
Chordettes also have appeared on
w-ho wiil call up such people.
for 1952— .016, for 1951- 0306.
this year.
by the manner in which it killed teen-age daughters, Mr. Raterink
two occasions, once during CenGeorge towTi Township: Amount Transportationand baby sitting
The event will he staged Friday. tennial year and another time at
works as a city driver, collecting spread— $18,063.91; relumed as will be olfered to such as are in
and how it ate its kill.
A Holland High School trum- and distributingfreight in the Hol- delinquent— $334.92; paid .... .$17,- need of that help. Jerene Timmer May 15. in Holland Theater as a Tulip Time.
pet trio including William land area. Operatingall types of 528.99; per cent of delinquency for and Betty Boeve are in charge of lestival feature,and will highlight The Mid-States Four attainedthe
selections by such well-known quar- coveted crown of international
Meengs, Philip Rathke and Car- trucks in heavy traffic.Raterink 1952— .0296; for 1951-.028. '
.the checking work. PhillisSchuirow Kleinhekscl. opened the pro- has driven day after day for 18
Holland Township: Amount tema and Marcia Kraai are the tets as the Chordettes, the .''::(1- champions in June. 1949. and the
spread - $47,406.08; returned as "phoners." Transportation and States Four of Chicago and the members are well known for their
gram accompanied by Dolly Van- years without an accident.
All Makes
This excellentdriving record, he delinquet — $534.92; paid— $17,- baby sitting Ls in charge of Har- Four Teens, current international ability to combine hilarious madZEELAND (Special)— Students
den Berg. Piano and Violin solas
were presented by Jeanie Zeid- says, is a matter of carefullyob- 518.30;per cent of delinquency for vey Kerens and Phil Staal and champions, as well as numbers by cap comedy with the more serious at Zeeland high school hoard a
Authorised
the Windmill Chorus of the local type'sof barbershop ballads.In 1951 talk by German-born Hans Everler, accompanied by Miss Jantina serving several simple, basic^ safe- 1952— .061; for 1951-.G87.
publicity is in charge of Glenda
Chrysler-Plymouth Dealer
chapter directed by Francis Hodg- the quartet left on a five-week tour hard Piepho at an assembly Frity practices in the operation of his
Jamestown: Amount spread
Holloman of Hope College.
Plasman and Hazel De Roo. Joof the Far East Command which in- day.
Four films titled "Michigan big trucks. He never drives more $13,402.72;returned as delinquent seph Newell Ls class instructor boom of Grand Rapids.
Saloo
Mammals". "Michigan Beaver", than 25 miles an I mr in the city, $309.74; paid $13,092.98;per and Joyce Smit and Don De Vries The Chordettes, nationally fam- cluded three weeks in Korea, one . Piepho is one of 108 German 28 W. 8th Street Phono 7242
ous girl’s barbershopquartet, will in Japan and one in transit. The students studying American educaalways
slows
down
for street inter- cent ol delinquencyfor 1952—
"Michigan Moose" and "Michigan
are chairmen ot the project.
appear at the Parade of Quartets men traveled 24.000 miles to do 33 tional methods under the sponsorsections and uses caution when he .023; for 1951— .OIL
Canoe Trails," were shown.
The regular monthly baby clinic
by courtesy of the Holland Furnace
is backing up.
Olive: Amount spread— $7,936sponsored by Zeeland Literary Co. The quartet is coming to Hol- shows for 51.450 men in the armed ship of the United States departforces.
.03; returned as delinquent- $424ment of state. He is a social science
club will be held at the City Hall
Dale Fris Appointed
.52; paid— $7,511.51 ; per cent of
major
and an English teacher.
next Wednesday, March 25, from
Sentence Is Deferred
delinquencytor 1952— .053; for 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
Reviewing the problems facing
Civil Defense Deputy
195 1-. 026.
the German people, Piepho told
On Tipsy Driving Count
At a meeting of the Mother’s Let’s
Park: Amount spread- $30.37^the group that one of the biggest
Appointment of Dale Fris as
Club of Zeeland Christian Schools
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
challengesIs facing German youth.
deputy director for Holland city Eugene Michele, 46, route 2, Spring 12; returned as delinquent— $1,728 to be held thus Thursday, March
.36; paid $28,645.76; per cent ol
With
the whole social order upset
Civil Defense was announced Fri- Lake, pleaded guilty Monday
in
26. at 7:45 p.m. at the Central
by the war, it is a tremendous
day by Roy Klomparens, deputy to a drunk driving charge. He was delinquencyfor 1952 -.056; for Avenue School, Dr. and Mrs.
1951— .085.
director for Ottawa county Civil arrested Saturday morning by
One of the thrills of spring in space thorn, and also what not to problem to maintain a constructive
Port Sheldon: Amount spread — Dirk Dykstra,retired missionary
approach.
Defense.
State Police in Crockery Township. $4,578.60; returnedas delinquent of the Reformed Church, will this locality is to go out to see the plant at the curb.
Piepho was introduced by Jarold
Civil Defense effortshave been Justice FrederickJ. Workman of
$438.16; paid— $4140.44;per speak. The Dykstras are pioneer flowering dogwood trees and we
Groters of the faculty. In the afterlagging in the city, Klomparens Spring Lake deferred sentence as
The Legend »f the Dogwood
cent of delinquencyfor 1952— missionaries to Arabia and they note the spots where we return
noon he traveled on the school bus
said, and he asked the co-operation Michele is now on probation from
will tell about their experiences.
"According to legend, in the
.096; for 1951-.116.
returning children to their homes,
each year to find them at the edge
of all organizationsand individuals Ottawa CircuitCourt on a forgery
The seniors,representingthe
time of Christ the dogwood tree
Robinson: Amourft spread
and was fascinatedby the service.
of the woods, drifts of white, often
to organize -the program.
charge.
was supposedto have attained the
$4683.70; returned as delinquent "Peeper". Zeeland High School
against a background of ever- size of the oak and other forest
Anyone willing to help in any
Kenneth Spira, 20, Muskegon, —$661.22; paid
$4,022.48;per publication and the "Stepping
greens. We love the interesting trees, and so strong and firm was
phase of Civil Defense work is pleaded guilty in the same court cent of delinquency for 1952
Stone," the annual published by
shape of their horizontalbranching
asked to contact either Fris or Monday on a charge of posses- .1411; tor 1931 -.127.
the wood of this tree that it was
the senior class, have been electand admire the beauty of an indiKlomparens.
sion of beer in a car and paid 510
Zeeland Township: Amount ed to Quill and Scroll,the inter- vidual spray. But how few of us chosen for the timber of the cross.
fine and 55.40 costs. He was arrest- spread— $16,661.68; returned as national honorarysociety for high
"The trees were greatly distressDodge Rad Ram
have thought of bringing this beauThere is no trace of the use of ed by State Police early this morn- delinquent— $31.63; Paid
ed at having been chosen for such
$16,- school journalists.Membership to
The active cor for
firearms before 1,300 A. D.
"TKet Sarehe Desert sign’s peym off."
ing on US-31, Spring Lake Town- 630.05; per cent of delinquency thLs society is limited to students ty into our own yards and using a cruel purpose and Jesus, sensing
this most artistic tree to give their regret and pity for His sufship.
octivo Americans
for 1952— .0018; for 1951-.0012.
in the upper third of their class
character to the planting in front
Our best odvertising is through our
who have done outstanding work of our homes or in the shrubbery fering. made this promise:
Good Selection — Used
The "progressive dinner" cussotisfiedcustomers.You too will be
"
'Never
again
shall
the
dogin the field of journalism. Those
YOU CAN ROAD TEST
border.
tom originated*back in the time
wood tree grow largo enough to lie
representing the "Peeper" are Del
pleased If you let us handle your cor
Not that one would suggest lit- used as a cross Henceforth it shall
this most talked about cor
of Heligabulus. a Roman emperor.
Komejan, Philip Staal and Judy
"regularly.''We like to KNOW our
erally bringing .a dogwood in from
at S. A. Dagcn, Inc.
He gave a dinner of 22 courses,
and
In*
slender
and
bent
and
twisted,
Whitsitt. Those representing the
customers.
the
woods,
as
it is on the consereach served in a differentpart of
"Stepping Stone” are Glenda vation list in Michigan and pro- and its blossoms shall lie m the
the city.
Plasman, Erma Van Dyke, Eunice tected by law so that its beauty form of a cross, two long petals
Lemson and Wendell Kollen. may he kept in the woods for and two short petals.And in the
Steam Cleaning
fir B.
S. A.
Inc.
Motors and Tractors
The Science departmentof Hol- Thase representing both publica- everyone to enjoy. Even with the center of the outer edge of each
there
shall
he
nail
prints
brown
8 W. 7th St. .. Phone 6-0578
land Christianhigh school will tions are Mary Nyenhuis, Judy owner’s written permission it
with rust and stained with blood,
Don Hartgerink
Herm Blok
stage its first annual "sciencefair ’ Ver Plank and Don De Vries.
Make Appointmentfor Demo.
should not be transplanted from and in the center of the flower will
Junior class members of Zee- the woods. Nor would it be practi125 W 8th St.
Phono 7777
Friday night in the Holland Chrisbe a crown of thorns.
tian high school, it was announc- land High School who were select- cal to do so because of its wideed today. The exhibitwill be open ed for the National Honor Society spreading root system. Nursery " All those who sec it will reS31 Lincoln
Phone 9210
• RESIDENTIAL
from 7 to 10 p.m. with the pub- by the faculty the past week are: stock has been root pruned and member it was on a dogwood tree
• COMMERCIAL
lic invited to attend. There will Sally Boone. Yvonne Nyenhuis, transplanted to develop a compact that I was crucified. And this tree
1.
• INDUSTRIAL
be no admissioncharge.
Ron Wetherbee, and Gary Ter root system which insures a mu< h shall not lie mutilated nor dcstrov2.
Three clubs, the chemistry,phy- Haar. This represents five per better chance of success in trans- <‘d but shall he chenshed and proCall Us
tected as a reminder.’ "
sics and biology, are sponsors of cent of the class who are eligible planting.
3.
the affair under the direction of to join during the junior >ear.
Because we know the dogwood
» i
faculty advisors, Albertus Elve,
Hilmer Dickman. Zeeland High (Cornus Honda i as it grows in the Raid Red Headquarters
4.
HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING
ELECTRIC CO.
John De Vries and John Ham. The School principal,left for Chicago woods most of us have not had a
PARIS (UP)— Hundreds of po50 West 8th
Phone 4811
directors report it to be the first to serve on a reviewing committee chance to observe how much it
The Lennox Furnoce Comfair of such a nature and they of the North Central Association has to offer through the whole year. lire, armed with rifles, raided the
pany, worlds largest manufacturing engineers of warm
hope to make it an annual event. of High Schools and Colleges. What wre usually speak of as the Paris headquartersand local ofo i
heating equipment
Besides exhibits by the clubs, The duty of the reviewing com- flower of four large white petals is fices tojlay of the CommunistAuto
Fir#
Lifo
makes a heating system to
individualstudents wiil also enter mittees is to determine which actually the bract, at the base of dominated General Federation of
BEN VAN LENTI
fit your individual requireprojects.Several local chemical high schools arc to be retained on which are the liny greenish true I^abor. searching for seditious
177 College Avenue
Phone 7133
ments for gas, oil, Or coal.
concerns are also planning exhib- the accredited list, which are to flowers which develop into bright material.
Lennox dealers ore factoryits. the sponsorsreported.
be warned, which are to be drop- red fruits to complement its briltrained heating experts.
Some of the exhibits listed on ped, and which are to he admitt- liant autumn foliage. The tree
the program are the electrolysis of
At Your Service
ed. Zeeland High Schol has been grows slowly to about 20 feet in.
water, soil experiments, blood on the accredited list for 28 years. height.Planted near the comer of:
Day or Night
typing, photographicexperiments
This means that any graduate a home where the lovely pattern
and others. Movies will also be from this sciiool can enter am col- of its branches can be observed,
shown at intervalsthroughout the lege belonging to the North Cen- the tree is interesting even in winevening.
(SERVED FAMILY STYLE
HEATING IS OUR BUSINESS
tral Association without taking an ter. And all winter long a host of
ALL YOU CAN EAT)
—NOT A SIDELINE
button-shapedbuds borne above
examination.
IRON and METAL CO.
Dr. Kenneth Vance of the By the branchesgive promise of
New Stamps Arrive
Best Food
Most Reasonable
120 River
Ph. 6-6828
spring.
120 River Ave.
The Holland Post Office lias re- reampf School Service of the UniOne fine specimenof native dog- Privote Dining Room for Parties
Puffs
ceived a supply of new commem- versityof Michigan visited the loorative stamps, always a subject cal school library last week and wood was planted over 30 years
Eclairs
of interest to stamp collectors. presentedsome helpful sugges- ago at the northwest corner of Pine
Ave. and 11th St. by one who apThe new stamps commemorate tions.
Pies
Supt. J. Schipper and Robert preciated the beauty of the woods.
the centennial of Washington Territory, picturing a covered wagon, Courier,shop instructor of Zee- It remains as a lovely memorial to
Now Operated By
pioneers and mountains. The new- land High School, were in Lan- her and a message to all of us who
Sold
Bonafide
PAUL and EDNA VAN RAALTE
green horizontal stamps are ol sing Thnr-day in the interestof enjoy if.
In its natural state the dogwood
the three-cent variety, 50 to the orticipatingin the federal surplus
Written Guarantee
sheet.
grows at the edge of the woodproperty program.
Across from Pest Office
LARGE SELECTION TO CHOOSE FROM
The Easter ' o-ntinn of Zeeland land, where it has light shade, in a
Zeeland, Michigan
Columbia,South Anerica is oublic schools " ill begin Thurs- porous soil well mulched with falnearly nine times the size of the day. April 2 through 6. School len leaves. It is not difficultto
Closed Sundays
384 CENTRAL
PHONE 2677
state of New York.
reproduce these conditionsof parwill begin on Tuesday April 7.
tial shade and a soil to which peat
and plenty of w'oll decayed leaves
723-33 Michigan Avenue
Phone 7225
Three Licenses Revoked
have been added. The trees should
*~l
be moved in spring and kept well
Operator’s licensesof three lo- watered. They are subject to attack
cal drivers were revoked, follow- by borers which can be detected
ing hearings before a state police
by a littledribble of saw dust on
officer at local police headquartthe trunk or at the base of the
ers Friday. Licenses of Henry tree. A wire poked up into the hole
Brinkwerth,68, of 75 East Ninth
Song sheets FREE with each
may kill the borer, but it is well
St., and Gordon Boer, 14, of 63
order of Wedding Stationery.
Repair All Kinds
to use a few shots of DDT (aeroWest 19th Sf., were revoked in- sol bomb) and plug the hole with
definitely, and the license of RoOf Leaky Roofs!
cotton,
Special
bert Stille, 22, of 135 Spruce Ave.,
A pink dogwood can also be had
We'll recover old roofs
was revoked 90 days. Brinkwerth’s
(Cornus floridarubra) but it is a
SIGNS ARE
SIGNS
Printing
hearing was called as the result
like new
install new
The Bier Kelder offers many
of an accidentin January, and heavy pink and its use is therefore
ones reasonably. Estitervlcea for your pleaeure.
limited. To lengthen the season of
Boer was died by local police bemates furnished promptThe beat In draught and
cause of an extensive record. blossom we can, however, use here
the Japanese dogwood (Cornus koubottled beera and winea and
Stille was cited for an offense
ly.
sa> whose white flowers come in
Printing
champagnes- Also, sandelsewhere.
June after the foliage is fully
wiches
and
anacka.
'All
YOUR
developed. It is more upright and
aerved by trained employeea.
bushy in shape than our native
Court Calendar Listed
WH£ EL
Let us do all your printing!Quality pressworkdependable
tree. You may find many of these
Air-conditioned and open
TIRES/
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
service, prompt delivery . . . satisfaction guaranteed! in blossom on MSC campus at
noon until midnight
Circuit Court calendar for the graduation time.
I
April term which opens April 7
It's time to fertilize your law-n
lists 21 criminal cases, 12 civil to get the advantage of April
cases (jury), four civil cases (non showers. Do it now (10 to 20
IS
RUBEROID PRODUCTS
jury), 16 chancery cases contest- pounds per 1,000 square feet) and
ed; two chancery cases default, there will be no danger that either
29 East 6tb Street
COMPLETE PRINTING SERVICE
RIVER at 9TH STREET
and 22 cases in which no progress you or your lawn will get too hot.
PHONE 2386
has been made for more than one
9 East 10th
Phone
Next w-eek we’ll suggest the best
a®
year.
i
trees for curb planting, how tc

John Raterink.who has been
driving for the Holland Motor Express Co. for the past 19 years,
has received a salute to his safe
driving from the world's largest

killers.
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Zeeland Students

Named

to

26, 195J

Attend

f

Observe 59th Anniversory

$25,000 Project

ROM

ZEELAND (Special) -An

AMBUSH

Summer Workshop

With the

arrival

of

ex-

tensive improvement project at
Forest Grove Reformed Church
was approvedby the congregation
at a special meeting Thursday

—

ZEELAND (Special)
Four
Zeeland High school juniors were
honored by local service clubs
this week.
Sally Boone, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Daniel Boone of 337 Colonial St., was named by the American Legion Auxiliary as a delegate to Wolverine Girls’ State
scheduled for the University of

Church Approves

spring,

night.

Preliminary estimate*place
final cost at almost $25,000. Included in plans are changes to the
the year.
organ and choir loft as well as the
Not so for the Christmas card
heating plant.
The entire organ will be rebuilt
publishers. March is their big
with some of the old pipes re-used
month. For that's when the 200
if their condition warrants. All
publishers in the business decide
Michigan campus this summer.
other equipment will be new, inpretty well what their wares will
cluding the console.
Ron Weatherbee, Robert Vanbe for the big holiday next DecemChanges in the heating plant
den Berg and George Schipper
ber.
will consistprimarily of installing
were awarded scholarships to atAccordingto a clipping sent in
new oil burner. A thorough
tend Wolverine Boys’ state June
by one of our readers, most comover-haul also will be made.
18-25 on the Michigan State Colpanies have their salesmenon the
New pulpit furniturewill be
lege campus.
road by March 1 taking orders for
provided by the Men’s Fellowship
Miss Boone has been active in
next Christmas.
class of the church. The class will
student government at the school.
Until recent years, the most forcarry on fund raising activities to
She is on the student council and
midable ’’bugaboo" was inventory,
finance the
•
was president of her sophomore
and in the past some publishers
Action was taken upon recomclass. She is first vice president
proved about 25 per cent wrong in
mendationof the building commitof region four, associationof stustocking certain lines. Now. with
tee whose report was submitted
dent councils.She is a member
a bit of research and relying on
by Chairman Lester Vande Bunte.
of the National honor society in
Mr',
and
Mrs.
Walter
Veurink
past experience most publishers
On Monday, March 23, Mr. and Christian Reformed Church, which The Rev. Jack Van Dyken is pasto being a member of
are able to estimate within 3 per
tor of the church.
Y-Teens and a cheer leader.
cent which numbers in their lines Mrs. Walter Veurink ot 24 East they still attend.
The
Veurinks
have
10
children,
Weatherbee, son of Mr. and
will prove most popular and how 34th St. celebrated their 59th
Gerrit Veurink Mrs. John Pelon,
hlrs. William Weatherbee of 28
much to produce.
wedding anniversary. Their family Mrs. Henrietta Boeve, Mrs. Peter
Lincoln St. is a member of the
Early last year, these men deterChildren Show Anticipated Enrollment! In Year* to Come
football, basketball and track
mined that out of 23 basic designs celebrated the occasion at the Cook, Walter Veurink, Mrs. Edteams. He is assistant business
the most popular for 1952 would home of the Veurinks’daughter, ward Pelon. William Veurink. Adrian Veurink, Mrs. Henry Lubbers
manager of the school paper,
be those in floral, winter scene Mrs. Peter Cook of Zeeland.
Mrs. Veurink is the former Nel- and Mrs. John Bosch. There are 32
member of student council,Hi-Y,
and bold greeting categories. Thus,
Z-Club and was in the junior class
these types accountedfor 15 per lie Hirdes. The couple was mar- grandchildren and 30 great grandcent, 14 per cent and 11 per cent, ried in the parsonage of Niekerk children.
play.
Helen Roossien to John W. WelVanden Berg, son of Mr. and
respectively.
ling and wf. Pt. E‘,2 NW!4 SE1*
Next
in
popularity
came
candles.
Tony Vanden Berg of 343 Washthe
corner
of
the
house,
with
the
Election of officers was held at
21-8-16 City of Grand Haven.
ington St., was manager of the
a regular meeting of the Emblem 9 per cent; bells, 7 per cent, and neighbor's boy in hot pursuit.Mr.
Harvey N. Knoper and wf. to
footballand basketball teams, on
Santa Claus, 6 per cent. Studies Jones leaped out of his hammock
Club
Thursday
evening
at
the
Elks
Introducing the problemfiof local • foi-d, 1953: Ixm Rowell, 1955;
Walter Ver Hoeven and wf. Lot 11
*
(From
Friday’s Sentinel)
the staff of the school paper, memshowed
that
62
per
cent
of
the
and halted the two.
Mary Gronberg,1957; John Klaa- lodge with Mrs. Marie Botsis in
Harlan Nienhuis was the guest Huizenga’s Sub. Twp. Holland.
ber of Hi-Y and Z-Club, and in public schools concerning building
cards produced employed these "Why are you chasing my Gwennceds was shown to members of charge.
John 01 Schaap and wf. to
of honor at a farewell party given
the cast of the junior play. Van- shortages to come, these students
six
symbols
of
the
Christmas
seadolyn?"
he
asked
the
boy.
"She
Officers elected were Mrs. Botthe school staffs as they met MonHarvey
Vredeveld and wf. Pt.
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Marden Berg and Weatherbee are of various schools,elementary,
sis. past president ; Mrs. Rhett son. It also was found that cards pinched me." he complained.sen. 1960; Paul Duey, 1963.
vin Nienhuis. Guests included SE14 NW*4 34-5-15 Twp. Holland.
sponsoredby the American Le- junior high and senior high, hold
featuring
sleighs,
stage
coaches
Mr.
Jones
turned
to
Gwendolyn.
This display of future school Kroll. president; Mrs. Mable Le
Gerrit H. Van Kampen to EdNienhuis, Mr. and
and carol singers, extremely popu- "Why did you pinch him?” he de- Mrs.*
gion.
cards telling the future enrollment day to begin work on tne study ot Jeune. vice president; Mrs. Mary
ward
Schierbeeket al Pt. NE'i
Mrs.
Hero
Nienhuis,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Schipper, son of Mr. and Mrs. of each grade level.
curriculum so that when new Triezenberg, marshal; Mrs. June lar at the turn of the century, now manded. Gwendolyn answered de- Albert Nienhuis and family, Mr. NWU 7-5-15 Twp. Holland.
account
for
only
1
per
cent
of
the
Sybrandt Schipper of 138 Pne St.,
murely, "So he'd chase me.”
Bill Buis, standing at the loft buildings are to be built a full Botsis. first assistant marshal;
and Mrs. Russell Ncwhouse and Oscar F. Beyer* Jr. and wf. to
was on the football and basket- indicatespresent enrollmentin knowledgeof needed facilitieswill Mrs. Kathleen Dykstra, second total production.
family.Miss Shirley Nienhuis and Christmas Lumber Company Pt.
Of
particular
significance
is
the
ball teams and a member of Hi- the entire system at 3,024. Dean be available.
assistantmarshal; Mrs. Marie
Court
House
Employes
Carroll Nienhuis.
two-course Sec. 6-7-15 Twp. Robinson.
growing
popularity
of
religious
Y and Z-Club. He is sponsored Dorn
at the extreme right
All future buildings in our Scully, chairman of trustees;Mrs.
luncheon
was
served by the hos- , John G. Koster and wf. to Donby the Forty and Eight.
shows the anticipated enrollment schools will thus be designed to Helen Hudzik, second year trustee; cards. In this classification, cards Celebrate Birthdays
tess. Harlan left for service on ald G. Gleason and wf. Pt. Lot 62
with likenesses of the Madonna
The Lions and Kiwanis clubs for 1963 as 5,550.
fit the programs to be carried out Mrs. Bonnie Hoving, third year
March
9.
and all Lot 63 Evergreen Park
also are expected to sponsor deleThe students show a break- in these buildings.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - Mr. and
trustee;Mrs. Florence Hall, finan- accountedfor 14 per cent of the
Mrs. Alvin Zwiers of Sub. Twp. Spring Lake.
total.
Those
depicting
the
Christ
gates. They will be announced down of these figures in elemenAware of the fact that consider- cial secretary; Mrs. Dorothy LowEleven Ottawa County employes Grandville were guests Friday
Arthur Vos and wf. et al to
tary, reading from bottom to top, able crowding is now apparentin ry, treasurer; Mrs. Blanche Skor- child, the Magi and manger Scenes
next week.
were
hosts Thursday afternoon to night at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Marion Kleymeer Lot 61 Vos-Kos(left row) Ruth Ann Van Dyke, many of our buildings, school ski, recording secretary; Mrs. represented 7 per cent of the total.
Chris Sas.
ter Sub. Twp. Georgetown.
1953; Mike Bloemers, 1955; Rober- board members and administra- MadelineZych, corresponding sec- Religious cards have been losing other Court House employes at a
Mrs.
E.
Schilleman
underwent
Arthur Vos et al to Harold Grit
Several Are Arraigned
ta Halian. 1957; Ronnie Riksen, tion are looking to this study of retary; Mrs. Angie Bouwens, or- the "stiffness"which previously birthday party in the supervisors
surgery at the Holland Hospital and wf. Lot 65 Vos-Koster Sub.
1960; Paula Nash, 1963. In the program to designate needs and ganist; Mrs. Janet Wiersma. chap- hampered their sale.
room at the county building.
In Municipal Court
last Monday, returningto her Twp. Georgetown.
While the custom of sending
center row, junior high enroll- help provide solutions to over- lain; Mrs. Olga Waltz, press corHosts were thpse who celebrate home Wednesday.
Oscar F. Beyer Jr. and wf. to
respondent; Mrs. Flora Kouw, his- cards had been practiced in AmerTwo persons were arraigned Fri- ments are representedby Larry crowding.
their birthdays during February Mrs. Helen Hafkemeyer is still George E. Skeels and wf. Lot 22
Manglitz,
1953;
Joan
Tellman.
Additions
are
presently
planned
ica
to
some
extent
since
the
1860's
torian; Mrs. Joyce Wadsworth,
day in Municipal Court on disorand Mrach, including William confined to her home with illness. Peter’s Plat City of Grand Haven.
derly counts. James Evans, 42, of 1955: Dick Den Uyl, 1957; Bea- in elementary schools. The in- first guard and Mrs. Frances Jar- or before, it wasn't until about
Albert Kampcr, who had a heart
George E. Skeels and wf. to
trice
Steggerda,
1960;
Lester volved junior and senior high pro- vis, second guard.
1875 that the first line of American Wiebenga,deputy sheriff; Mrs.
161 West 10th St., who was arrestEmmajean
Barney,
clerk
in the attack, is still confined to his Oscar F. Beyer Jr. and wf. Lot 18
Overway,
1963. Senior high enroll- blem is being given serious considcards
was
published
by
Louis
Installation of officers will take
ed on a disorderly conduct charge
Cove Sub. Twp. Grand Haven.
health department ; Fred Den Her- home and is recovering slowly.
ments are shown by Jill Craw- eration.
place on April 24. A banquet at Prang, now known as the Father
by city police Wednesday,was senTuesday evening there was a
George J. McCarthy and wf. to
der,
treasurer:
Gerald
Vanderof
the
American
Christmas
Card.
the Warm Friend Tavern for memtenced to serve 15 days in the
question and answer discussionin Richard Ginton Malott and wf.
beek,
sheriff;
Mrs.
Bertha
Vanderbers, officers and husbands will He had arrived as a penniless imcounty jail. William Van Howe, 47,
bcek. wife of the sheriff and ma- the C. E. and Catechism classes. Lots 14. 15 Cove's Sub. Twp. Grand
precede the installation to be held migrant from Germany about
erf 254 West 16th St, was assessed
tron at the jail; Mrs. Ruth Van Leon Dykstra of the seminary Haven.
1850.
His
first
items
in
the
middle
at the Elks lodge. Guests will be
fine and costs of 529.70 on a drunk
Duren, Juvenile Court welfare and Rev. Ten Clay conductedthe John L. Schut and wf. to Peter
present from Benton Harbor. South 1870's were elaborate affairs which
and disorderly charge. He was
agent; Mrs. Marian Driscoll, pho- discussion.Helen Freriks led de- Blauwkamp and wf. Pt. Lot 1 Ohlwould
be
purchased
with
or
withHaven and Milwaukee.
arrested by local police Thursday
votions.
man’s Plat No. 2 Village of Hudtostat operator in the Register of
Plans are being made for a fish out silk fringe.
night at Ninth St. and River Ave.
Mrs. Dorothy Siersma enter- sonville.
Deeds
office,' Dr. Ralph Ten Have,
Others paying fines in Municipal
A» perfect day brought out a
tained members of the North HolMissionary activities was the fry March 27 at the Elks lodge and
John Hoeland et al to Frank
Those new "Yield Right of Way" health officer, Albert L. Bradfield.
Court were Floyd A. Loew, 49, of large crowd of woman for the topic of Mrs. Bernard Veneklas- a fun party to be held at the Plagland Home Economics Club at her4 Kooyers and wf. S‘2 NWtt SW>4
signs
that local police put up some assistant county superintendent of
gemars
Farm
on
Lakewood
Blvd.
31 West Eighth St, speeding, $10; spring missionaryconferenceof en. The large quota for Knox
home Tuesday evening, March 17. 34-5-15Twp. Holland.
months ago in Holland are now schools;Mrs. Beverly.Stehower.
Glenn Munson, route 1, Paw Paw, Classis of Holland Friday in Hud- Memorial hospital was fully met. on March 24.
Mrs. Marie Nienhuis, president, Leslie Wiersma and wf. to Wesclerk
in
the
Register
of
Deeds
ofThirty-five members were pre- popping up elsewhere too. Midland
expired chauffeur’s license, $5; sonville Reformed Church. Mrs. They used 1,500 yards of muslin
presided. The lesson on “Color in ley Andrews and wf. Pt. Stt SE’A
fice, and Miss Florence Vander
Grover C. Bazzet, East Chicago, Dirk Vander Meer. president, and $900 was given for surgical sent at Thursday's meeting. Lunch is one of the latest to try the new
Dress" was presented by Mrs. Al- NE’i 20-5-15 Twp. Hqlland.
Woude,
supervising nurse in the
device.
The
signs
have
been
worktruck route, $2.
presided at both morning and ai- supplies with 28 Christmas boxes featuring the St. Patrick's Day
bert Brower and Mrs. Julia ElzJohn G. Koster and wf. to Wiltheme, was served by the Mes- ing pretty well in Holland, although Health Department.
Parking costs of $1 were paid by ternoon gatherings.
inga. Displays of knitted lace, liam F. Frietchen Jr. and wf. Lots
sent to domestic mission fields.
The
party was originallyschedsome
motorists
are
still
a
hit
conJames Elzinga, of 571 West 19th Morning devotions were in
aprons. . scrap-books and knitted 117, 118 EvergreenPark Sub. Twp.
The Young Women's work was dames Dorothy Zeenp, Josephine
uled for Wednesday afternoon,but
St; Ranee Overbeak,route 6; M. charge of Mrs. John Vander May, presented by Mrs. Joe Vande Oonk. Ruth Brufler, Hattie Rea- fused. They just mean stop if there
scarfs were shown. Luncheon was Spring Lake.
out of respect for the late John
is other traffic.
E. Davis, of 1913 South Shore Dr.; wife of the pastor of the enter- Wege. There are 21 leagues in 19 gan, Gloria Wood and Julia Tingserved by Mrs. George Veldheer
Josephine Tragna to Charles
Galien.
vice
chairman
of
the
Board
ley.
Mrs. E. M. Brolin, of 669 Colum- taining church. The report of the churches.
and the hostess. The next meet- Westra and wf. Pt. S>i NEU SWK
Lillian Dobben, of 538 Centra1 of Supervisors, a member of the
Prizes
for
the
evening
were
won
bia Ave.
nominating committeeby Mrs.
ing will be held at the home of SE1* 28-8-16 City of Grand Haven.
The report on missionary homes
Ave., has come up with an old Ways and Means Committee and
Irwin Lubbers listed the follow- was given by Mrs. George Schut- by the Mcsdames Janet Jillson.
Mrs. W. Boss on April 14. The
John Keen and wf. to Harold
chairman
of
the
Rules
and
Legiscopy of the Holland City News
speaker will be Mrs. Grace Vander Elders and wf. Pt. Lot 18 Heneing: Mrs. Dick Vander Meer, maat. The two homes in Holland Bruner, Marie Scully and Angeline
Miss Anna Mae Zuidema president; Mrs. Henry Kuit, vice are now well equipped due to gifts Blake.
dated Oct. 16. 1919, which was lation committee, whose funeral Kolk.
veld's Plat No. 14 Twp. Park.
One of the projectsof this group largely devoted to the 39th anni- was Wednesday afternoon, the
Mrs. Peter Siersma was a visitpresident; Mrs. Rein Visscher. re- the past year
William P. Van Bragt and wf.
Is Honored at Shower
versary
of
the
ill fated Alpena party was postponed until Thursis
making
receiving
blankets
for
cording secretary; Mrs. Maurice The treasurer'sreport by Mrs.
or in Grand Rapids Wednesday.
to Allen G. Veldhuis and wf. Pt.
day.
which
sank
with
all
hands
lost
on
the Red Cross.
Mrs. Cornelius Zuidema was Vander Haar, assistantsecretary; John Noor showed a total of $22,Lot 1 Heneveld's Plat No. 16 Twp.
its trip from Grand Haven to Chihostess at a miscellaneous shower Mrs. John Noor, treasurer; Miss 990 given for missionary activities
Park.
cago. The main story was an interThursday nigh1 at her home. Dena Muller, assistant treasurer. during 1952.
Michael Bruce Gebben
William Swier Jr. and wf. to
view with Frank Van Ry of HolAn exhibit of Knox Memorial
Waverly Rd., honoring Miss Anna Installationfollowed at the afterArthur Reenders and wf. Lots 42,
land
who
was
aboard
the
schooner
supplies was shown during the Feted at Baby Shower
(From Friday's Sentinel)
Mae Zuidema, who will become the noon service.
43 Fairfield Add. City of Grand
Guide near Port Sheldon when the
A panel discussion on mission- lunch hour. At the afternoon serSunday, there will be preparatbride of Ed Wabeke in April.
Haven.
surprise baby shower was Alpena sailed toward Chicago. The ory services,with the celebration
Games were played and dupli- ary activitieswas conducted by vice Mrs. Dirk Dykstra of Arabia
Henry Ringelberg to Arthur
given
Wednesday evening in honor front page also devoted a good of the Lords Supper on March 29.
Mrs.
James
Wayer
A
first
particigave
a
dedication
servioe
lor
the
cate prizes awarded to Miss RoReenders
and wf. Lots 42, 43 Fairchunk to a poem on "The Wreck
Mrs. Jacob Woenum underwent
mans Bonge and Miss Arlene pant was Mrs. Paul E. Hinkamp missionary suppliesand conducted of Michael Bruce Gebben, adopted of the Alpena." written by D.
field Add. City of Grand Haven.
Eight
applications
for
building
son
tof
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jerald
M.
surgery on her leg. She is doing
Zylman. A two-course lunch was on foreign missions. She told of the devotional hour. After inHenry Ringelberg to Arthur
permits totaling$7,545 were filed
the specialopportunitiesin Japan stallationof officers, Mis» Ruth Gebben of Lakewood Blvd. The Fletcher Hunton of Grand Haven well.
served.
Reenders
and wf. Lots 39, 40 Fairin Citv Hall this week with Buildparty was given at the Jerald in 1880.
Mrs. John De Vries is continuGuests includedMrs. Neil Meyer. today for audio-visual and news- Broekema%f China gave an adfield Add. City of Grand Haven.
ing
Inspector
Josoph
Shashaguay
ing to' improve slowly.
Mrs. Louis Hoekstra. Mrs. Gerrit paper evangelismand of the Al- dress. She said the urgency of the Gebben home by Mr. Gebben's
and City Clerk Clarence Greven- , Michael Hrometz anc^ wf. to
Oh boy, things are perking on
Mr. and Mrs. John Essenburg
Zuidema,Mrs. Martin Miller, Mrs. bertus Pieters Center at Fukuoka. times is of great concern to the brothei-s and sisters.
John L. Yonker and wf. Lots 57,
goed. Applications follow:
among
the
disciples
of
Izaak
WalShe said the objective of Re- church. She praised the early Gifts were presented to the
anounce the birth
(laughter.
Robert Cook, Mrs. Cecil Terpstra,
58 Swans Sub. Twp. Grand Haven.
Donald
Buursma,
404
Columbia
ton,
and
there’s
going
to
be
a
big
in- guest of honor. Refreshments, proThe Girls Society sponsoreda Ave., tear off old garage and build
Miss Doanne Meyer. Miss Zylman, formed Church missionaries sent pioneers who planted
Florence C. Heemstra to Fredconteston catching walleyes,come
program by a group from the Re- new one out of did lumber, 14 by erick C. Meeder and wf. Lot 19 De
Miss Joyce Vander Ploeg, Miss to the Philippinesis to help inte- digenous self-supportingand self- vided by the guests, were served
that
season
next
June.
grate Chinese churches into the propagating church ready to carry during the social evening.
formed Bible Institute of Grand 20 feet, $250; self, contractor.
Sadie Zuidema and Miss Bonge.
Haan's Sub. Village of HudsonLarry Wade has accepted a chalPhilippine churches. Communism on. She told of the terrors of livAttendingwere Mr. and Mrs.
Rapids Thursday evening.
Gerald Dornbos,140 West 16th ville.
lenge
from
Sipp
Houtman
and
Ade
Lambert
Gebben,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
is still a threat in India and fam- ing under the Communist regime
On March 26, a program will St. excavate under living room John L. Vermaire and wf. to
ine conditionsaggravatethe pres- and praised the loyalty and cour- Duke Gebben, Mr. and Mrs. Klassen that he will land bigger be given in the local church by the
for heating room, $60; self, con- Jerald Redder and wf. Pt. SE!4
sent situation.In Africa a new age of Chinese Christian leaders Herman Gebben. Mr. and Mrs. and better walleyes in Kalamazoo Children’s Bible Hour group.
NEU 12-6-14 Twp. Blendon.
tractor.
River
with
artificial
bait
than
they
policy has been adopted and work and church members.
Al&rt Gebben, Mr. and Mrs. John
(Frojn Saturday’s Sentinel)
New addresses are: Pvt. Marvin Maxine Boone, 12 East Ninth
Walter Vander Wall and wf. to
. Dr. and Mrs. W. A. De Witt of will be carried on with the United The afternoon offering amount- Gebben, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey will with natural bait— worms or Bosch U. 8. 55286865. Casual Pers. St., build in cupboards and sink, Peter Vroma and wf. Lot 15 Aukeminnows
to
you.
Gebben,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A1
Barveld
Joliet, 111., announce the birth Presbyterians among the Murle ed to $321.95,which will be used
Sec., A. P. O. 613 c/o P. M., San $110; 'William ILrdes, contractor. man's Sub. No. 2 Twp. Georgeof a daughter,Mary Kay. The tribe. In Arabia, the medical need to furnish a room at the Brew- and Mr. and Mrs. William Meyer. And to make things interesting. Francisco, Calif.
Rhine Vander Meulen, 103 East town.
Mr. and Mrs. Loren Cook of Flint Larry says he will take with him
baby is the granddaughterof is great. There is work for many ton Girls' dormitory.
A/lc Nelson J. Gebben. A. F. 24th St., remodel kitchen, $500; Anthonette Wilma Van Koevering
Bob
Kouw
who
insists
he
is
a
jinx
were unable to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. August De Witt of more doctors and nurses despite
16331280, 6019th Air Base Sqdn.,
Wildschut to Five-Star Lumber Co.
to any fisherman. Bob stoutly 6019th Air Police Section;A. P. O. self, contractor.
the new government hospitals,
472 Columbia Ave.
Harry Hulst, 99 East 24th St., Lot 42 Lakeview Add. City of HolRoiarians
Meet
Youth
maintains
nobody
ever
catches
fish
Mr. and Mrs. Gifford Onthank Mrs. Hinkamp said.
710. c/o P. M., San Francisco. remove partition between living land.
Birthday Party Held
when he's around.
Mrs. Kenneth De Pree told of They Support at
of 669 Steketee Ave. are taking a
Calif.
room and dining room. $75; Rhine
Plans call for the fishermen to
trio through the New England the baby roll with 3,900 enrolled
For Janyce Tregloan
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Blauw- Vander Meulen. contractor.
select
their
own
spots
on
the
river,
ZEELAND (Special ) — Rotar- Janyce Tregloan celebrated her
states. They will return home via and contributions of $4,400 to be
kamp have requested the transfer Automotive Replacement Parts, Mrs. Anna Mitchell, 77,
but already there are disagreeused for missionaryprojects for ians heard a talk by Morrey CarlWashington.D. C.
fifth birthday Thursday afternoon ments. Ade has given Sipp an ulti- of their church membership with 107 East Eighth St„ repair chim- Dies at Holland Hospital
son. director of Youth Haven, and
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Wood children.
two baptized children to the Third ney and enlarge one door, $100;
The SpiritualLife and Steward- were introduced to Ronny Rose, when her mother. Mrs. Harold matum that they'llfish in separ- Church of Zeeland.
of 547 Van Raalte Ave. announce
Kryn Kalkman, contractor.
Mrs. Anna Mitchell, 77, died
Tregloan, entertained seven chilate boats if Sipp insists on using
the birth of a son, William Scott, ship report was given by Mrs. Rus- the 13-yearold boy the Rotary club
Peter Kalkman, 121 East 32nd Friday evening at 9:45 at Holland
dren at a party at her home,. 188
his
barbedwire
lure.
That
hasn’t
boar Friday at Holland Hospital. sell Bouws. Emphasis this year is supporting,there, at their regu- West 15th St.
St., glass in side porch, $450; self, Hospital where she had been
Nunica Resident Dies
been threshed out yet.
,
Mrs. Wood is the former Gloria will be on spirituallife and con- lar meeting this
contractor.
since Tuesday. She was the wife
Easter
games
were
played and
Anyway, things are all set for
crete suggestions were presented
Carlson told of the work beir>g
Vander Meulen.
Gamble Store, 51 East Eighth of the late William Mitchell and
In
Convalescent
prizes awarded.The Easter motif
good tournament. Maybe the
done at the camp which is located
St., remodel front and install as- made her home for the last 10
Marine Reserve 1st Lt. Edwin on books and programs.
was used in the refreshments banks will be lined with spectators.
The literaturereport was given near Muskegon. He cited a numA. Bourke has been discharged
GRAND HAVEN (Special) phalt tire floors and new stairway, years with her son-in-law and
which
featured a decorated birthIt’s just a friendly challenge
from active duty with the Marine by Mrs. Henry Bowman. Of spec- ber of cases where youths had
day cake. Mrs. ClarenceWagner growing out of chat over the coffee Alta M. Skeels, 81, of Nunica, died $6,000; A. R. De Weerd and Son, daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Corps at the Barracks Casual Sec- ial interest is the Arcot Mission been helped at the camp. Presentearly Thursday morning at Phil- contractors.
Spaulding, 69 West 12th St.
assisted the hostess.
village ly there are some 20 boys being
cups, and no money involved.
tion on Treasure Island in San centenary in 1953-54.
lips Convalescent Home, following
She was bom April 30, 1875 in
Those
present were Karen WagFrancisco Bay. He returned to where the Rev* Joseph John is in cared for. Originally plans called
a long illness. She was born in Mrs. John Van Tongeren Delaware, Ohio, daughter of the
ner, Barbara Duey, Carol Vander
Holland Tuesday and is now resid- charge of a rural parish has been for 36. but a recent fire has limitHospital Director Fred Burd's Nunica July 29, 1871, and lived
late Mr. and Mrs. Gotfred Haas.
Molen, Elaine Folkcrt, Marsha
ing with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. chosen for interdenominationaluse ed facilities. Carlson was introappeal for extra beds for children there all her life. She was known Dies of Lingering Illness
She was a member of the First
Tregloan,
Susan
Tidd
and
the
Anthony Bourke, 541 State St.
for the film of the year to show duced by the Rev. Harold Engbrought good response this week, to the edmmunity as "Auntie
MethodistChurch, the Ladies'
the impact ot Christianity in In- lund. Bob De Brtiyn brought the guest of honor.
and so far three extra beds have Skeels” because of her devotion in
Mrs, John Van Tongeren, 82, of Adult Bible Class and the Christdia villages. Rev. John is support- youth to the meeting.
been put into rooms and a fourth helping the needy. She had lived 663 Lugers Rd., died Friday eve- ian Service Society.
Former Holland
Junior Rotarians Jim Wyngar- It’s Time to Rake Yards;
ed in part by Central Park Reis on call. And all beds are in use in the same house for over 50 ning at Pine Rest of a lingering
Surviving are Mrs. Spaulding
den and Paul Schipper were introformed Church.
Diet in Grand Rapids
too.
years. Her husband died March illness.
and three grandchildren,Mrs. LoTrucks
to
Pick
up
Brush
duced
by
Elmer
Hartgerink.
The domestic mission report by
One man even called and offered 20, 1924.
Surviving are five daughters, well De Weerd of Saugatuck, Mrs.
John Mieras, 66, former Holland Mrs. Christian Walvoord told of
Spring is here and it s time to to truck the beds to the hospital,
She was a very active member Mrs. C. Neal Steketee,Mrs. Henry Robert Zoerheide of Syracuse, N. V
resident, died Friday evening at great opportunitiesin Canada
and the director was glad to have of the Nunica Methodist Church Ter Haar and Mrs. Howard Arm- Y., and Dr. Robert Spaulding of
rake up those yards.
Man Pleads Guilty Here
his home. 843 West Leonard St., where 40,000 immigrantshave arCity Engineer Jatob Zuidema him arrange such transportationand the Alta Circle, named in her strong of Holland, Mrs. John Her- Fort Smith, Ark.; nine great
Grand Rapids. He was a former rived in recent years. Another To Short- Weight Count
announced today that city trucks for at least one bed.
tel of Grand Rapids and Mrs. Fred
honor. •
grandchildren and one sister. Mrs. .
shoe merchant. Mr. Mieras’ wife great quota is expected of 25,000 Victor Culver, salesman for the will pick up lawn rakings and yard
Meanwhile, there's still the Surviving are a daughter, Mrs. Gabelle of Detroit;four sons, John O. C. Hankison of Pine Bluff, Ark.
died about a year ago.
due to flood conditionsin the Wilson Co. of Chicago, pleaded refuse if deposited at the - curb trouble of overcrowding. The little M. Manavian of Worcester, Mass.; of Conrad, Mont., William of Grand
Surviving are three sons, Niel, Netherlands.
guilty in Municipal Court Friday during the two-week period March patients with upper respiratoryail- three sons, Frank of Coopersville,Rapids, Henry of Davisburg and
James and Marinus; two daugh- Church extension presents a to a short-weightcharge and Mu- 23 throujih April 4. This offer does ments can’t be in the room with
Gerald and Everett of Nunica; Neal of Detroit; 30 grandchildren; Marriage Licenses
ters, Mrs. Simon De Korte and real challenge in new housing nicipal. Judge Cornelius vander not extend to tin cans, ashes or the tonsil victims. The hospital
(From Friday's Sentinel)
five grandchildren and seven great 21 great grandchildren; a sister in
Mrs. Jack NederveM, all of Grand areas. A new Levittown will be Meulen assessed fine and costs of garbage,he emphasized.
Ottawa County
staff hopes the children’s census grandchildren. A daughter,Flor- the Netherlands, and two brothJUHdi; 16 grandchildren;six establishednear Philadelphia with $28.90. The offense involved a crate This is an annual service of the will reduce soon.
Lawrence Howard Franken. 24,
ers, Dick Becker of Ruhtan, Minn.,
ence, died in 1912.
Peter, Jacob, Francis L., a grant of land by Mr. Levitt and of butter which was allegedly city in its effort to get the town
Guess we just need more room
and William »Becker of Hancock, Grand Rapids, and Harriet Jean
James and Martin; four his son. The Winnebago shelter eight ounces short of 32 pounds. shipshape before Tulip Time.
Jalving, 21, of Holland; Junior
in the hospital.
Minn.
The foldingfan was invented by
Martin Balk. Mrs. now houses 43 children and it has Complaintwas signed by a repre- And when you’re dumping the
Hop, 23, and Maxine Ebels, 19,
the Japanese in the seventh cenByle, Mrs. Charles been licensedby the state of Neb- sentative of the Bureau of Mar- rakings at the curb, be extra care- Laff for the day:
A sandbar jutting into Lake both of route 2, Holland; Edward
tury, A. D„ and probably was
Christian Me- raska. Contributionsfor repairs keting and Enforqementin co- ful not to harm the tulips if you
Mr.
Jones’ preuy
pretty 12-year-old
mi. jwich
iz-yem-oiu brought
nrougntito
jto Europe oy
by rortugue
Portuguese Pend Oreille gave Sandpoint, Id., Berghorst. 22. Zeeland, and Hester
ajnount(|no$22,600.
Dykema, 20, Holland.
operation with city officials.
happen to Uve on tulip lane. *
daughter came screamingaround traders y thousandyears later.
its name.
thoughts of Christmasare further

removed than

at any other time of

a

purehase.

ac’

Ottawa County

*

Real Estate

Emblem Club
Names Officers

Novel Placard Display
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Transfers
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North Holland
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A
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Missionary Conference
Fills Hudsonville Church
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A

Reach $7,500
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Spring Schedules

Pictures of

WANT-ADS

Bout

INSTALLMENTS REDUCED TO

For

AMOUNTS YOU CAN PAY

Holand High

With Jersey Joe

Teams Announced

Disclose

Flaws
CUDDY

By JACK

Spring cporti grab the spotlight at Holland High School this

United Press Sports Writer

afternoon as the various coaches

HOLLAND, Mich. (UP)-Rocky
Marciano said today, "there are
several reasons why I expect to
take him out a lot quicker this
time than in September.”
It was a very serious champion
in white sweat shirt and brown
slacks who modestly gave his reasons for believing he will knock
out Jersey Joe Walcott at Chicago
Stadium April 10 earlier than the
13th round of their first fight at

called meetings of all candidates
for their respectiveteams to huddles after school
Baseball Coach Ned Stuits has
lined up a 15-game schedule for
this season beginning April 15.
‘The schedule: April 15, Fennville, here; April 20, Godwin
Heights, there; April 24, Grand
Haven, there; April 28, Bloomingsdale, there;
1, Muskegon,
here; May 5, Muskegon Heights,
there; .
7, Kalamazoo,

May

25, Godwin

Benton Harbor, here; April 23,
Muskegon Heights, there; April
'N 24, Kalamazoo Central here; April
30, Grand Haven, there; May 1,
South Haven, there; May 7, Mus
kegon, here; May 8, Benton Harbor, there; May 12, Muskegon
Heights, here; May 14, Kalama
zoo Central, there; May 15, Grand
Haven, here; May 22 and 23, regional meet, here; May 28, East
Grand Rapids, there; May 29,
Western State, there, and June 5
and 6, state meet, Kalamazoo.
Coach Dale Shearer’s track
team will engage in five dual
meets, two quadrangularmeets,
the regionals and the state meet.
The schedule: April 14, Zeeland,
there; April 17, Muskegon, there;
r April 22, quadrangular,Allegan;
April 28, Grand Haven, here;
May 5, Muskegon Heights, there;
May 8, Benton Harbor,* here; May
12, triangular,Muskegon Heights;
May 16, regionals,and May 23,
state meet.
The golf team has carded 14
dual matches plus the state

tournament.
The schedule:
April 14, Kalamazoo Central,
there; April 17, North Muskegon,
there; April 20, Muskegon, here;
April 24, Western State, there;
April 29, Zeeland, here; April 30,
Grand Haven, here; May 4, Muskegon, there; May 7, Benton Hartyr, there; May 12, Benton Harbor, here; May 15, North Muskegon, here; May 19, Zeeland, there;
May 21, Western State, here; May
23, state tournament; May 25,
Grand Haven, there, and May 26,
Kalamazoo Central, here.

'

Loans up to $500
20 Months to Repay
Holland Loan Association
10 W. 8th, HoUand
Across from Center Theater
Adv.
navy accessories,with a lavender
orchid. The newlyweds will live at
Mitchell Field, Long Island,N.Y.,
where the groom is serving with
the U.S. Air Force.
Both the bride and groom are
graduates of Holland High School
The bride has been employed at
Bell TelephoneCo.
Pre-nuptial showers were given

"I hit Walcott only five or six
solid shots during our whole fight
at Philadelphia. I never realized
that until I watched a couple of
runs of the kinescope pictures.He
was pulling away from most of
my punches or just being grazed
by them.

Muskegon,
Bloomingdale, there; May 19, Grand
Haven, here; May 20, Wyoming
Park, here; May 22, Benton Har-

May

loans of all kinds for
needs of all kinds.

He emphasized:

May

bor, here;

We make

Philadelphia.

there; May 12,
there; May 18,

Heights, here; May 26, Fennville,
there; May 27, Portage, there;
May 29, Muskegon Heights, there.
Coach Joe Moran has scheduled
15 matches for his tennis team,
exclusive of the regional and state
meets.
The schedule:
April 15, South Haven, here;
April 16, Muskegon, there; April
17, Western State, here; April 21,

If you are paying for a car or
some other "time” purchase and
your installments are too big for
your budget, we can frequently
cut your payments from one-third
to one-half.Usually we can supply
extra cash for other things, if you
wish.

“But at the same time he was
hittingme solidly in every round.

I
Scoring

an

’average of 39 points per game while

holding opponentsto 15 wee enough to give the

Suburban basketball league crown to this Waukazoo boy’s team. Pictured .with coach Mike
Skaalen are kneeling left to right: Roger De

Feyter, Garry Dreyer, Barry McFall and Donald
Woldring. In the back row are Jim Meurer, Bill
Harms, Roger Ramaey, Skaalen, Jack Elenbaas

Tom

Aardema. The squad was awarded a
trophy Monday for going unbeaten through the 10game schedule.
and

took everything he had

that

night.”
Chatting over his orange juice in
the lodge at the Holland Furnace
picnic grounds, Rocky disclosed he
had been unpleasantlysurprised
to learn from the kinescope ho
had landed "scarcely a solid left
hook” until the last round.
It was his left hook that had

by Mrs. Douglas Du Mond, Mrs.
Russel Sova and Miss Mary Ann

William Buchholz, who Is observing his 90th birthday today, holds
up a notebook full of poems that he has composed since he lost his
eyesight 13 year* ago. Although he la an avid baseball and boxing
fan, his favoritehobby la composing poems that he dictatesto his
daughter, Mrs. Cecil Van
(Penna-Saa photo)

Knooihuizen.

Duren.

April Bride-Elect

Honored at Shower
Miss Marlyn Van De Wege, April

Year-Old Blind Man
Takes Pride in Poetry
90-

bride-electof Sgt. Barry Bailey,

was honored at a surprise miscellaneous shower Friday evening.
Described by Speaker
Hostesses were Mrs. Ronald JousLayne.
Being blind for the last 13 years cided verse composition would be ma, Miss Delores Cook and Mrs.
A month-long motor trip through
“And I don’t expect to be handi- hasn't dampened the spirits of
Ireland was described by Miss
a good way to spend his idle hours. Lee Kolean.
capped for three rounds this time William Buchholz, who celebrated
Helen Elaine Stenson for members
So for the past 13 years that has
Games were played and a twoby
something
that
got
into
my
Monday his 90th birthday quietly. been his chief concern.
of the adnom Club who met
course lunch was served.
League officialspresented the Beechwood and Montello park
eyes and made me blink so badly
He’s
an
avid
baseball
fan,
and
Monday evening at the home of
Some of his favoritesare titled, Guests were the Mesdames David
Waukazoo Indians with the Sub- gyms on a home and home basis. Miss Blanche Cathcart.
I could hardly see,” he continued. follows the Detroit Tigers and
“Our Firmament,” and “The Part- Holkeboer, Laverne Johnson, WUurban League championship tro“No,
we
never
found
out
what
A full 10-game schedule is also The speaker was introduced by
Chicago Cubs in their respective ed Veil,” one titled “Trouble”and
liam DeWitt, Earl Newell, Jerry
phy at a specialparty of the lea- played by the girls of the schools.
her sister, Mrs. Henry Pas. Miss caused that eye trouble In Phila- games. Besides that he likes to "The Statue in the Mountains.”
Witteveen, Robert Ter Hear, J. R.
gue Monday evening in Zeeland. Champions this year were the
delphia. ProbablyIt was from wa- listen to the fights.
Stenson describedLondonderry,
One of his typical endings— from Van De Wege, qnd the Misses
Undefeatedin 10 games, the HarringtonSchool squad that
ter being poured on septic powBut
his
pet
project
is
composing
the Giant Causeway, Belfast with
"The Parted Veil”-ii:
Billie Houtman, Betty Klomparens,
squad amassed a total of 392 went undefeated.
ders they had put on a cut on the poems. And he can recite many
its linen stores, Dublin, Limerick
“When Poverty and greed are
Norma Huyser and Dorothy Rooks.
points to 163 for the opponents.
top
of
my
head.
Maybe
it
seeped
Standings:
of his literary compositions.
and its laces, the Bells of St. Mary
mastered
Coach Mike Skaalen credits the
down
into my eyes.”
Boys
Buchholz is a winter visitor In And the world abounds with
and the Blarney Stone.
good season to a tight defense and
L She fully described the beautiful Why did the champ believe he Holland and stays at the home of
Mrj. Bert Van Dam Feted
good cheer,
hard work.
could make a better target of the his son-in-law and daughter, Mr.
Waukazoo ................
lakes of Kilarney-theupper, midThen
no
need
fear
the
vala
Starting lineup for the squad Montello ................... ...........
On Birthday Anniversary
3 dle and lower lakes and the catar- 39-year-oldWalcott this time?
and Mrs. Cecil Van Duren, 46 East
and the shadow/
was usually Roger Ramsey at cen- Harrington ..............
"I know I’ve increased my Eighth St.
acts. She provoked a beautifully
For heaven has come, or is near.”
B?rt Van Dam was honored
ter, Jack Elenbaasand Tom Aar- Beechwood ..............
He has composed almost 200 He was born in Magnolia,111.. ttMrs.
imaginarypicture in teDing of the hand-speed,"he said. "Boys who
dema at the forwards, and Roger Lakeview ..................
a party on her 87th birthday
worked with me as sparring part- poems — enough to overflow one
low mountainswith purple heather
March 28, 18G3, and his first mem- anniversary Saturday at her home,
De Feyter and Jim Meurer at the Federal ......................
ners before say that’s my biggest notebook.
veiled in mist. She told the story
ories are of herding cattle and
guard slots. Other boys who saw
improvement
now
—
hand-speed,
Girls
When he begins a poem he first helping plow virgin prairie near 306 West 16th St. Games were
of the last owner of the castle and
played during the social evening
lots of action were Garry Dreyer,
particularly
with
my
right.
I
fig’
L described a buggy ride along the
gets the idea, then has Mrs. Van Melvin, HI., where the family
Donald Woldring,Bill Harms and Harrington ...............
and a two-course lunch was served.
ure I can land this time before he
Duren write down possibly the first moved soon after his birth.
shore of the lower lake admiring
Barry McFall.
A decorated birthday cake was
Montello ...............................
3 the huge foxgloves and other flow- rolls away or slips the punch. I verse. Then it is a case of thinkHe attended public schools ant featured.
The league includes six schools Federal .................
mean he’ll get them solid. And I’m ing about the first verse and going
ers. She also visited a ruined monlater an academy and has a good
in the area. The teams are com- Waukazoo ..................
Nieces and nephews and a bromaking
sure
this time I’ll throw over it time and again before the
astery with crumbling walls and
memory of vocabulary that is well ther and slstei^in-lawwere preposed of eighth and ninth grade Lakeview ..............
plenty of left hooks.”
rest of the usual five to six verses suited to writing verse. He never
herb
gardens.
In
conclusion, she
sent.
boys. Games are played in the Beechwood .......... ............
And what did Marciano expect come to mind.
8 quoted "The Bugle Song,’’written
smoked or drank, but used his
North Shore Community hall and
from Walcott next month?
•did not completeseason.
How did he get started writing money to buy books through which Attending were Mr. and Mrs.
by Alfred Lord Tennyson after he
Bert Van Dis, Bert Van Dam, Mr.
"He’ll either come out fighting
verse?
After Buchholz lost his eyevisitedthe Kilamey Lakes.
as he did before or he’ll try to sight, time hung heavy and he de- he gained a rather extensive edu- and Mrs. Claude Huichlnson,Mr,
Mrs. Irene Ver Hulst, president,
cation and vocabulary.
Double Ring Club Hears
and Mrs. Cornelius Van Dis, Mr.
out-box me over the distance,"
conducted the meeting. A collecand Mrs. Ben Van pis, Mr. and
Rocky
concluded. "I figure he’ll
tion was taken to be sent to chilAddress by John Staal
Mrs. Jerry Hulst, Mr. and Mrs.
come
out
swinging
because
he
dren of Korea through CARE.
Lambert Van Dis, Mr. and Mrs.
can’t take a chance on trying to
The Double Ring Ckrh of BeechMavies Van Dis, Mr. and Mre.
box 15 rounds. I hope he does
wood Reformed Church held its
Kole
Henry Volkers, Mr. and Mrs. Bert
come out fighting
. then I’ll end
monthly meeting in the church Former Holland Man
Van Dis, Jr. and Miss Lillian Van
it much earlier than the 13th."
basement Monday evening. Dr.
Injure! Back in Craih
Dis.
Walter Kuipers, president,was in
charge. Julius Karsten led the deMorris Tardiff of Grand Rapicte, Easter Baskets Filled

Trip Through Ireland

Undefeated Waukazoo
Sweeps Suburban Title

been most devastating in his
knockout of Joe Louis and Rex

W

7

W
7

2

St Joe Quintet

Miss Du Mond, Robert Sova

And

Auto

Win

.

Wed

.

Semi-Final Games

votions.
Jack Veldheer Guest
formerlyof Holland, fractured a
John Staal gave a talk on “Gov- vertebra m an accident Thursday For Veterans Group
WhirlpoolDryers of St. Joseph
Of Honor at Party
ernment and Courts,” based on the on US-16 near Grand Rapids as
wiH face Kole Auto, Holland City
feaster baskets to be taken to
book of Deuteronomy.
he
was
riding with Vem Bush to
League champions, in the finals of
.Mrs. Henry Veldheer entertained
the Veterans Facility on April 4
A short business meeting fol- Lansing.
the Tulip City basketball tourna- lowed and the Rev. John Benes
at
a party Friday in honor of her
were
filled
of
World
The accident occurred when the
son, Jack, who celebrated his 10th
ment at the Armory Thursday clofced with prayer. Refreshments car took to a ditch on the right to War II when they met Wednesbirthday anniversary.
were served by Mrs. Ted De avoid crashing into a truck mak- day evening in the VFW hall.
night.
Games were played and prizes
Graaf, Mrs. Erwin De Vree, and ing a left turn. Bush, who was Mrs. Marie Huizenga presided.
Both teams breezed through the
awarded. A two-course lunch was
The club plans to give the Vet
A thrillinggame that included
Mrs. Leroy Brookhouse.The next driving the 53’ model, was uninsemi-finals at the local Armory
served by the hostess assisted by
an overtime, decided the "B" Basmeeting will be held April 20.
jured. The car was considerably crans at Sunshine Sanitarium a
her daughter,Nancy. Gifts were
damaged.
treat of candy and cigarettes for
ketball League double-elemination Tuesday night and thereby earned
presented to the guest of honor.
tournament champion Tuesday berths in the finals.
Tardiff was given emergency Easter. A gift of $25 was given to
Legion Auxiliary Planr
Those present were Garry Da
afternoonat Junior High School
treatment in a Grand Rapids hos- a needy veteran and $10 was sent
In the first game, Koope Heatgym.
Graaf, Bill Klein, Roger Hossink,
pital and returned home, accord- to the veterans at Fort Custer to
Party
for
Zeeland
Unit
Aivin and Orlo Compaan, Kenneth
, Yellow Dogs defeated the ing of Holland lost out to a supering to his mother, Mrs. Bush. He be used for coupon books.
ior St. Joe quint, 81-63 as Jack
American Legion Auxiliary had returnedto the hospital Monday
r Knights in the finale 51-40.
Ramaker, Rodney Van Kampen,
A social hour followed the busThe game was played earlier Sabadin of the visitors racked up a regular meeting Monday even- for applicationof a cast.
Frank Visser, Jerry Vande Vussa
ness meeting.
ing at the Legion club house. Mrs.
and Phil Veldheer.
than anticipated because of the a 35 point total for the evening.
His contribution included 14 Emily Brouwer, vice president,
upcoming spring vacation at Hope
College. The Knights are all Hope field goals and seven free thows conducted the meeting.
Federal School FT Club
Score at the end of the first
students or facultymen.
During the business session, the
It was an uphill battle all the quarter was 20-11 in favor of the group approved a donation to the
To Hear Jan Boswinkel
way for the eventual winners as locals,but the Dryers outscored Led Crass. Plans also were made
Koops
in
the
second
quarter
to
they trailed 12-5 at the end of the
to entertain the Zeeland unit at
Federal School Parent-Teachers
Winners of the Kiddie Karnival were made. The event will open
first quarted and again at the whittle the lead to one point at the regular April jneeting. Mrs.
Association will have its annual
halftime.
Poster
Contest
sponsored
by
Junat
the
Armory
at
10
a
m.
and
end of the third quarter in the
James Cook was appointed chair- ior Welfare League in conjunction
potluck dinner in the school ThursIn the third quarter, the Dryers
close at 4 p.m. A variety of booths
see-saw struggle.
day at 6:30 p.m.
man
of the program for the party,
Bob Connell of the Yellow Dogs, edged ahead by outscoring Koops Mrs. Clarence Hopkins, games and with its second annual children’s will include games of skill, rides,
A program to which the public
wdth the score deadlockedat 36- 18-15. But the final quarter was Mrs. Tony Dogger, refreshments. fair, were announced at a league fish ponds, silhouette cutting,
is invited is scheduled for 7:45 p m
what
really
turned
the
game
into
meeting
Tuesday
evening
at
the
"guess your weight” and many
all, sank a shot with just 20 secFeature will be a talk by Jan
Mrs. Cook, poppy chairman, an- Woman’s Literary club house.
others. Special Easter features
onds to go in the game. However, a rout as the visitors outscored
Boswinkel, exchange teacher from
nounced
plans
for
selling
flowers
thes
heaters
35-19.
Fifth
and
sixth
grade
pupils
will
be
live
baby
chicks,
Easter
Howard of the Knights came back
«ie Netherlands who now teaches
In that last quarter, Koops had on annual Poppy Day.
took part in the drawing of post- eggs, Easter hats and bonnets
with a lay-up shot just before the
in Grand Haven, n
Refresments were served by ers for the Karnival, scheduled and chocolate eggs. From 2 to 4
final whistle and made the count to finish out with just four men
A free-will offering will be taken
Mrs. Hopkins and her committee. Saturday at the Holland Armory
after
losing
two
via
the
foul
route.
38-all, thereby sending the game
p.m., Jean Harris of television
All gifts given to Boswinkel for his
Scoring
for
the
losers
were
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
into overtime.
Jiffy Carnival will be present at
speaking engagements are turned
The winners are: Washington the event.
The Knights were crippled by Kool, 15; Schippers, eight; Breover to the Netherlands Relief.
mer,
19;
DeVette,
eight;
Altena,
School Nancy Pollock first and
the loss of Heydom, Weller and
All children attending the KarStephen Slag second; Lincoln nival will be given favors as they
Van Hoven via the foul route in three and Zoerhof, 10.
Behind Sabadin in the scoring
that final quarter.
School Kalynn Winstrom first arrive. Members of Horizonette
Joyce Rutgers
It was an all-Yeliow Dog show column for the losers was Weber
and Ken Kraai second; Longfel- groups, all ninth grade girls, will
To Jacob S. Ploeg
in the three-minute overtime as with 20 and B. Crossman with 16.
low School, Gail Alderink first and assist league members in helping
Kettle
In the second game, Kole Auto,
the winners outscoredthe colleSharoh Van Wingeren second; the children during the festivities.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Rutgere
paced by Jerry Jacobson’s26 A 14-point scoring spree in the Van Raalte School, Dale Conklin The girls are members of Mrs.
gians 13-2.
of Holland announce the marriage
Stuits with 14 and Japinga with points,went out front of Wetter- third quarter enabled the Rockets first and Beverly Minnema second. Julius Lubbers, Mrs. Ted De
Mr. ond Mrs. Robert Louis Sovo
of their daughter, Joyce Gayle, to
12 and Connell with 10 paced the man’s Market of Grand Haven at to defeat a stubborn Kopper Ket- Honorable mention was given to Graaf, Mrs. Lester Douma and
(du Saar photo) Jacob S. Ploeg, son of Mr. and
the
end
of
the
first
quarter
26winners while Bill Heydom had
Sharon
Strong,
Helen
Geerling,
Mrs.
Ken
Vanden
Heuvel’s
Horiztle team Thursday night at JunBouquets of white snapdragons She carried a basket of rose petals.
23 and stayed there the rest of
Mrs. James Ploeg, Sr., of Hender17 for the losers.
ior High gym in “B”" basketball Pauline Baumann, Marilyn Brow- onette groups.
and stock accenteda lovely set- Michael Slagh, dressed in a navy son. Ky. The Rev M. J. Van Der
The recreation Department will the way.
In other business during the
league double-elimination tourna- er, Jane Hansen, David Prince
It was 41-40 at halftime and at
ting in Third Reformed Church on suit, carried the rings on a white Werp performed the ceremony,
present a trophy to the winnero.
and David Sandahl
league meeting, Mrs. Ed Brolin
ment play.
the end of the third quarter the
which took place Feb. 14 in tha
Prize winning posters will be on announced plans for the final din- Saturdayevening for the wedding satin pillow.
At the end of the third quarter
count stood at 65-56.
parsonage of Ninth Street Oirisof
Miss
Carmon
Marie
Du
Mond
display
the
remainder
of
the
week
ner
meeting
to
be
held
April
7
at
Donald
Sova
assisted
the
groom
it
was
21-19
and
from
then
on
the
Mrs. Gearhart Honored
. And in the final quarter the
in the Chamber of Commerce of- American Legion club house. Mrs. and Robert Louis Sova. The bride as best man and Douglas DuMond tion Reformed Church.
Holland
City League champions Rockets clung to the lead to win
At Birthday Celebration
fice window. Judges for the event F. W. Berghorst reported on the is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. was groomsman. Ushers were
the
close
decision.
made 21 point* to 23 for the visiMartin was high for the losers were Miss Althea Raffenaud,lea- rummage sale held Wednesday in William Du Mond of 602 Lawn James Miedema and Howard Ny- Divorce Awarded
tors, but that third-quarter lead
1 Mrs. Ezra F. Gearhart was hon- held up and Kole emerged the with 10 while Diekema took scor- gue president, and Mrs. Wilma Grand Rapids. Mrs. Howard Davis Ave., and the groom is the son of hof. Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Vander GRAND HAVEN (Special)-An
ored at a surprise birthday party
reported on hospital activities and Mr. and Mrs. Russel Sova of 618 Werf, Jr., completed the wedding opinion was filed in Ottawa Ciring honors for the Rockets with Reed of Holland.
victor.
Saturday night at the home of
During Tuesday's meeting, final the league made plans for under- North Shore Dr.
15.
party as master and mistress of cuit Court this morning ..awarding
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Skorske, Scoring behind Jacobsonfor the
The Rev. Christian H. Walvoord ceremonies.
arrangements for the Kamival taking a special hospital project.
Peter S. Boter of. HpUand a dilocal* were: Kempker, 22; Pier*529 Pinecreat Dr. %
performed the dpuble ring cere- For her daughter's wedding Mrs.
vorce from Mabel Botef. The case
Mrs. Gearhart Is the wife of ma, 16; Nelson, 12; Bauman, 10 Funeral Rites Held
mony
at
8
p.m*- Miss Mildred Du Mond wore a royal blue suit
and Van Hoeven, one.
was heard before Presiding Judge
Ezra Gearhart, who it in Vienna
Schuppert was organist for the with navy accessoriesand the Leonard D. Verdlej* of Grand RapSharp-shooting
W*gy
WagenFor
Thomas
Gilbert,
73
studying under s Fulbright schorites and also accompaniedMartin groom's mother wore a navy blue
ids in December.
maker was high for the visiting
larship.
Hardenbergas he sang "Because, dress with navy and white accesFENNVILLE
(Special)
—
FunGrand
Haven
City League champAttending were Mr. and Mrs.
"The Lord's Prayer” and "O Pro- sories. They wore corsages of red
eral services were held SaturWarren Diekema, Mr. and Mrs. ions a* he matched Jacobson’s
‘Michigan’ Docks
mise Me.”
roses and split carnations.
outpouring
with
26.
Bettnd
this day at 2 pin. .from the Chappell
Joseph Highstreet, Mr. and Mrs.
Given
in
marriage
by
her
father,
Funeral
Home
for
Thomas
GilThere
were
150
guests
at
the
recame Kjolhede with 14, Bob
Late Friday Evening
Northuis and Frank Diekema, Air.
Holland Christian’ssenior class of crossed up high school romanc- the bride wore a gown of white
and Mrs. Highetreets, Mr. and Lampoon with 13 and Constant bert, 73, who died Tuesday at the has chosen the three act comedy, es, a charming young heroine who satin featuringlong tapered sleeves ception in the church. Misses
with 10.
Mary Van Oort and Pat Houtman The Tanker “Michigan”, Texas
State Hospital in Traverse City
Mrs. Robert Northuisand Frank
becomes stages truck and g many and lace bodice extending into a served at the punch bowl and Miss- company docked here at 9:30 pan.
where
he
had
been
a
patient
for
"Curtain
Going
Up,”
by
Gregory
BagfedL
full satin skirt and train with a es Marlene Koning and Janice Karsix months. Burial was in Johnson, as its play for 1953. Per- others.
Friday and immediatelybegan to
Mrs. Kate Wesseldyk
Members
of
the
cast
are
Adele
net
overskirt. Her fingertip veil was sten ah-anged the gifts. Miss Kay unload a cargo of gasoline. DirectFennvilleCemetery. The Rev.
formances will be given April 28, Vermaat, Shirley Bouwman, Mar- held in place by a Juliet cap. She
Divorces Granted
Larsen was in charge of the guest ion and velocity of the wind deDies at Age of 86
Garth Smith officiated.
29 and 30 in the Woman’s literary lene Byker, Carolyn Keuning, Jane carried a cascade bouquet of white book.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-A
termines when the tanker leaves
Surviving are three sons and club house. Miss Ervina Van Dyke
ZEELAND (Special) - Mm. two daughters, Alfred of Muske- of the speech department, will dir- De Weerd, Joan Bruizeman,Janet carnations and white satin stream- During the reception Martin Har- Holland for East Chicago. She was
divorce decree was granted in the
Vander Zwaag, Betty Vender Tuuk, ers.
denberg sang “Because of You” scheduled to depart some time
Ottawa Circuit Court Saturday Kate Wesseldyk, 86, ?f Borculo, gon, Russell of Grand Rapids,
ect the play.
Miry Kqpl, Charlene Van Dyke, Miss Mary Knooihuizen, maid and "With a Song in My Heart” Saturday.
morning to Betty L. Bloomquist of died early Monday at a Kal- Lester of Mitchell, S.D., Mrs,
The play is the story in comic Merle Van Dyke, Paul Vander of honor, and Miss Marilyn Witte- and Miss Geri Skorske gave a
Holland from Paul Bloomquist. amazoo hospital following a ling- Eugene Jorgenson of Muskegon
terms, of the production of a play Leek, Tom Maring, Peter Ver- veen, bridesmaid,wore identical reading, "The Waltz.”
Custody of the five minor children ering illness. Her husband died and Miss Florence Gilbert of
in high school,and the action takes maat, Dave Schreur, Vince Van- gowns of light blue net over taffewas awarded to the*mother. Dora six years ago.
Out-of-town guests came from
Kalamazoo; one sister, Mrs. Em- place on the stage and in the audider Werp and Julian Bouwer. ta. They carried- cascade arrange- Lowell,' Lansing, Qrand Rapids,
J. Dorn bos was also granted a diSurvivingare two daughters, ma McMurran of England; eight
torium,.during rehearsal and afOthers are Elaine Michmerhul- ments of light pink carnations.The Ionia, Saranac, Muskegon, FennAMBULANCE SERVICE
vorce decree from Kenneth L. Mrs. Albert Bosch and Mrs. Anna grandchildren and three great
ter the presentation.The plot fea- zen, Lucille Dreyer, Fredith Steen- flower girl, little Judy Van Oosterville, Saugatuckand Rochester.
Dornbos Saturday morning. The Blauwkamp, both of Borculo; five grandchildren.
Gilbert Vande Water, Mgr.
tures many comic situationssuch wyk, Ruth Walters, Janet Le Feb- hout, wore a long blue taffeta
For their southern wedding trip,
parties have no children.Both are grandchildren and eight great
Mr. Gilbert resided ta Fennville as the disappearance of playbooks re, Ed Slenk, Karl Essenburg, Bob
Phone 36:
gown with lace and net overskirt the new Mrs. Sova changed to a 29 East 9th
from Spring Laka.
grandchildren.
for 28 years.
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
on the first day of rehearsal,a set Achterhof and Gus Vanden Berg. and a matching taffetaheadpiece. tweed suit, light blue coat and
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Hold Funeral Rites

Lions Club Hosts

finite conclusions were reached.
Other business coming up was the
restorationof the dam in Rabbit
River, which the Club has been
contemplating for several months.
Funds for the project have not
yet reached the god set for beginning the work, but it was
pointed out that delayingIt for
.another year would make the
work much more difficult
Fnend M. Ten Brink has returned home
from the Holland Hospitalafter

^the
in-

receIvln* can and treatment for

and H„^ au^*w« j
“ ^
banquet ?Lth' ^

ball Coedi

Bm

1

Hje MiAigan-blidiiSan
State
Michigan-Indiana
games, plus
formal entertainment»i
nual Holland Lions Club basketball

j

,Iiend,,

Mr*- H- w- Tenpas was in charge
menta for an outstand-

?r“S*”*1

Guests were players and coach-

Strictly

Mr. Hulst who died Saturday

mght

Tavern Tuesday

Ui3wrlit^gra^

were held Wednesday at 1:15
pjn. at the Yntema F\ineral home
and at- 2 pm. In Oakland Chris-

morning . at Allegan County Hospital after a few weeks illness is
survived by two sons, John W., of
Holland and Benjamin of Vriesland; three daughters, Mrs. Henry
Schipper of Oakland, Mrs. Harry
Dozeman of Coopersvilleand Mrs.

And Shows Movies
V

A! Roles

tery.

Of UoflW Speaks

_
If

of Oakland (route 1, Hamilton)

tian Reformed Church with the
Rev. H. J. Kulzeraa officiating.
Burial was in Bentheim Ceme-

Perigo

T,

Funer-

al service# for John Hulat, Sr., 85,

Basketball T earns
Bill

Chairman Qains

For Oakland Resident

ZEELAND (Special) —

Coach

mi

WS Be

Enforced

HOLLAND, Mich. —
chairman of the

^

Illinois State Ath-

letic Commission warned Sunday
he expects “a dean fight” when

Rocky

Marciano

j

defends 'his

world’s heavyweight titl# against!

Jersey Joe Walcott at Chicago
Stadium, April 10.
Obviously disturbedat reports,
that one of the fightersmight atGeorge Wesseling of Diamond tempt rough tactics,Commission
Springs; one •daughter-in-law, Chairman Livingston Osborne visMrs. Jack Arendt of Orlando, ited Marciano’scamp Sunday and Th# Hoi and Lions Club played host to Holland High School and
Fla.; 27 grandchildren; 26 great stated commission rules will be
Hops College basketballplayers and coaches Tueiday night at their
grandchildren; three brothers, strictly enforced lor the chamannual basketball banquet at the Warm Friend Tavern. Guest
Gerrit Edward and Henry, all pionship bout
speaker was University sf MichiganBasketball Coach Bill Perigo
of Oakland and two sisters, Mrs.
who also showed movie# of U of M garnet. Front row (left to right)
"I am expecting a real fight of
John Ortman of East Saugatuck the century ... but it is going to
are George Stephen*, Lions Club president; and Fred Welee, Holand Mrs. John Berens of Ben- be a clean fight,” Osborne warned. land High coabh. Back rod (left to right) are: Hope Coach^ John
theira.
The chairman’s remarks obviously we.e prompted by recent
•

The Rev. Henry Kreulen of Bay City (seated) countersign# a check
for $2,900 for Netherlands flood relief In the presence of a group
of others InterestedIn the c?uae. Standing, left to right, are
C. C. Steketee, In charge of publicity for the drive In Holland;
Peter Rookue, a member of the Bay City committee; George Cook,
representing Willard C. Wichers of the Netherlands Information
Service,and Cornelius vander Meulen, state chairman.

es of Hope College and Holland i!*
Panting
High Schod basketball teams. Jf
Nonna Baughman, who in
Perigo,in his talk, explained his ™™ Panted a group of Hope
reports from Walcott’s camp at
ideal of competitive greatness" F01108* muilc1 ^ents. ArrangAtlantic* City, N. J., that the for(Sentinel photo)
and said he sets his sights on a n*
Irving » lovely buffet
mer champion threatened to use
’s
triangle arrangement that in. I luncheon from an attractive table
“billy goat” tactics against Mareludes friendship,loyalty, leader- de<*^ated
St. Patrick s Day
ciano, whom he accused of butting'
ship, balance or self control,
M. Kaper, Mrs.
during their first fight last De-‘
cember.
operation, techniques, condition- Harv,ey Ko°P' ^Irs- Lehman
Ing, confidence,determination and an” ^r*- ^>0’1 Rienstra.
Osborne was accompanied
Representatives from Chambers
concentration.
The Senior Christian Endeavor
of Commerce in Holland,Grand
He said those are the qualities Sendee was in charge of Edward
Room on Thursday at 2:30 p.m.
Haven, Zeeland, Muskegon, St.
he looks for in a team and in the Miskotten, Jr. and Jerome WasMrs. George Meengs will be, in
Joseph,
Benton
Harbor,
South
Havindividual players and explainedsink la8t Sunday with Muriel ElzIt was a gala occasion in City
an official letter of caution to
Howard Ave.; Barbara charge of devotions on the topic
en, Kalamazoo, Fremont and Hastthey are all needed for hk ideal of inSa “ pianist The study for dis- Hall Tuesday afternoon when two
each fighter later this
Culver, route 4; Henry Karst en, “God’s Keeping Power”, Mre. H.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clinton
Ely.
ings
were
present
at
the
annual
“conapetitive greatness.’' ' cussion was, "A Compassionate
Before returning to Chicago, Os- route 2; Leona Westerhof, 5 South Englund will be in charge of the
He explained his recently com- Saviour.” The Junior High group representatives of the Bay City 'Hie Darling School Club will banquet of the Grand Rapids borne extolled Marciano’s condi- River; Mrs. Gerald A. Boeve, 275 Nursery.' Judy Bos will present
pleted season at Michiganby say- considered the topic, “He Humbled committee for Netherlandsflood meet Friday evening at the School Chamber of Commerce Tuesday tion. “He looks much better that Maerose Ave.
a declamation"Thirty Pieces of
ing, “We ran into tough kick and Himself’ with Carl Wassink and relief came to Holland to present house followed by a program and night in Rowe Hotel, Grand Rapids.
he did last week when he worked DischargedTuesday were Mrs. Silver”.Hostesses are Mre. David
lunch.
a check for $2,900 to Municipal
The event honored Charles R.
with just a little more could have Belva Rankens in charge,
out in Chicago,” the chairman Marcelino Gallardo and baby, De Bruyn and Mrs. Jack BooonAdrian Doman hd& gone to De- Sligh, Jr., of Holland and Grand
won the close
The evening service of the Re- Judge Cornelius vander Meulen
said.
route 6; Carol Hains, 495 Central
He added, “I feel that well be a formed Church was conductedby who was appointed state chairman troit to visit relativesfor a couple Rapids, president of the National
Former champion James J. Ave.; Mrs. Basil Shaeffer, Muske- Tonight the final in the series
of
^
Association of Manufacturersand
little better next year.” Perigo ex- SeminarianScorza of Holland, by Gov. G. Mennen Williams.
Braddoc^t also witnessed Rocky’s gon; Mrs. Marvin Keen and baby, of Lenten services will be held at
One visitor was the Rev. Henry
plained he lacked height and said Next Sunday Holy Communion
A number of fruit growers from a director of the Grand Rapids drill Sunday, but came away with 341 J Lincoln; William C. Vanden the First Reformed Church at
he has two men, one 6T' and the will be observedat the morning Kreulen, a retired Presbyterian this area attendedthe dinner at Chamber. He was presented with a
7:45 o’clock. The Rev. Russell
different opinion. “He may be berg, 27 West 13th St.; Rex Foss,
other 6 8” coming next year. serviceand at a Vesper Service in minister in Bay City whose father Bangor Thursday, sponsored by plaque honoringhim for his serovertrainedand too fine," said route 2; Mrs. Wallace Nyland, 147 Vande Bunte, pastor of Central
vice and leadership on local and
Perigo said the Big Ten confer- the afternoon,
formerly was pastor of the Noor- the Gerhers Product company.
Braddock, pointing out that Mar- East 18th St.; Johanna Hulst, 329 Reformed Church. Muskegon, will
ence this season “was terrificallyDr. Harry Van Der Kamp of deloos Christian Reformed Church
Mr. and Mrs. John Bast were national levels.
ciano appeared to be very slow. West 21st St.; Mrs. William Wes- speak on "The Significanceof the
In his response, Sligh said the
Cross.”
tough ’ and “we were short.” He Veterans AdministrationFacility and the North Street Christian Re- hosts for the Bit O Fun Club” at
The New Jersey Irishman, how- dorp, 269 East 14th St.; Mrs. Jaradded ttuit “every club up in the of Battle Creek was a week-end formed Church in Zeeland. Rev. their heme in Fennville Saturday NAM and the U.S. Chamber of ever, declined to pick a winner, vis Ter Haar, 99 West 32nd St.;
The Priscilla and Aquila Society
Commerce are constantly doing a “I leaned to Walcott when I Mrs. John F. Funekes and baby, 51 held their monthly meeting at the
mwiey had a big
guest in the home of his sister Kreulen is now retired after 40 evening.
tent™ Hartwr High and husband, Mr. and Mrs. George years jn the ministry but remains Mrs. Gertrude Walker visited in paralleljob on local and national watched him work out last Thurs- East 15th St.; Russell Morris, 40 Second Re armed Church on MonSchool and Western Michigan kampen.
levels. He said Chamber members
active in Bay City civic and reliday,” said Braddock, “but Rocky West 32nd St; Mrs. John Van day evening at 8 o’clock.D. E.
South Haven last Wednesdayin
should continue to keep their has the edge in age. Only don’t Vuren, 238 West 19th St.
Winter of the American Sunday
PfS*®? ** I Pfc. and Mrs. Dale Kempkers gious circles and is regarded as the the home of Mrs. Young.
Washington representativesinformSchool Union spoke on the topic
Hlgh ?rod^ announce the birth of a daughter, key man for all Dutch people in
The
Reid
School Pa rent -Teach- ed of their ideas on proposed legis- count Walcott short. Remember, Hospitalbirths include a son,
"Along the Old Back Roads of .j
Sheryl
The former has the Bay City area.
nobody
gave
me
a
chance
when
I
Steven
Michael,
born
Tuesday
to
ers club held its monthly meeting lation.
Rural
America" and showed a
The
other
visitor
was
Peter
fo iervice overseas for sevfought Max Baer in
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Karafa,
at the school house Friday evethis season.He said Bob was the eni months in the Japan-Korea Rookus, former Zeeland resident
color film describing the work in
The featured speaker was Bruce
An
overflow
crowd
of
1,250
173
Columbia
Ave,;
a
son,
Dirk
ning. Supper was served at 6:30
most^ improved player In the Big
japan ™rLa
who left that community 40 years with Mrs. J. Doty chairman.Mr. R. Prentice,manager of the Sche- watched Marciano's latest drill. Kenneth, born today to Mr. and Michigan the Ozarks, Mississippi
and Alabama.
nectady, N. Y., office of the Nucleago. Rookus is in the roofing busiThe chtftnpion, scaling 189 pounds, Mrs. Kenneth Kooiker,70 West
TeFollowin£r the talk fie™™ A/2c ******* Nyhof who has
and Mrs. Clifton Batey had charge
The State Christian Endeavor
onics divisionof General Electric.
ness and also is a key man for the
featured
right
counter-punches
as
12th
SL
rf ’the
1)6611 8tationed * Chamits Field.
of the program and presented
Conventionwill meet this year in
Dutch in Bay City. Another Dutch- Glen and Orville Atkins and Rose- He said it might be 20 years before he sparred two rounds each
Zeeland
Zeeland at the First Reformed
of, inscribed wooden
earUertraining«t Texas bas- man, Fred Van Haqren, was chair- lyn Van Huis who furnished sev- the use of atomic power would be Tommy Harrisonof Los Angeles Births at Huizinga Memorial
a factor In the national economy. and Billy Noble of Grand Island,' Hospital include a. daughter, Jac- church on June 19 and 20.
After the npesentatinn nrvt .« es, has been transferred to the man of the Bay City committee.
eral musical numbers. A gift was
Daryl Wiersma was leader at a
Representing the Holland ChamTrmg.S^ Box 320 « Cm- The Netherlands Information presentedto their teacher, Mrs.
quelyn Kay, born Thursday to' Mr.
meeting of the Intermediate
Service which has been handling a Dorothy Atterberry, who has been ber were O. W. Lowry, Jay H.
and
Mrs.
John
Wagenmaktr,
movies that •included Annstrong ^
ln TexasChristian Endeavor society at th#
Fetter, Marvin C. Lindeman and
large share of the promotion of re- teacher there for several years.
Hospital
I route 2, Hudsonville; a son' born
in the
First Reformed Church. The pa*
W.
A.
Butler. From Zeeland were
lief gifts said it would be virtually
Mrs. Marian Ensfield was an
(From Wednesday’sSentinel) Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. Marvin tor, the Rev. John den Ouden waa
game. Annstrong, ^special gUMt J6*^6 on
Melvin S, Boonstra and Tom Whitat the meeting, chipped in with a Joostbems, Theodore Dubbink, Ar- impossible to obtain an accurate honored guest at a birthday dinner
Mrs. Franklin Forsythe,art Vanden Bosch, route 1, Zeeland; in charge of the Senior G E. sositt, and from Grand Haven Presfew answers from spectatore and
Van
Kolk, Wayne Brow- estimate on gifts for flood relief party March 14 at her home in
consultant from Ann Arbor, dis- a son, Jack Eldon, born Thursday ciety.
since many gifts were sent direct- Ganges. The guests were Miss ton Bilz and P. H. Murdick.John cussed modern art and its merits to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Van Geest,
Perigo during the
Burton WentzeL
The Lord’s Supper was served
When Perigo was introduced
Mr. and Mrs. Georg# Dampen ly to New York without being re- Mary Ensfield and Miss Crystal Beukema and Charles Schuler rep- before members of the Woman’s route 3, Hudsonville; a daughter] at the morning worship of the
resented
Muskegon.
master of ceremonies Bob Green- were vMtors at the home of the ported through local agencies, and Finley of Kalamazoo, who left
Literary Club Tuesday afternoon. Kristi Ann, born Friday to Mr! First Reformed church and again
hoe, he said, “When I got this in- latter’ssister and husband, Mr. many others were sent directlyto March 15 for their trip to Europe.
Answering the question "Is Mod- and Mrs. William Oilman, 318 in the afternoon at 2 o’clock. The
vitation to come to Holland, I and Mrs. Jack Arens of Beaver- the Netherlands. But Michiganhas Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Ensfield erf
Nomen of Moose Gather ern Art Art?” Mrs. Forsythe il- West Washington St., Zeeland;a offering received was designated
been recognizedmore than any Plainwell and Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
jumped at the chance because dam.
lustrated her remarks with many daughter, Marcella Kay, born Fri- for World Relief. Holy CommunHolland is one of the winningest The Easter Sunrise Service for other state for its immediate re- Ensfield and sons and Mrs. Bessie To Discuss Activities
reproductions and some originals day to Mr. and Mrs. Durward C. ion was served the shut-iaa of the .
basketball cities in the country.”churches of the local area will be sponse to the emergency. The in- Ensfield of Ganges.
from her owe fine collection of | Yound, route 1, Hamilton,
church on Monday afternoonby 1
Five
new
members
were
initiatMr. and Mrs. Jon Flore# and
His talk was then interrupted held st the Bentheim Reformed complete state total has passed the
paintings.
the pastor, the Rev. den Ouden.
children of Chicago spent the ed at a meeting of the Women of
quarter-millionmark.
-briefly while Coach John Viaser Church this year at 6:30
Defining the art of painting as
The Men's Brotherhoodof the
the
Moose
Wednesday
when
37
week-end with her mother Mrs.
introduced his Hope College play* Mrs. Ben Lehman expected to
“a creation by man which affords
First Reformed Church, is sponsorwere
present.
Bertha Plummer.
ers and managers and Coach Fred attend the Flower Show at Dean experience or opportunity for
ing a church wide Father and Son
Joe Bolte told of the project the
The Ganges Garden Group will
Weiss introductedhis Holland I troit on March 25th, as a memexperience through a medium of
banquet to be held on Friday
(From
Wednesday's
Sentinel)
Legion
of
the
Moose
is
planning,
meet with Mrs. Alva Hoover FriHigh players and managers. her of the House and Senate Club
paint and canvas or allied materApril 24.
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
day. Dessert luncheon at :30 pjn. that of having a blood bank in ials,” Mrs. Forsythe said that
The dinner-meeting opened with of Michigan. Rep. and Mrs. Loh
mis. r ursyme saiu mai
W^n
Mrs. Gladys Gooding,chairman followed bv the lesson “Books on conjunctionwith the local Red modern art fits that definiUon
singing of the national anthem man ire spending week-days at
Cross
blood bank.
of
the
Red
Cross
committee
of
Gardening’^
presented
by
Mrs.
and invocation.During the dinner the State Capitol in Lansing uswith the added phrase that it is
m
The Dearborn chapter has in
and immediatelyfollowing,Gerrit ually returning to Hamilton for Ganges township has received Gladys Gooding. Roll call was on
$381.15
being
collected
from
the
“Book
Exhibit.”
vited
the
local
group
to
meet
Miss
Wiegerink led group singing ac- week-ends,
10and perspective. ’ Arthur j. Manske from
subject matter
Adrian Dorman has gone to De- Zola Kenney, grand recorder on
companied by John Swieringa. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Reimink eight school districts. Her assistShe
pointed
out that manymis- nfchigwi College. The students
A special quartet,called on to of Green Cove Springs, Florida ants were Mrs. R. Z. Bolles, Union troit to spend several weeks with April 19 when she will make her understand the phrase “modern wm hear several occupations disdistrict; Mrs. Howard Paquin, relatives.
first
visit
to
Michigan.
At
that
mig included Milton “Bud” Hinga, are spending a couple of weeks
art to mean only non-objectiveL^ed in various rooms including
Don Lievense,Dr. James Ox* with relatives and friends here Belknap: Mrs. Margaret Sill, Mr. Bryant, Fennville high time a gift will be presented
Glenn;
Mrs.
Clyde
Earl, Fruit- school agricultural teacher, Don- the new Mooseheart High School painting or surrealism which are caipentry, medicine, dentistry*
and Hairy Ter
and In Allegan. He is stationed
John Robert Scholten,21, Grand
only two types of modern paint- teaching, plumbing, accounting
Stephens opened the meeting with the fleet in Florida. They land; Mrs. Alma Babbitt, Reid; ald Nye, Charles Krammin and and to Miss Kenney.
Rapids,
stood mute when he was
ing.
By
showing
some
works
of
and
others.
'Die
major
colleges
in
and introduced Greenhoe, who came home for the wedding of Mrs. Betty Ensfield,Darling; Mrs. Robert Bushee went to Lansing It was reported that Child Care the old masters, she proved that Michiganwill have representatives arraigned before, Municipal Judge V
Ralph Knowlton,Loomis and Mrs. Wednesday to attend a state and Mooseheart Alumni Commitakmg with Lievense, was oo-<hair- Mr. Reimink’s sister, Miss Shirley
Otta Troutman, Peach belt.
meeting of the F. F. A. chapter of tees have donated toward the an- the so-caUed modern methods of for interviews. Four busses will Cornelius vander Meulen Tuesday
ma,?
... .
Reimink and Louis Beyer which
The children and grandchildren Fennville High School. Charles nual egg hunt af Mooseheart An- abstraction and distortion have carry Zeeland studentsto Coop- afternoon on a negligent homicide
Tn^r>TVVpg?l^?OXi?gtook Place in
Reformed of Mr. and Mrs. John Westveldt and Robert went as Representa- nouncement was made of the anni- been used throughout the ages, ersville. A committee composed of charge resultingfrom an accident
f fdd0Ck’Jl50 Church auditorium last week
met at their home on Monday eve- tives from the local F.F.A. and versary dinner which will be held The only really modern idea is teachers and students from Coop- Feb. 2 in which Claryce Rozeboom,
returned to Holland for another Thurgdav
brief stay Tuesday, akMvss intro- 1 Rev. B’ Lamme„
Van ning, March 15, to help Mr. Wcst- Donald went as a trumpeter try May 8. A program and dancing the elimination of subject matter, ersville, Hudsonville and Zeeland 21, Hope College senior of CoopereIt is the "universality"of » are in charge of arrengetnentay
ville, was fatally injured.
veldt celebrate his birthdav anni- out from the band.
duoed at the beginning of the
will follow the dinner. Committee
Oss of Jamestown called on Rev. vereary. The guests included Mr.
Judge vander Meulen set examMr. and Mrs. Rudolp Schmid- chairman are urged to have their painting .which makes it great, A big project of Mr. Bemson’s
meeting and spoke briefly about i A H
Tim.
and Mrs. George Glupker; Mr. and gall of Chicago and Miss Margaret attendancesheets ready for the' Mrs. Forsythe said. It is easy to farm shop class at Zeeland High inationfor 10 a.m. Friday and rethe upcoming Mawkno-W^tt
day afternoon. The former has Mrs. Foster Kooyers and daughter Schmidgall of South Haven spent
copy nature or other subject mat- School is a loader constructed by leased Scholten on his own recogfight.
next meeting.
reached the age of 92 years and and Mr. and Mrs. Roger Prince the week end at their farm home
ter, but it is difficult to "create.” Richard Smith. The loader fits on nizance.The warrant against ScholThe
Social Service committee
the latter is 96 years.
and sons of Holland; Mr. and Mrs. in Ganges. They were joined by served as hostesses for this month Through use of a large chart, she the tractor and works by means ten was authorized Monday afterAn excellentsacred concert was Alva Hoover, daughter,Esther, their 2 sons, Tasso, student at
illustratedthe evolution of a crea- of a hydraulic lift. Smith has been noon by Prosecutor Wendell A.
with Bea Johnson chairman and
presentedat the local Reformed and Mrs. James Edwards and son Principia college,Elsah, 111., Ralph,
tion, beginning with an actual working on the project for some Miles.
the Mesdame Julia Woldring,
(From Weiinesday’s Sentinel) Church on Monday evening of this Ronald of Ganges. Refreshments student at Western Military Aca- Pearl Blank, Clara Dykema, and photograph of a church. The weeks and saved $145- by making
The fatal accident involved a '37
The annual Red Cross Fund week by the a CappeUa Choir Col- were served.
demy at Alton, 111., who were Marguerite Culver assisting. Prizes photograph,althougha true pic- it. It will be entered in the l^jn- car driven by Scholten and carryMr. and Mrs. Russell Vincent home for their spring vacation. were won by Mrs. Emma Witt, ture, was much less pleasant than coin Arc-Welding foundation. A ing three other passengers and a
Drive has come to a successful P^a' Iowa. The group was
end for Heath Township. The goal served a dinner before the con- and two children of Saginaw spent Mrs. Tullis of Douglas was their Mrs. Marion Strong and Mrs the succeedingdegrees of . “ab- picture must be taken erf the fin- 1929 pickup truck driven by Gerrit
straction” or "distortion” by the >sed project and an essay written Bonge, 70, route 1. The crash occurfer the townshipwas set for
and ^’ere boused for over- the week-end with her parents guest for the Sunday dinner.
Sena Lanning.
artist. The abstractions became °n the method of constructionand red at the intersectionof 32nd St.
and total contributions far ex- J“^bt and breakfast in local
universal”experiences, as the use* of arc welding,
and the GraafschapRd. about two
ceeded the $650 mark. Justin I home8church became “any church,” not Awards of $600, $400, $200 and miles west of Holland.
Schievinklocal chairman of
the specific one at a specificsite. $100 prizes will be given to those
Other passengersbesides Miss
drive with Stanley japink co- Ottawa Christian League
Mrs. Forsythe explainedthat who Uve 0,1 farms or ranches and Rozeboom in the Scholten car were
operating, were assistedby
aj x
j
what most people don't like is w*10 prepare and send to the foun- Arlene Ritsema, 21, Momence, HI.,
Nevenzel, Mrs. Myron Bolks, Jus- To
Thursday
that very altering of nature of di- dation the best descriptionof how who received a bruised left shoultin Boennan, Mrs/ D. E.
# 4U
grefcsion from truth, without real- arc-welding was or could be used der, and Marjorie Dykema, 21,
for various school districts in the L The a^ul!ua me€tlng ^ the Otizihg that many of their favorite on a fami project,
Muskegon, who received a fracturtownship. Assisting in the local
1)6
paintings were done by that very The 0381 ^ the Junior High ed left ankle. Bonge, the driver of
district and village were Arthur bel,d in ^P16 Avenue Christian
method.
School play accompanied by Mrs.
the truck, was hospitalizedabout a
Veldhoff, Mrs. Uoyd Hoops, Earl
Tbursd^ *t 8
Too
much
detail in a pictureLHatfield’ recentl>'toured the fol- month. His daughter,Margaret,
Poll, Mrs. John Haakma, Connie PJP'
Included in the business session
provokes “reflectiveseeing," bring- J2win? ten schools: Borculo, received slight injuries.
Haakma, Ardith Poll, Eleanor
ing to mind many things outside Townlme, Huyser, Vriesland, ForSchievink and Gary Aaiderink.' ’ wil1 1)6 the electi<>nof a president,
The complaint charges that
the picture itself. Painting can’t S* Grove, West Forest Grove, Scholten failed to keep a proper
The King’s Daughters
treasurer and directors
tell a story by building to the
West Dretithe,East Hol- lookout for vehiclesmaking use of
ary group of the Refomed (or
db,tnc^: Rud*
max
like music and literature can,
and Noordetoos.
intersecting roads and failed to
Church held their March meet- r0"^6’ Grand Haven *** Co°^
speaker said, but must teU the «S^rK!wS^troelj6 stop for a stop sign.
iqg at the home of Misa
... .
tire story all on one flat
!*'
Smidt. Presiding was Marlene vSp£aker
iV6nln* wiU 1)6
Modern painting presents the
by
Joostbernsand Marilyn Hansen 2eTR6LD°nald^ButT’^astoJ'
basic truths, like sorrow, love, i^ngT)
r
tbeir Child Treated in Hospital
conducted devotions. Bible
?f?on!??d Churchetc.,
and
eliminates
recognizable
After Running Into Car .
was in charge of Miss Della BowAmen<* at
.detail which detracts from
man and Pat Scene played, "Whis- 11)6 Cross Roads
creation, it. pattern and
Seven-year-old Mary Kay Rafperjng Hope” as an accordion solo. I
.
Much modern painting has more
fenaud, of 242 West 16th St., waa
The program topic was about the | School Circles to Hear
than beauty and composiUon-it
treated in Holland Hospital SatMission Work in Canada among
urday evening for cuts and briiises
the Dutch immigrants and was Talk by Mrs. Masselink
5oSnThg.«TC’
** Raterink of Zeeland. Mr. and received when she ran into a car
tog doesn
t have to have .*
a iamtm
lesson John
presented by Phyllis Brink and
to be good, she said. All good art
ProspectPark ChristianSchool
Marilyn Nyhof. After naming a|
Mrs. Albert Bosch were unable to driven by Henry Weyenberg, 43,
is ageless and universal,she said,
Circle
will
entertain
other
Holland
of 1575 South Shore Dr., on 17th
worker in Canada for roll call reb«
and gave the concludingadvice Relatives who spent Friday eve- St. between Washington and Van
sponse and the closing prayer by Christian School Circles at a comthat the “only way to learn anythe sponsor, Mrs. Peter J. Muys- bined meeting Thursday at 8 p.m.
ning with them in celebration of Raalte Aves.
thing about art is to live with it.”
Mrs. William Masselink of Grand
The driver, who was driving east
kens, the group engaged themthe event were: Mrs. Anna De
Mrs. Forsythe told briefly of Groot, Mrs. Dora Bonk, Mr. and on 17th St., told police he applied
selves with hand sewing for a Rapids will be guest speaker. She
the organization of her art “lend- Mrs. Hany Petroelje of Borculo, his brakes as soon as he saw the
mission station.The hostess serv- is the wife of the former pastor of
ing groups,” which gives families Mr. and Mrs. Roy Petroelje of child. The child hit the left front
Fourteenth Street ChristianReed refreshments.
opportunity to live with various Byron Center; Mr. and Mrs. John fender.Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Riker *
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dekema of formed Church.
types of art in their homes for a Petroelje of Holland and Mre. of 340 West 13th St. were listed as
Music will be furnished by the
Kalamazoo were Sunday guests in
certain lending period.
Petroelje of Holland and Mre. Dr. witnesses.
the home of their son’s family, Oiristian High senior sextet
Mrs. Garrett Vander Borgh, De Jonge of Zeeland. Also their Cars driven by Paul Vanden
Mr. and Mrs. John Haakma
president,introduced the speaker. children Mr. and Mrs. Jason Pe- Brink, 22, of 134 Vander Veen Ave., "
daughters.
A group of 12 klompen dancers gave visltore to
Michigan in Again
everyone to visit Holland'* Tulip Feetlval May
th* West * Michigan Sports and Boat Show In
troelje of Holland and Mr. and and Rose M. Knickelbine,19,
The Hamilton Rod and Gun
13 to 16 and to take advantage of th# summer at^l?16 ,Tanker Michigan entered
Beautiful more agates may be Mre. Peter Petroelje of Zeeland. Fennville. coUided at 8 p.m. SatGrand Rapids Civic Auditorium Tuesday night
Club at their last meeting discusstractions
the
city
offer*.
He
alee
thanked
the
Holland harbor at 12:10 ajn. Mona preview of the Tulip Festival. The group, accom- manager for the Tuesday night show, at which collected freely in the hills and Those unable to be present were urday at 10th St. and College Ave. 4
ed further an issue that has been
day with another cargo for the
valleys of Starr. County, Texas.
panied by Mayor Harry Harrington and Miss Joyct
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Petroelje of Vanden Brink was traveling south
prominent at recent meetings of
time Holland was saluted as a tourist,resort,
Texaa Company. Accordingto the
In the central part of the Texas and Mr. and Mre. J. Patter- on College and the front end of
Keller, presented a portion of th# Dutch dance
group. Plans were proposed Coast Guard, it will probably lay
marlns and trade canter. Photographedfrom the
Sahara desert the temperature son of Denver Colorado.
before a packed house. Following the dance at
and discussed about
his '40 model was damaged to
wings of the stage, the klompen dancers go
over here Monday because of the
may
rise to 130 degrees during
•
p.m.,
Mayor
Harrington
presented
a
pair
of
A meeting of the Second Re- extent of $200. The other car, a
t hunting in the local area. No de- rough water.
through their dance with crowds lining
lining tn#
the stage
stage
the (j^y onj drm
fmm
wooden shoes to tha show manager end invited
ISMUMl photo). Iwy ..niff, “tty to below freq- formed Church Ladies Aid society *37 model, was damaged on the
wMi be beti hi the Fellowship right rear to tha extent ci $45.
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